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This dissertation is concerned with the design of visual interfaces for searching and triaging large document sets. 
Data proliferation has generated new and challenging information-based tasks across various domains. Yet, as the 
document sets of these tasks grow, it has become increasingly difficult for users to remain active participants in the 
information-seeking process, such as when searching and triaging large document sets. During information search, 
users seek to understand their document set, align domain knowledge, formulate effective queries, and use those 
queries to develop document set mappings which help generate encounters with valued documents. During 
information triage, users encounter the documents mapped by information search to judge relevance to 
information-seeking objectives. Yet, information search and triage can be challenging for users. Studies have found 
that when using traditional design strategies in tool interfaces for search and triage, users routinely struggle to 
understand the domain being searched, apply their expertise, communicate their objectives during query building, 
and assess the relevance of search results during information triage. Users must understand and apply domain-
specific vocabulary when communicating information-seeking objectives. Yet, task vocabularies typically do not 
align with those of users, especially in tasks of complex domains. Ontologies can be valuable mediating resources 
for bridging between the vocabularies of users and tasks. They are created by domain experts to provide a 
standardized mapping of knowledge that can be leveraged both by computational- as well as human-facing 
systems. We believe that the activation of ontologies within user-facing interfaces has a potential to help users 
when searching and triaging large document sets, however more research is required. 
This dissertation is structured in the form of an integrated article, encompassing a chaptered set of 
research over five materials either published or prepared for publishing, along with support chapters. The first of 
these materials is concerned with exploring the design of visual interfaces for information search and triage, and 
the integration of ontology files during query building. The second of these materials is concerned with examining 
how cognitive map formation helps form knowledge of complex ontological space, and how visual interfaces can 
support users encounter, understand, and explore their ontologies. The third of these materials is concerned with 
framing the high-level requirements for generalized search interfaces, which is then use in the generation of a 
prototype interface. The fourth of these materials is concerned with understanding the multi-staged information 
seeking process, distilling its design requirements for search and triage interfaces. Additionally, the design of a 
novel visual interface integrating progressive disclosure and ontology mediation is described. The fifth and final of 
these materials is concerned with describing a three-staged evolutionary design of a VAT interface for searching 
and triaging large document sets. Specifically, this material describes the formulization, realization, and validation 
of three interface stages generated with guidance from in-depth topic analysis, design criteria, and formative 
assessment. Additional support materials within the dissertation include introduction, background, as well as a 






From the ancient practice of food foraging to the information-seeking objectives of the modern world, search and 
triage has always been a cornerstone of the human experience. The slow evolutionary march has held humans largely 
to the same form, yet through tools, humanity has been able to break free of physiological binds, both physical and 
cognitive. Examples such as shovels, cars, and pencils reflect the power of physical tool augmentation, just as 
language, mathematics, and computers reflect the power of cognitive tool augmentation. User wellbeing is tied to the 
quality of their tools. When mindfully designed, tools can help users complete their tasks – perhaps at a quicker pace, 
more effectively, for a longer time, or with less effort. Thus, if a task can be better understood, then designers can be 
cognizant of constraining features, formulize requirements which work around those constraints, then use those 
requirements to assess the quality of existing tools and in turn form new strategies that better serve users. 
The 1950s initiated the use of computers as search tools, proliferating over the decades. Notably, the rise of 
reasonably accessible global networking in the 80s and 90s culminated in the first exposure to the power of 
generalized search engines, and in particular, for exploring the interconnected web. Yet even as tools continue to 
improve – with faster computations, more intelligence, less power, and over larger document sets – users must still 
be the primary consideration when designing effective search and triage solutions. That is, technological innovation 
does not matter if the user does not know how to use their tools, understand its results, or activate that understanding 
in a manner that is meaningful to completion of their task. 
It has never been more important for researchers to provide guidance for designers to help realize more 
powerful and effective search and triage tools. Designers must concentrate first on addressing the user-facing 
considerations of search and triage interface design. For this effort, we center this dissertation on investigating how 
the designs of visual interfaces can help users improve their searching and triaging of large document sets. 
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Chapter 1     Introduction 
 
This dissertation is presented in the form of an integrated article, reflecting a series of individual materials which 
together synthesize into a singular research direction. These materials establish research objectives encompassing a 
variety of diverse and interdisciplinary domains, such as human-computer interaction, human-information 
interaction, visual analytics, cognitive sciences, alongside computational considerations such data management, 
computational linguistics, and machine learning. Each material is presented in its original, self-contained form. 
That is, each maintains its original set of sections (e.g., introductory, background, materials, results, and 
conclusion) presented in a fashion that can support both individual and progressive reading. We now provide a 
brief description of the general motivation of the dissertation, as well as an outline of subsequent chapters. 
 
1.1 Motivation 
From the ancient practice of food foraging to the information-seeking objectives of the modern world, search and 
triage has always been and continues to be a cornerstone of the human experience. The slow evolutionary march 
has held humans largely to the same form, yet through tools, humanity has been able to break free of physiological 
binds, both physical and cognitive. Examples such as shovels, cars, and pencils reflect the power of physical tool 
augmentation, just as language, mathematics, and computers reflect the power of cognitive tool augmentation. User 
wellbeing is tied to the quality of their tools. When mindfully designed, tools help users complete their tasks – 
perhaps at a quicker pace, more effectively, for a longer time, or with less effort. Thus, if a task can be better 
understood, then designers can be cognizant of constraining features, formulize requirements which work around 
those constraints, then use those requirements to assess the quality of existing tools and in turn form new strategies 
that better serve users. 
 The 1950s initiated the use of computers as search tools, with research in academia and industry 
investigating strategies for indexing, weighting, and modeling the information of document collections (Sanderson 
& Croft, 2012). Technological and algorithmic solutions continued to maturate and proliferate over the decades. 
Notably, the rise of reasonably accessible global networking in the 80s and 90s culminated in the first exposure to 
the power of generalized search engines, and in particular, for exploring the interconnected web (Haigh, 2011). Yet 
even as the computational technologies used by tools continue to improve – with faster computations, more 
intelligence, less power, and over larger document sets – users must still be the primary consideration when 
designing effective search and triage solutions. That is, technological innovation does not matter if the user does 
not know how to use those technologies for their task, understand their results, or activate that understanding in a 
manner that is meaningful to completion of their task. 
It has never been more important for researchers to provide structured analysis on information-seeking 
tasks, from which guidance can be generated for designers to help realize more powerful and effective search and 
triage tools. Designers must concentrate first on addressing the user-facing considerations of search and triage 
interface design. For this effort, we center this dissertation on investigating how the designs of visual interfaces can 
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help users improve their searching and triaging of large document sets. In particular, we structure our research 
direction using the evolutionary design model. Models for evolutionary design, inspired by biological origins, 
encapsulate a four-staged, iterative process of formulization, realization, validation, and refinement (Baldominos, 
Saez, & Isasi, 2020). First, with guidance from prior interfaces, research, and framing devices, designers distill the 
necessary requirements of the task, decide how they are best addressed within the interface and its components, and 
formulize decisions within a design. From this design, a working prototype is realized, which is then validated 
through user-based methods of formative assessment. The findings of this verification are then propagated back to 
the designer for further formulization, realization, and verification, until requirements are satisfied (Guerrero-
García, 2014). Using evolutionary design, VAT interface designers can provide more opportunities for novel 
thinking, de-couple design from prototyping, and promote user-centered design through formative assessment. 
Through this lens, we hope to contribute new insight which can be used within the designs of the next generation of 
information search and triage tools. 
 
1.2 Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation continues with the following chapters:  
 
Chapter 2 is concerned with directing background reading for the topics covered in this dissertation. Specifically, 
readers are provided an index to locations where appropriate background material is provided, and describes 
common terms and acronyms found within the material. 
 
Chapter 3 is concerned with exploring the design of generalized visual interfaces for information search and 
triage, and the activation of ontology file formats during query building. Included in this chapter is a presentation 
of OVERT-MED, an ontology-driven visual interface for searching and triaging MEDLINE. The creation of 
OVERT-MED examines the process of designing visual interfaces for information search and triage, with 
particular concentration on the use of ontologies as a mediating resource for aligning vocabularies during query 
building, and progressive disclosure in interface design. The research in this chapter is used as an exploratory 
proof-of-concept which inspired future work in later chapters. 
 
Chapter 4 is concerned with investigating how humans understand ontologies through cognitive map formation, 
and how visual interfaces can support users to encounter, form knowledge of, and explore complex ontological 
space. Included in this chapter is a presentation of PRONTOVISE, a progressively disclosed and scaffolded 
generalized visualization environment for exploring the ontological space of user-provided ontology files. This 
research is important to the overall research direction of this dissertation, as it helps establish if users can 
reasonably learn the complex ontological space described by ontology files. The research in this chapter inspires 




Chapter 5 is concerned with framing the high-level requirements for generalized interfaces for information search 
and triage. Included in this chapter is an in-depth topic analysis which explores existing materials on data sources, 
information characteristics, types of search tasks, and considerations for generalized interfaces in the health 
domain. From this analysis, we distill a set of high-level requirements, which is then demonstrated by structuring 
the design of ONTSI, a generalized search interface which integrates ontologies for mediating between common 
and domain vocabularies. ONTSI is inspired by the first stage of the evolutionary design described in a later 
chapter. 
 
Chapter 6 is concerned with expanded investigations on the multi-staged information-seeking process and its 
design requirements. These investigations explore novel techniques which reduce the need for tedious search and 
triage. Specifically, it establishes how users struggle within traditional design strategies, align configurations with 
the requirements of each stage of the information-seeking process, and learns of strategies to promote the activation 
of domain expertise when searching and triaging. Furthermore, the use of ontologies to support these requirements 
is examined. Included in this chapter is a presentation of VisualQUEST, a novel visual interface which generalizes 
the support of information search and triage using the progressive disclosure and ontology mediation over user 
provided ontology and document datasets. VisualQUEST is built from the evolutionary design described in a later 
chapter. 
 
Chapter 7 is concerned with describing a three-staged evolutionary design of a Visual Analytics Tool (VAT) 
interface for searching and triaging large document sets. Specifically, the chapter outlines the formulization, 
realization, and validation of three interface stages. The formation of these stages is guided by in-depth topic 
analysis, design criteria, and formative assessment. Confirmatory evidence from formative assessment is presented. 
 
Chapter 8 concludes with chapter summaries, contributions, and future research directions stemming from the 
research of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2     Background and Terminology 
 
2.1 Conceptual and Theoretical Background  
This dissertation follows an integrated article format, and therefore present material in an original, self-contained 
form. That is, each chapter maintains its original set of introductory, background, materials, results, and conclusion 
sections, presented in a fashion that can support both individual and progressive reading. For readers who seek 
background on the topics discussed in this dissertation, we ask that they be directed to the associated background 
and topic analysis written to contextualize that specific material in its original form. Yet, as many of the topics 
discussed within these materials share similar conceptual and theoretical background, we present an effective 
reading order for which can guide the reader through the primary thematic tones within this dissertation:  
• 4.4.1 Cognitive Map Formation 
• 5.2.1 Health Informatics 
• 5.2.3 Ontologies 
• 5.3.1.1 Health Data, Information Management, and Information-Centric Interfaces 
• 5.3.1.2 Search Tasks and Structuring the Design of Interfaces for Health Informatics 
• 5.3.1.3 Aligning Vocabularies for Health Informatics Search Tasks 
• 6.2.1 Information Search and Triage 
• 6.2.2 Machine Learning 
• 6.3.1.1 Information-Seeking Process Models and Progressive Disclosure 
• 6.3.1.2 Stages of Query Building and Search 
• 6.3.1.3 Stages of High-Level and Low-Level Triage 
• 7.2.1 Evolutionary Design 
 
2.2 Terminology 
User, human: Within this dissertation, care is put to understanding how an interface is being acting upon, and how 
it can react in a manner that promotes the performance of whoever is acting upon it. Minor distinctions may arise in 
the reference of the ‘who’ in this relationship. The term ‘user’ and its plural ‘users’ may be found in cases when the 
generic actor is being discussed for their ‘using of’ an interface, whereas the usage of the term ‘human’ may prevail 
in discussions of a more general understanding of cognition, nature, and experience. This being said, within the 
contents of this dissertation, the terms are used interchangeably and should be understood uniformly. 
 
Cognitive tool, visual analytics tool, interactive visualization tool, health informatics tool: Discussions within 
the various chapters of this dissertation may prefix tool with terms such as cognitive, visual analytics, interactive 
visualization, and health informatics. These terms maintain unique considerations which can differentiate their 
appropriate use. Yet, the research objective of this dissertation is the design of visual interfaces for information 
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search and triage in a generalized sense, regardless of the context or domain in question. Some chapters may 
maintain material that caters to the specific vocabulary and thematic tones of its published location. That is, while 
an individual chapter may apply a specific prefix, these specificities are used to align with the materials of that 
chapter and its published location. In general, these terms can and should be understood uniformly within the 
generalized theme of the dissertation. 
 
2.3 Acronyms 
• HPO: Human Phenotype Ontology 
• IVT: Interactive Visualization Tool 
• MEDLINE: Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online 
• MeSH: Medical Subject Header 
• ML: Machine Learning 
• NLM: National Library of Medicine 
• ONTSI: ONTology-driven Search Interface 
• OVERT-MED: Ontology-driven Visual sEaRch and Triage interface for MEDLINE 
• PRONTOVISE: PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization Explorer 
• PubMed: Publisher/Public MEDLINE 
• VisualQUEST: Visual interface for QUEry, Search, Triage 
• VAT: Visual Analytics Tool 




Chapter 3     OVERT-MED: An Ontology-Driven Visual Search 
and Triage Interface for MEDLINE 
 
This chapter has been published as: Demelo, J., Parsons, P., & Sedig, K. (2017). Ontology-driven search and 
triage: Design of a web-based visual interface for MEDLINE. JMIR medical informatics, 5(1), e4. 
 
We have made minor adjustments to the original material of this chapter to provide cohesion with the overall 
integrated article structure of this dissertation. Specifically, to distinguish between chapters, figures and tables have 
been provided an additional prepend reflecting the chapter number. Readers should be aware that chapter text will 
maintain original numbering references. For instance, “Figure 3-1” is equivalent to “Figure 1” in the chapter text. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Seeking information within the published medical literature is important in many domains and contexts (Islamaj 
Dogan, Murray, Neveol, & Lu, 2009; Krupski, Dahm, Fesperman, & Schardt, 2008). Diverse users need to search 
the literature including physicians (Kritz, Gschwandtner, Stefanov, Hanbury, & Samwald, 2013), medical students 
(William R. Hersh et al., 2002), cytogeneticists (Parsons et al., 2015), and patients and their relatives (Palotti, 
Hanbury, Müller, & Kahn, 2016). Searches can be roughly categorized into two types: lookup and exploratory 
(Marchionini, 2006). Lookup searches are closed-ended, having precise results and little need for examining and 
comparing result sets. Exploratory searches, however, are open-ended, having imprecise results and often requiring 
significant time and effort to work with result sets in order to satisfy the original information need. Examples of 
exploratory searches with open-ended goals include making evidence-based decisions and updating knowledge to 
stay abreast of current research findings (W R Hersh & Hickam, 1998; Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009). While significant 
progress has been made in supporting lookup searches, exploratory searches are still not well supported, and open-
ended search goals are often quite difficult to achieve (Cui, Carter, & Zhang, 2014; Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009; Pang, 
Chang, Verspoor, & Pearce, 2016). Common barriers to finding relevant medical information include the time it 
takes to perform searches (Ely, Osheroff, Chambliss, Ebell, & Rosenbaum, 2005; Kritz et al., 2013), the increasing 
scope of topical coverage (Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009), and the information overload that arises from dealing with 
large result sets (K. Davies, 2007; Dietze et al., 2009; Ely et al., 2005; Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009; Kritz et al., 2013).  
One of the most popular collections of published medical literature is MEDLINE, which comprises more 
than 25 million documents and is growing every year. The most common means of searching MEDLINE is PubMed, 
a free search engine and web interface (“PubMed,” n.d.). Although the search capabilities in PubMed have improved 
in recent years, there can still be a considerable burden on users when seeking information in the context of 
exploratory search, due to at least two major problems: 1) the difficulty in articulating information needs using 
accurate vocabulary; and 2) the large number of documents that can be returned from searches. Many users do not 
have the proper vocabulary to construct effective queries (Belkin, 2000; Furnas, Landauer, Gomez, & Dumais, 1987), 
which is especially true in medical and health contexts (Patrick, Monga, Sievert, Hall, & Longo, 2001; Plovnick & 
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Zeng, 2004; Sievert, Patrick, & Reid, 2001; Zeng & Tse, 2006a). When uncontrolled vocabularies are used, there is 
no guarantee that concepts are expressed with the same terms in different contexts (Dietze et al., 2009; Lowe & 
Barnett, 1994). For instance, if an article contains the term eye hamartoma, and a user searches for the vaguer term 
eye growth, there may not be a close match. Thus, without proper terminological knowledge, effective searching can 
be quite difficult. Adding to the difficulty of searching effectively is the large number of documents that can be 
returned, which leads to an information overload problem (Cui et al., 2014; Lu, 2011a; Malhotra et al., 2015). Dogan 
et al. (Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009) note that at least one third of PubMed searches return 100 or more documents. In 
our own testing, searches for common terms (e.g., “breast cancer” or “brain tumor”) return many thousands of 
documents. 
Interfaces to most search engines, including PubMed, use simple text boxes into which users enter query 
terms. This interface style does not assist users in articulating their information needs (Hoeber & Khazaei, 2015), 
and works well only for lookup search tasks (M. Hearst et al., 2002; Hoeber, 2014). For example, if a user is interested 
in finding information about “liver” but is not sure what terms are relevant in articulating a query, she must simply 
enter “liver” into the search box. Because the query is vague, a very large set of documents is returned—almost one 
million documents spanning over 4900 pages when using PubMed (see Figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 3-1 A screenshot of PubMed showing results from searching for “liver”. In exploratory contexts, when 
users have open-ended information needs and imprecise vocabulary, PubMed’s interface style is not very helpful. Users 
have difficulty articulating information needs and must deal with long lists of results that span many pages. 
Multiple strategies have been employed to help support query formation in exploratory search contexts by replacing 
the standard text box, including faceted search (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003), visualization widgets (Dork, 
Williamson, & Carpendale, 2009), query previews (Diriye, Tombros, & Blandford, 2012), and hierarchical 
presentation of expansion terms (Joho, Coverson, Sanderson, & Beaulieu, 2002). The common theme among these 
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strategies is that meaningful information is extracted from the document collection, and then represented in a manner 
that can help the searcher recognize terms that will more accurately describe the information they are seeking. Such 
strategies promote recognition over recall, not relying on users having to know and retrieve correct vocabulary from 
memory (Hoeber & Khazaei, 2015). 
We present OVERT-MED (Ontology-driven Visual sEaRch and Triage interface for MEDLINE), a web-
based visualization tool that addresses two major difficulties in searching large document collections: 1) the difficulty 
in articulating information needs with useful vocabulary, and 2) the difficulty in dealing with large search result sets. 
To address the first difficulty, we propose the idea of using a formal ontology to help users build domain-specific 
knowledge and vocabulary. To test this, we have implemented a searchable index of the Human Phenotype Ontology 
(HPO) that provides users with suggestion terms that are related to their information needs. To address the second 
difficulty, OVERT-MED supports multi-stage interactive triaging of search results using interactive visualization 
techniques. We use a custom-built index of MEDLINE, which comprises approximately 25 million documents, as 
our searchable collection of medical literature. Although OVERT-MED has been initially developed for use with a 
particular ontology and document collection, we expect that our design ideas will transfer to other contexts. The 
following subsections provide background information and discuss related work. 
 
3.1.1 Ontologies 
One way to meaningfully extract and model information from a domain is to construct an ontology (Chandrasekaran, 
Josephson, & Benjamins, 1999; Gruber, 1991). An ontology represents concepts and their relationships using a 
standard vocabulary (Chandrasekaran et al., 1999). Ontologies serve many practical functions, including clarifying 
the structure of knowledge within a domain, providing a common vocabulary, enabling computational analysis, and 
supporting knowledge sharing (Chandrasekaran et al., 1999; Gruber, 1991; Guarino, Oberle, & Staab, 2009). 
Ontologies often capture concepts within a domain at multiple levels of abstraction. For instance, an anatomy 
ontology may have a concept body, a sub-concept face, a further sub-concept nose, and so on. The concepts in an 
ontology can be represented using many different structures, including trees and different types of graphs.  
The ontology we are using, HPO, has been curated by domain experts in an attempt to capture all phenotypic 
abnormalities that are commonly encountered in human monogenic disease (Robinson et al., 2008). In our previous 
work with genomics researchers, we learned of the importance of HPO in their workflow, including in activities 
involving literature search (Xxx & Xxx, n.d.). HPO is widely used in the biomedical field, is regularly updated, and
 has a high level of quality control. It is also available for download in the popular OBO (Open Biomedical 
Ontologies) and OWL (Web Ontology Language) formats. For these reasons, we believe HPO is ideal for testing our 
proposal of using ontologies to address the vocabulary problem. It should be noted that we are not suggesting HPO 
is better than other ontologies, or that it should be used in all contexts. HPO is only one of many ontologies that could 
be used to support exploratory search, and search systems should make use of whichever ontologies are most 




3.1.2 Document Triage 
Triaging is an activity that involves determining the relevance of documents to an information need (Aekaterini 
Mavri, Fernando Loizides, Thomas Fotiades, 2014). Triaging activities are often time-constrained and require quick 
assessment of relevance with incomplete knowledge. For example, a search may return hundreds or thousands of 
potentially relevant documents. As it is not feasible to read each one in detail, users must sort through the documents 
and quickly assess their relevance based on incomplete knowledge of their contents. Research suggests that triaging 
takes place in three successive stages: 1) the “multiple document” stage, where initial relevance judgments are made 
to select documents from a set without careful examination; 2) the “individual document” stage, where individual 
documents are examined in more detail and categorized (e.g., kept or rejected); and 3)  the “further reading” stage, 
where a small set of documents are read in-depth to extract relevant information and satisfy the original information 
need (Loizides & Buchanan, 2013). Additionally, research shows that triaging often occurs in a cyclical and iterative 
fashion, where the above stages are revisited multiple times (Loizides & Buchanan, 2009a). 
 
3.1.3 Search Result Visualization 
Most search interfaces present results in a traditional list-based manner, where documents are ranked and textually 
represented using title and various metadata. While not a problem for simple lookup search tasks, traditional list-
based representations are not effective in supporting exploratory search tasks, which are typically open-ended and 
involve complex information needs (Khazaei & Hoeber, 2016). Although lists are familiar and simple, studies show 
that users rarely examine lists fully or carefully (Spink, Wolfram, Jansen, & Saracevic, 2001) and seldom venture 
past the first few pages of results (Silverstein, Marais, Henzinger, & Moricz, 1999). Scanning through long lists can 
be tedious and cognitively demanding. Visualizations of search results can overcome some of the problems associated 
with textual list-based representations by shifting cognitive burden onto the perceptual system. For instance, while 
visualizations can be scanned freely by the eyes, text must be scanned sequentially, requiring more time and cognitive 
effort to detect patterns and relationships (Larkin & Simon, 1987; Scaife & Rogers, 1996). Additionally, 
visualizations can encode a significant amount of information within a small space, removing the need to navigate 
multiple pages to view search results. Previous work has demonstrated the utility of visualizations in document 
search, exploration, and analysis (Görg, Liu, & Stasko, 2013; M. A. Hearst, 1995). 
 
3.1.4 Related Work 
Some researchers have recognized the value of using ontologies to better support search activities (e.g., (Dietze et 
al., 2009; Thomas, Alexopoulou, Dietze, & Schroeder, 2009)). The central focus of this research is term extraction 
and mapping, which is done using text mining and natural language processing techniques. In this body of work, 
ontologies are used to improve search performance computationally without involving users. The fundamental 
difference compared to our work is that we use ontologies to help users develop knowledge and domain-specific 
vocabulary—i.e., the focus is on the user rather than on algorithms and other computational processes. Our approach 
is important in contexts where users have valuable knowledge and context-specific goals that cannot be replaced by 
computation—in other words, users need to be kept “in the loop”. 
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Other researchers have focused on developing interfaces to MEDLINE as alternatives to PubMed. For 
example, Wei and colleagues have developed PubTator, a PubMed replacement interface that uses multiple text 
mining algorithms to improve search results (C. H. Wei, Kao, & Lu, 2013). PubTator also offers some support for 
document triaging. While PubTator appears interesting and useful, it relies on queries being input into the standard 
text box, and it presents results in a typical list-based fashion. Thus, it is not aimed at addressing either of the two 
problems we are attempting to address with OVERT-MED—i.e., the vocabulary problem and the information 
overload problem. Other alternative interfaces that offer interesting features but do not address either of the two 
problems include SLIM (Muin, Fontelo, Liu, & Ackerman, 2005) and HubMed (Eaton, 2006). An alternative 
interface that potentially provides support in addressing the first problem is iPubMed (J. Wang et al., 2011), which 
provides fuzzy matches to search results. An alternative interface that may provide support in addressing the second 
problem is refMED (Yu, Kim, Oh, Ko, & Kim, 2009), which provides minimal triaging support through relevance 
ranking. A for-profit private tool, Quertle, appears to use visualizations to mitigate the information overload problem, 
although very few details are publicly available. Lu (Lu, 2011b) provides a detailed survey that includes many other 
alternative interfaces to MEDLINE, although none are aimed at solving either of the two problems that we are 
addressing here. 
In summary, no extant research explores the combination of (a) ontologies to help build domain-specific 
knowledge and vocabulary when users need to be kept “in the loop”; and (b) triaging support using interactive 
visualizations to help mitigate the information overload problem. The following sections provide details about our 
approach to addressing these issues. 
 
3.2 Methods 
We developed OVERT-MED to test our proposed solutions to the two problems described previously. To anchor our 
research in a specific context, we chose MEDLINE as our document collection. MEDLINE offers an interesting 
testbed because of its popularity and size. We developed a custom index of MEDLINE so that it can be queried from 
the front end of OVERT-MED. We have also indexed HPO to help users build knowledge and domain-specific 
vocabulary. 
 
3.2.1 Indexing of MEDLINE and HPO  
We downloaded the entire MEDLINE database, which is made freely available by the NLM for research purposes. 
The MEDLINE database consists of article “citations”, which are essentially article metadata, including authors, 
journal title, Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) keywords, publication date, and other fields. Also included in each 
citation is the abstract text. We developed a custom index using the open-source Apache Solr/Lucene project. Lucene 
supports full-text indexing and search functionality, and Solr is a search platform that runs on the Lucene index. To 
rank documents, Lucene uses the well-known term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) scheme (Gerard 
Salton & Buckley, 1988). Lucene also ranks results based on an internal similarity measure that generates a vector 
space model (VSM) score (G. Salton, Wong, & Yang, 1975), using index terms as dimensions and tf-idf values as 
weights. We have described our indexing strategy in more detail previously (Xxx & Xxx, n.d.).  
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HPO is a formal ontology of human phenotypic abnormalities found in human disease (Robinson et al., 
2008). Each entry in HPO describes a phenotypic abnormality, such as melanoma or hepatoblastoma. HPO is under 
active development and currently contains over 11,000 terms. We have also indexed HPO in our Lucene index. HPO 
contains multiple fields for each phenotype in the ontology, including name, definition, id, synonyms, and 
commentary from domain experts. We index all fields to provide robust vocabulary suggestions—when a user enters 
a term, all fields in the index are examined, which provides much more useful information than would result from 
looking for only exact matches on the phenotype name. This will be described using an example in more detail below. 
 
3.2.2 Development and Architecture 
We developed OVERT-MED as a web-based tool that runs in any modern browser. It connects to a web server that 
stores our indices and handles search requests (via our Solr search server). We have developed a series of scripts to 
retrieve MEDLINE updates from the NLM public ftp site and to construct the indices for MEDLINE and HPO in our 
Lucene index. We have also developed an API that handles requests for searches and other basic functions. The front-
end has been developed using HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. The visualizations have been developed using D3.js 
(Michael Bostock, Ogievetsky, & Heer, 2011), a popular JavaScript visualization library. Figure 2 provides a 
diagrammatic overview of the architecture of the OVERT-MED system. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Client-server architecture of the OVERT-MED system. The webserver fetches MEDLINE updates 
from the NLM ftp site and indexes them in a Lucene index. HPO is also indexed. The API handles requests and connects 
to the Solr search server. The client displays visualizations and handles user interactions. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Ontology Term Suggestion 
OVERT-MED uses HPO to help users better articulate their search needs through a technique we call Ontology Term 
Suggester. Users enter terms into a text box, and a set of suggestions (phenotypes) are provided. The suggestions are 
updated in real-time as a user types each character. Additionally, to provide better terminological support, we look 
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for matches on both the phenotype names as well as descriptions and expert commentary on the phenotypes (these 
are not shown to users but are indexed on our server). For example, a user may be interested in finding articles related 
to the term “liver” but may not have sufficient vocabulary to articulate a useful query involving relevant terms. Figure 
3 shows the Ontology Term Suggester after typing “liver” into the search box. Phenotypes related to the liver are 
displayed. Results such as “Growth hormone deficiency” and “Ascites” are displayed because they have a connection 
to the liver—the effects of growth hormone are mediated by insulin-like growth factor, which is produced primarily 
in the liver; and ascites is commonly associated with liver disease. Many of the returned phenotypes do not have the 
term liver in their name but are related to the liver. In a traditional search interface, there is no way for a user to get 
from “liver” to “ascites” or “growth hormone deficiency”. Finally, because users may not understand a particular 
phenotype (e.g., congenital diaphragmatic hernia), selecting the ‘?’ button will open a new tab and load the official 
entry in the HPO online browser. From there users can find more details, including associated genes and diseases. 
This search strategy can help users build knowledge of the domain and vocabulary that can be used to enhance 
cognitive performance and exploration. 
 
 
Figure 3-3 The Ontology Term Suggester, showing results from typing “liver”. Many of the resulting phenotypes 
do not have “liver” in their names, but are in some way associated with liver, and are displayed to help users improve 
vocabulary to better articulate information needs. 
3.3.2 Sensitivity Encoding for Query Refinement 
A well-known problem in open-ended search tasks is that potentially relevant results may not be displayed if they do 
not meet the specified search criteria. For example, when searching for a house to buy, users often have ill-formed 
criteria, such as price range, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, yard size, location, and so on. Although certain 
search criteria may be specified (e.g., 4 bedrooms, under $200,00), results that do not meet the criteria may also be 
relevant, such as a house that has only three bedrooms but is a great price. When using visualizations to support such 
search tasks, certain criteria can be relaxed and results that do not meet certain criteria can be visually encoded in 
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different ways. For instance, results that do not meet number of bedrooms can be encoded with one color, results that 
do not meet yard size can be encoded with another, and so on. Visually encoding this type of information can provide 
cues to users to adjust their search criteria so that potentially relevant results are included. This visualization strategy, 
known as sensitivity encoding, has been shown to be beneficial in a number of contexts (Spence, 2002; Spence & 
Tweedie, 1998).  
Although OVERT-MED supports the selection of precise phenotype names, the exact combination of words 
in a name may be too restrictive and may not provide the most relevant results. For example, a user may select the 
phenotype progressive external ophthalmoplegia. Our index shows 811 articles associated with this specific 
phenotype. However, users may be interested in articles associated with different variations of the words—e.g., 
progressive opthalmoplegia or external opthalmoplegia. We employ a set of Sensitivity Encoded Query Selectors in 
OVERT-MED to handle this issue. When a phenotype is selected, we perform searches on our index using all possible 
combinations of the words, then visually encode the size of the result set. Figure 4 shows the result of a user selecting 
“progressive external opthalmoplegia”. The number of matching articles for each combination is provided 
numerically and encoded visually using the length of the bar next to each combination. From Figure 4 we can see 
that if the user relaxes the term to only “progressive ophthalmoplegia” an additional 104 articles are available; with 
“external opthalmoplegia” and additional 418 articles are available. Without such a sensitivity encoding strategy, 
many of these potentially relevant results would not be made available. Because users are often interested in more 
than one phenotype, multiple phenotypes can be selected, each of which is subjected to the same sensitivity encoding 
process. Figure 5 shows a second phenotype, congenital fibrosis of extraocular muscles, being added. 
 
 
Figure 3-4 A set of Sensitivity Encoded Query Selectors for ‘progressive external ophthalmoplegia’. The number 





Figure 3-5 The result of adding a second phenotype via the Ontology Term Suggester, which leads to more 
Sensitivity Encoded Query Selectors. 
3.3.3 Interactive Triaging Support to Mitigate Information Overload 
OVERT-MED provides multi-stage triaging support to mitigate the information overload problem. Multiple design 
strategies support the first stage of triaging—the “multiple document” stage. First, when a specific set of terms is 
chosen, the metadata from up to 250 documents is visualized. Each document is encoded using a small bar, and the 
presence of each term is encoded using a section of the bar. Figure 6 shows how six documents are represented where 
there are three terms (progressive external opthalmoplegia). Within the visualization, each row represents one 
document, and each column represents one of the phenotype words. The words are color coded—in this case green 
for progressive, teal for external, and red for opthalmoplegia. A white cell indicates no occurrence of the word. The 
visualization functions as a type of heatmap (Wilkinson & Friendly, 2009), where the color saturation encodes the 
frequency of a term within a document. We call this technique the Query Result Heatmap. In Figure 6, a darker red 
means higher occurrence of the word opthalmoplegia. This type of encoding can aid in rapid visual scanning and 
identification of potentially relevant documents (M. A. Hearst, 1995; Hoeber & Yang, 2009). 
 
 
Figure 3-6 The Query Result Heatmap: Six documents are represented by six rows, where each column 
represents a term (progressive external opthalmoplegia). 
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To further support the triaging activity, OVERT-MED allows users to interactively explore metadata associated with 
the matching documents. Figure 7 shows the state of the interface after a user has selected 
“progressive+opthalmoplegia”. The first 250 documents (ranked by our indexing algorithm) are encoded in the Query 
Result Heatmap. Each row functions as an individual document heatmap, showing the occurrence of the seven 
phenotype terms within the document. Because the user has selected “progressive” and “opthalmoplegia”, all 
documents indicate occurrences of both terms. It is readily apparent that most of the documents also contain the term 
“external”. Approximately twenty also contain “muscles”, four contain “extraocular”, one contains “fibrosis”, and 
one contains “congenital”.  
 
 
Figure 3-7 State of the interface after a user has selected “progressive+opthalmoplegia”. 
OVERT-MED also provides a Term Distribution Matrix to help users quickly determine document relevance while 
browsing the Query Result Heatmap. Within the Term Distribution Matrix, users can see the occurrence of terms in 
four places within the document metadata: 1) title, 2) journal name, 3) MeSH terms, and 4) abstract text. The 
document title, journal, year, and MeSH terms are also displayed. This representation helps users make decisions 
about relevance via quick visual scanning. For example, if a term appears only in the journal name it may not be very 
relevant, but if a term appears five times in the abstract text it is more likely to be relevant. Users can perceive this 
type of information quickly due to the categorical color encodings. Figure 8 shows the Term Distribution Matrix for 
two different documents within the same result set. Through rapid visual scanning, even without reading the text, it 





Figure 3-8 The Term Distribution Matrix for two different documents within the same result set. 
To support rapid exploration—a fundamental goal of triaging—the keyboard arrow keys can be used to move quickly 
through the documents while the metadata is dynamically updated. If a relevant document is detected, users can hit 
the ‘enter’ key or click the button to add the document to a pile for subsequent investigation (this stage will be 
explained in more detail below). This stage of triaging also allows for quick comparison of co-occurring phenotypes 
within documents. For example, Figure 9 shows the result of a user adding documents containing “congenital” and 
“fibrosis”. It is immediately clear through quick visual scanning that not many documents contain both “congenital 
fibrosis” and “opthalmoplegia”. 
 
 
Figure 3-9 The result of a user adding documents containing “congenital” and “fibrosis” for comparison. It is 
immediately clear through quick visual scanning that not many documents contain both “congenital fibrosis” and 
“opthalmoplegia”. 
While browsing the Query Result Heatmap, it may be difficult to remember which documents have been visited 
previously. This is especially true in the context of iterative triaging, where users may return to the heatmap after 
being away for some time. In OVERT-MED, when users pause on a document for five or more seconds, a small 
mark is placed beside the document to serve as a visual reminder (see Figure 10). When revisiting the heatmap, users 
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can quickly recognize which documents they have previously examined. We assume that five seconds is a reasonable 
threshold for determining when a user has examined the Term Distribution Matrix. 
 
 
Figure 3-10 Close-up view of the Query Result Heatmap.  When users pause on a document for five or more 
seconds a small mark is placed beside the document as a reminder. 
 
The next stage in the triaging activity—the “individual document” stage—involves examining individual abstracts 
of previously chosen articles.  At this stage, users are likely to have narrowed down the number of documents 
significantly. Documents are encoded via a Selected Pile Heatmap in the same manner as in the Query Result 
Heatmap, and each can be selected to view its abstract. In this Term-Encoded Abstract, matching terms are color-
coded to facilitate quick identification, especially within the abstract text. Figure 11 shows an example in which the 
user has selected 29 documents, which are encoded in the Selected Pile Heatmap and the Term-Encoded Abstract is 
displayed for the first document. Even before reading the text in detail, it is easy to see that ‘renin’ and ‘hypertension’ 
both appear frequently, indicating that they are important. Thus, users can scan the text quickly to get a sense of the 
appearance of the query terms, without having to necessarily read the text sequentially. An important aspect of this 
stage of triaging is the ability to quickly categorize documents. In OVERT-MED, users can quickly reject a paper by 
selecting the orange ‘x’ button or can quickly add a paper to the next stage by selecting the green button or pressing 





Figure 3-11 Twenty-nine documents have been selected to examine in closer detail. They are encoded in the 
Selected Pile Heatmap, and the Term-Encoded Abstract is displayed for the first document. It is easy to see that ‘renin’ 
and ‘hypertension’ both appear frequently, indicating that they are important. 
The final stage of triaging is the “further reading” stage, where a small set of documents are read in-depth to extract 
relevant information and satisfy the original information need. While this stage could be supported in various ways, 
we support this stage in OVERT-MED by presenting a PubMed entry for a selected document in an embedded frame 
directly within the interface of OVERT-MED. This allows for quick inspection of any PubMed details that are 
important to the user, such as full text links, citation details, and PubMed Commons links, and allows users to login 
to their NCBI account to save the article to a collection, compare to other saved articles, and so on. There is also a 
button to open the PubMed link in a new browser tab if a user needs more space. Figure 12 shows a full screen 
capture of OVERT-MED in which a user has traversed all stages of a search and triaging activity. 
 
 
Figure 3-12 Full screen capture showing all components of OVERT-MED where a user has traversed all stages 
of a search and triaging activity. 
As research shows that triaging activities are cyclical and iterative, we have designed OVERT-MED to be flexible 
in this regard. At any point during an activity, users may adjust their query or document selections, and each 
component of the interface will dynamically reflect any changes. For example, a user may reach the final stage of 
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triaging and find a term within a document that seems relevant to the original information need. The user can return 
to the initial stage of entering the term and selecting phenotypes. In doing so, the rest of the interface will remain 
stable, and the user can proceed through any of the triaging stages. Figure 13 shows the interface after a user has 
examined a document in detail in the final stage, discovered a link between renin level (the original phenotype of 
interest) and arterial pressure, and has returned to the initial stage to find a phenotype related to arterial pressure. The 
user discovers a phenotype named “elevated mean arterial pressure” and selects it. At this stage, the user is not 
particularly interested in whether the arterial pressure is elevated or not, and simply wants to explore the relationship 
between renin level and arterial pressure. Due to our sensitivity encoding strategy, the user can select 
“arterial+pressure” to add documents with those two terms. From this point, the user can continue through the triaging 
stages or return to the initial stage again. 
 
 
Figure 3-13 The interface after a user has examined a document in detail in the final stage, discovered a link, and 
has returned to the initial stage with a new information need. The user discovers a phenotype named “elevated mean 
arterial pressure”, selects it, then adds documents satisfying “arterial+pressure” to the Query Result Heatmap. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
OVERT-MED was developed to address two major problems that are known to exist in complex, exploratory search 
activities: 1) the difficulty in articulating information needs due to insufficient knowledge and domain-specific 
vocabulary, and 2) the difficultly in dealing with information overload due to the large number of results returned. 
To address the first difficulty, we proposed the idea of using a formal ontology to help users build domain-specific 
terminology and knowledge for constructing search queries. To assist in this process, we indexed HPO and provided 
a search feature that provides robust results to terms that are entered. To address the problem of search criteria being 
too restrictive in open-ended contexts, we employed a visual sensitivity encoding strategy to help users see 
possibilities with different combinations of terms. 
There are seven main steps that users take when performing search and triaging tasks with OVERT-MED—
the first two within a vocabulary building phase, and the next five within a triaging phase. The triaging phase can be 
broken down into the three key stages. Figure 14 provides an overview of this process and shows the techniques we 
employ to help users at each step. To help users build vocabulary and generate queries, we use an Ontology Term 
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Suggester and Sensitivity Encoded Query Selectors. After selecting a query, users move to the triaging phase, where 
they traverse through three stages. During the first stage—the multi-document stage—users are presented with a 
Query Result Heatmap that encodes the appearance and frequency of query terms within the document result set. A 
keyboard interaction technique enables rapid navigation through the documents. To facilitate assessment at this stage, 
a Term Distribution Matrix provides more information about each document within the heatmap. Together these 
techniques allow for rapid scanning to assess relevance and select documents for the next stage. During the second 
triaging stage—the individual document stage—users are presented with a Selected Pile Heatmap that encodes only 
the selected documents from the previous stage. As users browse the heatmap, they can inspect a Term-Encoded 
Abstract of each individual document.  The term-encoding supports quick detection of the appearance of query terms 
within the document abstract. After assessing the relevance of individual documents, users select documents to move 
to the next stage. During the third triaging stage—the further reading stage—users focus on a single document by 
viewing details in depth. Here the PubMed entry for a document can be retrieved directly within OVERT-MED or 
within a new browser tab. At any point in the overall activity, users can return to any step and continue from there, 
which supports the iterative and cyclical nature of search and triaging tasks. 
 
 
Figure 3-14 Overall search and triage process supported by OVERT-MED. Users take seven main steps—the 
first two within a vocabulary building phase, and the next five within a triaging phase. The triaging phase can be broken 
down into the three key stages. Each step is supported by a technique in the interface. At any point users can return to any 
step, which supports the iterative and cyclical nature of search and triaging tasks. 
 
3.4.1 Validation 
Ongoing formative evaluation suggests that the design features in OVERT-MED can mitigate the two problems 
mentioned above. We tested OVERT-MED with a small group of users who are not domain-experts, and our proposal 
to use a formal ontology to help users articulate their information needs does seem to be useful. As mentioned 
previously, different types of users are known to search the scientific literature, many of which are not domain 
experts. For example, pediatricians will often try to identify abnormal phenotypes in patients before referring them 
to a clinical geneticist. However, because they are not domain experts, pediatricians may not have very extensive 
knowledge and vocabulary of phenotypes. Even if they search the literature to identify phenotype names (e.g., via 
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PubMed), they may still not find phenotypes that are related to one another. As another example, patients are known 
to search the literature to learn more about their own conditions. Because they are not domain experts, patients could 
also benefit from having access to an ontology such as HPO to help them build domain-specific knowledge and 
vocabulary. Thus, testing with users who are not domain experts can give an indication of the usefulness of our design 
strategies.  
In our testing, we noticed that although an ontology can help users develop more appropriate vocabulary, 
users do not necessarily develop a good understanding of the ontology itself. Because a robust mental model of the 
ontology may lead to even better search performance (e.g., by knowing which entities are highly connected to others, 
knowing relationships among entities at multiple levels of abstraction, and so on), we have decided to pursue a 
solution to this as future work (see Future Work section below). Additionally, our multi-stage triaging shows promise 
in mitigating the information overload problem. Users were able to go back and forth through the triaging stages to 
satisfy information needs without being overwhelmed by long lists of documents. 
 
3.4.2 Limitations 
There is one current limitation of OVERT-MED that should be noted: the MEDLINE data is limited to metadata and 
abstract text only and does not include full texts. This is simply because the NLM does not release full-texts due to 
copyright issues. There is little we can do to address this issue. Empirical evidence does suggest, however, that the 
document title and abstract are among the most important features of a document in determining its relevance 
(Loizides & Buchanan, 2009a), so perhaps it is not a critical limitation. 
 
3.4.3 Future Work 
We envision at least three lines of valuable future research: First, developing interactive visualization techniques to 
support ontology sensemaking. The intention behind the current version of OVERT-MED is to help address the 
common problem of lack of adequate vocabulary. Although OVERT-MED appears to support users in improving 
their search terms and potentially developing some domain knowledge, it does not necessarily support users in 
making sense of the ontology itself — i.e., understanding its size, organization, types of relationships, significant and 
insignificant entities, and so on. Interactive visualizations of ontologies may enhance search and triaging activities. 
Second, testing OVERT-MED with different ontologies in different contexts. This will help to assess the 
transferability of the design features of OVERT-MED. Third, conducting formal testing of OVERT-MED. Although 
our informal testing has been useful, more formal testing will provide validation of the design strategies. 
 
3.4.4 Conclusions 
We have developed a web-based interactive visualization tool, OVERT-MED, to address two common problems in 
exploratory search — namely, the lack of adequate vocabulary to construct useful queries, and the difficulty of 
dealing with very large result sets. The novelty of our approach is in the combination of (a) using an ontology to help 
build domain-specific knowledge and vocabulary when users need to be kept “in the loop”; and (b) providing multi-
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stage triaging support using interactive visualizations to help mitigate the information overload problem. We 
anticipate these ideas can be applied successfully in other contexts where either of these issues exist. 
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Chapter 4     Forming Cognitive Maps of Ontologies Using 
Interactive Visualizations 
 
This chapter has been published as: Demelo, J., & Sedig, K. (2021). Forming Cognitive Maps of Ontologies Using 
Interactive Visualizations. Multimodal Technologies and Interaction, 5(1), 2. 
 
We have made minor adjustments to the original material of this chapter to provide cohesion with the overall 
integrated article structure of this dissertation. Specifically, to distinguish between chapters, figures and tables have 
been provided an additional prepend reflecting the chapter number. Readers should be aware that chapter text will 
maintain original numbering references. For instance, “Figure 4-1” is equivalent to “Figure 1” in the chapter text. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Ontologies are external representations of domain knowledge created by experts through a collaborative examination 
process (Rector, Schulz, Rodrigues, Chute, & Solbrig, 2019). When creating ontologies, experts define an explicit 
and standardized common vocabulary which they use to transcribe their knowledge into a set of mappings which 
reflect the entities, relations, and structures of the domain. Ontology datasets are collections of software files which 
encode the complex objects of ontologies for use in digital environments (Priya & Kumar, 2015). Ontology datasets 
are increasingly being used to help the performance of challenging knowledge-based tasks. For instance, ontology 
datasets are being applied towards both system-facing computation tasks like information extraction on unstructured 
text and behavior modeling of intellectual agents, as well as an increasing number of human-facing visualization 
tasks like decision support systems within critical care environments (Jusoh, Awajan, & Obeid, 2020; Lytvyn, Dosyn, 
Vysotska, & Hryhorovych, 2020; Román-Villarán et al., 2019). Yet for domains of high complexity, such as 
biomedical research, environmental sciences, and medical triage, the ontology datasets can be challenging to 
understand. This is because their complex objects can combine to reflect countless ontology entities, relations, and 
any number of additional domain-specific concepts (Dessimoz & Škunca, 2017). 
For ontology datasets to be used effectively, we need to understand them. When we encounter unfamiliar 
complex objects, we use our perception, intuition, and reasoning to form a mental model of their parts, relationships, 
and behaviors (Sedig, Parsons, Liang, & Morey, 2016). When encounters present us complex objects that describe a 
space, like distance, position, or orientation, our cognitive processes form a specific type of mental model, the 
cognitive map. Through theoretical and experimental work, researchers have explored how our cognitive processes 
organize our knowledge of spaces and our performances of cognitive activities like sensemaking, navigation, and 
exploration within spaces. The cognitive map framework describes formation as a set of stages. We first develop 
landmark knowledge of a space through the internalizing of the complex objects which describe location. Next, we 
develop route knowledge by building associations of the relationships which connect locations. Finally, we develop 
our understanding of the overall structure and layout of the space, referred to within the framework as survey 
knowledge (Behrens et al., 2018; Craig, Dewar, Harris, Della Sala, & Wolbers, 2016; Epstein, Patai, Julian, & Spiers, 
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2017). We form cognitive maps during encounters with physical spaces, like when encountering the unfamiliar 
districts, streets, and buildings of a new city. Yet cognitive maps can also form for spaces that we perceive as spatial, 
yet does not directly exist within the physical dimension, like a website and its webpages (Epstein et al., 2017; 
Weisberg & Newcombe, 2016). Critically, encounters with ontology datasets and the knowledge encoded within 
their complex objects reflect spatial qualities like location, relation, and structure and thus encapsulate the conditions 
for cognitive map formation. 
Ontology dataset visualizations are increasingly finding use during the performance of challenging 
knowledge-based tasks. Yet, up until recently, the design of ontology dataset visualizations have typically only 
considered tasks which presume a level of expertise and experience of the ontology dataset and the ontology it 
describes, such as ontology management or clinical treatment interfaces (Borland, Christopherson, & Schmitt, 2019; 
Schlegel & Elkin, 2016). As a result, leading considerations towards the design of ontology dataset visualization 
have not targeted the specific problem space of learning tasks which help us in building understanding of the ontology 
dataset itself. Therefore, our motivation for this paper is to consider how the design of interactive visualizations of 
ontology datasets can promote conditions for cognitive map formation so that we can be helped in developing our 
understanding of the ontological space described within ontology datasets. 
This paper begins with an introduction of the topics of cognitive maps, ontologies, and interactive 
visualization tools. We find that a wide range of theoretical and experimental disciplines have directed their efforts 
towards understanding the functionality of our cognitive processes and their effect on the performance of our 
cognitive activities. Next, we introduce the theoretical framework of the cognitive map and its application towards 
understanding how our brains organized knowledge of complex spaces. Then, we explore the use, creation, and 
limitations of ontologies, an expert-defined standardized common vocabulary describing the knowledge of a domain. 
The introductory content concludes with an examination of the fields of information visualization and visual 
analytics, discussing how designers can create visualization tools using visual representation and interaction design 
to support our performance of our tasks and their underlying cognitive activities. 
Next, we examine existing work on cognitive load and the use of interactive visualizations to support 
learning tasks. Here, we find that recent studies show that there is no one specific level of cognitive load that is proper 
for supporting learning tasks. Instead, cognitive load is a set of extraneous, intrinsic, and germane loads which must 
adjust for the specific conditions of the tool and task context. Through this, we discover that interactive visualization 
tools are a valuable resource for learning tasks. Studies have found that if designed correctly, interactive visualization 
tools can be an effective environment for engaging learners. The examination of existing work concludes with an 
exploration of insight towards the design of visual representations and interactions to support cognitive mapping of 
spatial knowledge, alongside a summary of the cognitive activities performed within spaces. From these findings, 
we formalize a set of high-level design criteria for designing interactive visualization tools to support learning tasks 
through alignment of the cognitive map framework and its formation process. We then perform a review of existing 
tools which visualize ontology datasets. This review categorizes each tool based on their generalized subview 




Following this, we present PRONTOVISE (PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization Explorer), an interactive 
visualization tool which applies the criteria in its design to support us in understanding unfamiliar ontologies. In this, 
we explain the technological features of the PRONTOVISE, and describe its workflow and design within the context 
of our high-level design criteria. We describe PRONTOVISE, an interactive visualization tool that represents 
ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design. The presentation continues with a 
detailed description of the considerations made when designing the novel ontology dataset visual representations and 
interactions within each subview of PRONTOVISE. Through a usage scenario, we describe a set of encounters with 
the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) and show how the underlying design of PRONTOVISE can support the 
requirements for cognitive map formation. We conclude with a discussion of the implications of the generalized 
criteria and assess the strengths and limitations of the design of PRONTOVISE. 
 
4.2 Background 
This section supplies background on the concepts and terminology used when building our design criteria and its use 
for the design of PRONTOVISE. First, we summarize the current understanding of the cognitive map framework as 
shown by theoretical and experimental work. Second, we describe the value of ontologies and their constitute parts. 
Finally, we explore how visual representation and interaction design can be used to create interactive visualization 
tools. 
 
4.2.1 Cognitive Map Formation 
A long-standing yet nebulous problem space across a wide range of theoretical and experimental disciplines is that 
of understanding the cognitive processes which form our knowledge of spaces and help us perform our activities 
within them. These disciplines, like neuroscience, experimental psychology, and human-information interaction, 
have examined how we internalize our encounters with complex spaces and their constituent parts, and use that 
knowledge to perform our activities within those spaces [8,10,11]. From these examinations, understanding has been 
built towards how our brain states process our experiences within unfamiliar spaces, and how our memory of those 
spaces is encoded internally within our cognitive systems. It has been found that internal representations mapping 
spatial relationships do, in fact, form when navigating unfamiliar environments and that the quality of that formation 
is directly affected by external conditions (Craig et al., 2016). Studies have also been made on specific parts of our 
brain, like the hippocampus, to improve our understanding of our cognitive processes which involve space and time. 
From these studies, it has been found that when processing experiences, our brains leverage externally represented 
information which describes spatial and temporary knowledge to distill and organize that knowledge within our 
internal cognitive systems (Ekstrom & Ranganath, 2017). 
Integrating leading experimental evidence, current understanding towards how our brains organized 
knowledge of complex spaces aligns with that of the theoretical work for cognitive map formation and its general 
coding mechanisms (Behrens et al., 2018). The cognitive map formation is a staged process which occurs over 
repeated encounters with external representations of a space. During these encounters, our sensory and cognitive 
systems process our experiences into internal representations, which promotes the formation mechanisms associated 
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with a cognitive map (Waller & Nadel, 2013). Under these mechanisms, cognitive map formation occurs in stages 
of increased fidelity, depends on the complexity of the space and the level of granularity which we want to understand 
it. For a space which is unfamiliar, the formation of our cognitive map begins by forming our initial understanding 
of high-level objects of the space. Our cognitive processes use existing mental models to begin to distinguish distinct 
locations of the space, and from them, process locations of importance as landmark knowledge. Landmark knowledge 
is used for activities involving static information of specific locations and objects with a space, like comparison and 
sensemaking (Fast, 2010; Kallioniemi et al., 2013). Once forming our initial level of landmark knowledge, our 
cognitive processes begin to form associations towards the links between locations, contextualizing their pathing and 
relationships, which the framework refers to as route knowledge. Route knowledge is used for transitional activities 
involving movement between locations and objects of a space like wayfinding and navigation (Fast, 2010; Weisberg 
& Newcombe, 2016). As landmark and route knowledge grows, we start to form extended associations which map 
the locations and objects across their relationships and paths. These associations form our survey knowledge of the 
overall structure and layout of a space. Survey knowledge is involved with generalizing our understanding of a space, 
and allows us to perform activities which require a refined level of landmark and route knowledge, such as 
orientation, exploration, and comparison of spaces (Fast, 2010; Sedig, Rowhani, & Liang, 2005). 
 
4.2.2 Ontologies 
Ontologies are an expert-defined standardized common vocabulary describing the knowledge of a domain. 
Ontologies are increasingly being used to help the performance of challenging knowledge-based tasks. This is 
because they provide the flexibility, extensibility, generality, and expressiveness necessary to bridge the gap between 
the requirements for mapping domain knowledge into forms which are generalized for effective computer-facing and 
human-facing use (Saleemi, Rodríguez, Lilius, & Porres, 2011). After defining an ontology, experts record the 
complex objects of the ontology into data files which supply standardized ontology specifications. Once generated, 
these data files can be packaged in a dataset, shared amongst domain stakeholders, and integrated into computation 
and human-facing resources to support performances of challenging domain tasks. For instance, they are being used 
within towards both system-facing computation tasks like information extraction on unstructured text, behavior 
modeling of intellectual agents, as well as an increasing number of human-facing visualization tasks like decision 
support systems within critical care environments (Jusoh et al., 2020; Lytvyn et al., 2020; Román-Villarán et al., 
2019). 
The common vocabulary of an ontology is composed of a network of complex objects produced by a 
systematic review of domain content (Jakus, Milutinovic, Omerović, & Tomazic, 2013; Rector et al., 2019). Experts 
construct this network using two types of complex objects: the ontology entity and the ontology relation, which 
together yield various ontology structures. Ontology entities reflect the distinct concepts within the domain, like a 
phenotype in a medical triage ontology, a processor in a computer architecture ontology, or a precedent in a legal 
ontology (Tobergte & Curtis, 2013). Ontology entities will typically encode information about their role in the 
vocabulary, definitions, descriptions, and contexts, as well as metadata that can be used to inform the performance 
of future ontology engineering tasks. Ontology relations are the links between ontology entities which express the 
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quality of interaction between them and towards the domain as a whole (Katifori, Torou, Vassilakis, Lepouras, & 
Halatsis, 2008). One of the most common types of ontology relations is that of inheritance. In this relation, the 
characteristics of one ontology entity act as a template to define another. For instance, an ontology entity in an animal 
ontology standing for the concept of a ‘dog’ may inherit from an ontology entity reflecting the concept of a 
‘domesticated animal’. Typically, ontology relation types are domain-dependent and emerge out of unique 
interoperability between ontology entities. For instance, an animal ontology may also have an ontology entity 
reflecting the concept of a ‘human’, which may have the ontology relations ‘domesticates/is domesticated by’ 
between it and the ‘dog’ ontology entity. 
When the size and complexity of a domain rises, so too does the complexity of its ontology. As a result, 
ontological datasets can become very large and complex, supporting countless complex objects describing ontology 
entities and relations. When interacting with highly complex spaces like ontologies, the limitations of human 
cognition can create a bottleneck in human-facing analytic workflows (Zhao, Ward, Rundensteiner, & Higgins, 
2017). Therefore, a leading challenge for those who look to use ontologies is maintaining an ontology dataset which 
accurately describes its domain while still being useful for both computation and human-facing tasks. 
 
4.2.3 Interactive Visualization Tools 
Our daily lives are permeated by encounters with external representations that connect to us through our visual 
perception, auditory, and other sensory systems. Designers encode their knowledge as information within their 
external representations, in the hopes that this knowledge can be transferred to the sensing observer. Information 
visualization is an area of research which concentrates on investigating the use of visual representation as an interface 
to our cognitive processes, and the mental representation space which they manage (Parsons & Sedig, 2014). Through 
theoretical and experimental work, researchers investigate strategies for designing visual representations to support 
of our cognitive processes (Sedig et al., 2016; Shneiderman, 1996). 
We use tools to improve our ability to complete challenging tasks, both physical and cognitive. Rollerblades, 
hammers, and pencils are examples of tools which augment the physicality of the human body to perform difficult 
physical activities (i.e., dexterity, strength, speed, precision, etc.). Similarly, we can use tools like language, books, 
and computational devices to support the performance of activities which are cognitive in nature. We achieve 
cognitive augmentation through the activation of distributed cognition, where through interaction, complex cognition 
is offloaded from the internal processes of our mental representation space and into the external representation and 
computation space of our tools (J. Davies & Michaelian, 2016). By offloading complex cognition to tools designed 
to support complex cognitive activities, this distribution of cognitive responsibility allows us to direct our mental 
concentration towards other activities which are more aligned with our natural cognitive abilities (Pereira Rocha, de 
Paula, & Sirihal Duarte, 2016). 
These days, designers take advantage of readily available technologies like high resolution monitors, 
standardized operating systems, and internet services to produce powerful cognitive tools. Research spaces like visual 
analytics, which concentrate on the using of visual representation to support analytic reasoning, are using these 
technologies to design visualization tools that support the performance of our complex cognitive activities. For 
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instance, visualization tools have been used for sensemaking activities towards misinformation within the medical 
domain, search activities on large document sets, and decision-making activities using health data (Demelo, Parsons, 
& Sedig, 2017; Ninkov & Sedig, 2019; Ola & Sedig, 2016). Providing the opportunity for interaction with visual 
representations allows us to become an active participant in our encounters with encoded information. That is, by 
integrating interactive components within a visualization tool, designers can formulate a dynamic and evolving 
dialectic between us and the encoded information. Interactive visualization tools allow us to perform actions onto the 
interface based on our perception of encoded information. Based on an action event, a tool can ingest that action into 
its internal logic, move into the computation space, formulate potential responses, and then adjust its interface in a 
way in which we can perceive. These three stages: perception, action, and tool reaction, form an interaction loop, 
which can be explored by researchers to establish generalized patterns, frameworks, and methodologies which better 
support our needs as we perform complex cognitive activities (Parsons & Didandeh, 2015; Sedig & Parsons, 2013). 
 
4.3 Methods 
In this section, we describe the methods used for formulating a set of high-level design criteria for designing 
interactive visualizations of ontology datasets which support the performance of activities which promoting cognitive 
map formation. We begin with related work about cognitive load during complex learning and the use of interactive 
visualizations to support complex learning. Based on these findings, we outline a set of criteria for designing 
interactive visualization tools for complex learning by supporting the stages of cognitive map formation. We review 
existing ontology dataset visualization tools and analyze how they align or mis-align with the conditions that support 
the cognitive activities performed during complex learning and their promotion of cognitive map formation for 
unfamiliar ontologies. 
 
4.3.1 Related Work 
Cognitive load theory, a framework for understanding the functional interplay between working and long-term 
memory, describes that our working memory can be understood as a cognitive load put onto us that forms out of the 
complexity of a learning task (Mayer, 2014). Within the framework, cognitive load is explained as a combination of 
three loads: intrinsic load as the mental effort associated with task performance, germane load as the mental effort 
required for processing an encounter for conversion into long-term memory, and extraneous load as the task-
irrelevant activities resulting from poor encounter design (Seufert, 2018). 
Recent work has targeted the challenging dynamics of cognitive load and its impact on learning. A study by 
Wang et al. explored the impact of cognitive load and affordance design on the performance of learning tasks using 
collaborative tools. Within their three-cohort study, three unique interfaces were prepared and assigned to a cohort 
to support the performance of the same learning task. For the three interfaces, one was noninteractive video-based, 
one noninteractive text-based, and one providing an interactive interface integrating various multimedia. It was found 
that the noninteractive video-based interface cohort expressed significant overloaded working memory and 
performed poorly in their post-task scoring assessment. The text-based interface cohort expressed that they 
experienced low cognitive loads for working memory and performed adequately in their assessment scores. Yet, they 
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found that the interactive multimedia group produced the highest assessment scores of any cohort, even though they 
expressed a moderate level of cognitive load (C. Wang, Fang, & Gu, 2020). In addition, recent research efforts by 
Seufert explored the problem space, targeting the performance of self-regulated learning tasks, and arrived at similar 
conclusions (Seufert, 2018). As such, neither high nor low cognitive load is definitively correlated with the conditions 
for effective learning. Instead, leading guidance prescribes that proper cognitive load can vary task to task. Therefore, 
when creating learning environments, designers should: Take care to minimize extraneous load which is unrelated to 
the learning task, direct intrinsic load towards supporting the specific cognitive activities of the learning task, and 
unify affordances to best align the information, learning process, and the learner towards maximizing germane load 
for converting working to long-term memory (Mutlu-Bayraktar, Cosgun, & Altan, 2019). Yet, this care is not often 
observed within the design of interactive visualization tools which support learning tasks involving ontology datasets. 
This will be examined in depth within our review of existing tools. 
Interactive visualization tools can be a valuable resource for learning tasks. We gain a deeper level of 
understanding when performing learning tasks when we engage mixtures of deeply textured information formats 
within a flexible learning environment (C. Wang et al., 2020). When we learn, we seek to move beyond our prior 
knowledge and into the unfamiliar through cognitive engagement (Mayer, 2014). For this, it is critical to consider 
creative thinking and the underlying processes of divergent thinking, which is the generation of ideas, and convergent 
thinking, the evaluation of ideas. A two-cohort study was performed by Sun et al. which asked each cohort to perform 
the same learning task involving divergent thinking. Specifically, one cohort was provided an online system without 
any assistive support, yet the other was provided an interactive visualization tool to support cognitive mapping during 
task performance. The results from the study directly exhibited that members of the cognitive mapping resource 
cohort had an improved task performance over their corresponding non-resource cohort members. It was concluded 
that members of the cohort were able to manage their working memory through a moderation of cognitive load during 
cognitive mapping (Sun, Wang, & Wegerif, 2019). As such, tasks which involve creative thinking can be improved 
through the use of interactive visualization tools. This can be achieved by aligning with the requirements for cognitive 
mapping and its underlying cognitive activities like association, decomposition, combination, and adjustment during 
divergent thinking, and selection and evaluation for convergent thinking. This is especially important in self-
regulated learning environments with interactive visualization tools, where we must guide our own learning tasks 
through the setting of goals, the planning of our learning process, enacting our process by using our resources to 
interact with new information, and evaluating our learning achievements (Seufert, 2018). We, however, find that the 
requirements for supporting cognitive mapping are not accounted for within the design of interactive visualization 
tools which support learning tasks involving ontology datasets. This will be examined in depth within our review of 
existing tools. 
Visualization can improve our capacity to encounter new information, yet poorly designed visual 
representation and interaction can also harm learning and the performance of its necessary cognitive activities 
(Yalçin, Elmqvist, & Bederson, 2016). This is still true for interactive visualizations of ontology datasets and their 
ontological spaces. Studies have shown that the inclusion of supplementation information describing a space in visual 
representations not only affects how our cognitive processes handle new information, such as with memorization and 
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decision-making, but also provides meaningful improvements towards the performance of cognitive activities during 
cognitive mapping within learning tasks (Ragan, Bowman, & Huber, 2012; Sun et al., 2019). It is important that 
designers account for the way novel information is processed by learners when designing their visualizations, and be 
cognizant towards how specific design strategies can facilitate conditions for effective learning (Mutlu-Bayraktar et 
al., 2019). We summarize, in Table 1, the cognitive activities performed within spaces, expounding their relationship 
to divergent and convergent thinking, and the types of spatial knowledge required for their performance within the 
framework of cognitive map formation. 
 
Table 4-1 Summary of the cognitive activities performed within spaces. Included is the name and description, 
the underlying processes of creative thinking which relate to the cognitive activity, and the types of spatial knowledge 
which must be developed within a cognitive map of a space before the activity can be performed within that space. 





Sensemaking Reasoning and the mental manipulation of representations to 
develop, build upon, and refine mental models (Sedig et al., 
2016). 
Convergent None 
Navigation Observing, orientating, and decision-making for directed 
movement towards a known objective [4,11,31]. 
Convergent Landmark, Route 
Exploration Observing, orientating, and decision-making for undirected 
movement without an objective (Lytvyn et al., 2020; Yalçin 




Search Observing, orientating, and decision-making for directed 






Wayfinding Constructing and memorizing movement sequences for 






The visualization of ontology datasets is an active problem with an expansive set of research themes. New 
publications are consistently taking the creation, activation, and visualization of ontology datasets into novel and 
varied directions. Specifically, a literature review performed by Pesquita et al. highlights the range of discussion 
towards semantic web research. They describe the two leading challenges for supporting semantic web tasks. The 
first is the challenging of support users of varying levels of expertise. The second is the challenging of generalizing 
findings across different task contexts, such as different types of information within datasets and what the task wants 
to do with that information. Additionally, they note that there is a shortfall of research directed towards understanding 
the performance of open-ended tasks using semantic web visualizations, when considering the users, information, 




4.3.2 Task Analysis 
We find five high-level criteria for designing interactive visualization tools of ontology datasets that promote the 
stages of cognitive map formation for learning tasks. They are provided in Table 2. 
 
Table 4-2 The high-level criteria for designing interactive visualization tools of ontology datasets which promote 
the stages of cognitive map formation for learning tasks. 
Criteria Description 
Provide generalized support 
for ontology datasets 
Designs should provide a generalized environment which facilitate the loading of 
ontology datasets of any size under the guidance of existing ontology file 
specifications. This is so that we may build our understanding of ontology datasets 
which are relevant to our challenging knowledge-based tasks. 
Tune cognitive load to 
specific needs 
Designs should provide a cognitive load which is aligned with the conditions for an 
effective learning environment for ontology datasets. Specifically, extraneous load 
which is unrelated to the learning task should be minimized, intrinsic load should be 
tuned to support the specific cognitive activities of the learning task, and germane 
load should provide affordances which unify the needs of the learner, space, and 
chosen process for learning. 
Afford the spatial knowledge 
within ontological space 
Designs should supply encounters which afford to us an authentic internal encoding of 
the entities, relations, and structures of the ontology dataset to support our 
development of spatial knowledge for the formation of our cognitive maps. 
Facilitate the performance of 
the cognitive activities 
necessary to learn a space 
Designs should provide encounters which allow us to perform the cognitive activities 
necessary to build understanding of a space. This is because not supporting any one of 
sensemaking, navigation, exploration, wayfinding, and search would lessen our ability 




Designs should provide encounters which allow us to guide our own learning tasks: 
through setting goals, planning our learning process, enacting our process by using 
our resources to interact with new information, and evaluating our learning 
achievements. 
 
4.3.3 Existing Tool Review 
We consider prior survey work by Katifori et al., since updated by Dudáš et al., which provides a high-level collection 
of design strategies for visualizing ontologies and assist in the record keeping of active tools (Dudáš, Lohmann, 
Svátek, & Pavlov, 2018; Katifori, Halatsis, Lepouras, Vassilakis, & Giannopoulou, 2007). Additionally, we consider 
recent work by Po et al. which provides a thorough investigation of linked data visualization with dedicated portions 
directed towards ontology visualization tools (Po, Bikakis, Desimoni, & Papastefanatos, 2020). These resources aid 
in our determination towards our coverage of existing tools within in our examination, based on three conditions: 
The tool is currently accessible, is still in a working state, and both loads and represents ontologies of any size. We 
require the tool to be accessible, as they must still be available for our examination. This eliminates tools like GrOWL 
and OntoTrix, which are no longer accessible. We require the tool to be in a working state, as it would be unfair to 
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assess a tool that can no longer fulfill its functional purpose in the manner it was intended. This condition eliminates 
tools like OntoViz and OntoSphere, which are still accessible, but are no longer supported in their original Protégé 
suite environment. The final condition specifies that the tool must load and represent ontology of any size, as our 
scope is of a generalized design for visualizing ontology datasets of all sizes. This condition removes a tool like 
SOVA, which, while accessible and working, cannot load large ontology datasets. Using these criteria, we filter from 
the full set of ontology dataset visualization tools constructed by Dudáš et al., to produce the following list of ontology 
visualization tools: Protégé Entity Browser, Protégé OntoGraf, Ontodia (now maintained under the name 
Metaphactory), OntoStudio, WebVOWL, and TopBraid Explorer (Falconer, 2010; Lohmann, Negru, Haag, & Ertl, 
2016; Mouromtsev et al., 2015; Musen & Team, 2015; Semafora Systems, 2020; TopQuadrant, 2020). Additionally, 
we add consideration towards OntoViewer, a demonstrative tool from a recent publication by Silva et al. (Silva, 
Santucci, & Freitas, 2019). Furthermore, we consider WebProtégé Entity Graph, built within the latest edition of the 
Protégé software suite (Tudorache, Nyulas, Noy, & Musen, 2013). This review is a targeted review of existing tools 
and their underlying designs towards supporting complex learning and their promotion of the stages of cognitive map 
formation. Within this review, we categorize the tools based on their included subview types. Table 3 provides a 
description of each subview type. 
 
Table 4-3 The types of subviews within an ontology dataset visualization interface. 





Use in Review Tools 
List A subview that depicts 
components of the 
ontology datasets like 
entities and relations 
within a list. 
A text-based visual 
representation strategy 







Protégé Entity Browser, Protégé 
OntoGraf, Ontodia OntoStudio, 
TopBraid Explorer, WebProtégé 
Entity Graph, OntoViewer  
Overview A subview that depicts 
the full contents of an 












Context A subview that depicts a 













Protégé OntoGraf, OntoStudio, 
TopBraid Explorer, WebProtégé 
Entity Graph, OntoViewer  
Details A subview that depicts 
the information of a 
specific object within 
the ontology dataset.  





Sensemaking WebVOWL, Ontodia 
OntoStudio, TopBraid Explorer, 





4.3.3.1 List+Details Designs 
Protégé Entity Browser is an interactive visualization tool which uses a legacy version of Protégé software suite. It 
represents ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Details’ design, as depicted in Figure 1 (Musen & Team, 
2015). The system has two subviews, a list and a details subview. The visual space of the list subview maintains a 
tree-like list of either entities or relations with standard expand-collapse interactions. When an interaction is made 
on an entity label, the details subview to the right of the list is shown. When this occurs, the information associated 
with the selected ontology entity is represented in the details subview, accompanied by buttons which allow for 
various creation, edit, and removal interactions. If any of the text-based labels refers to an alternative entity within 
the ontology, selecting it will change the details view to show the information of that entity. 
An advantage of the design of Protégé Entity Browser is that it supplies encounters which do not depict any 
novel visual representations or interactions. Little to no training is needed, as we can apply intuition from mental 
models of standard text-based interfaces. A disadvantage of Protégé Entity Browser is that its list subview does not 
scale well to ontologies with high numbers of complex objects, as only a limited number can be represented before 
going ‘off the screen’. To address this, collapsing interactions are provided; however, this reduces the opportunity 
for encounters with large sections of the ontological space that may be relevant to activities performed during learning 
like navigation, exploration, and search. Furthermore, the design represents only one of the entities or relations at a 
time. This reduces our ability to perform sensemaking on entities, forming landmark knowledge, and relations, which 
form route knowledge. Additionally, this design consideration harms our ability to build strong associations between 





Figure 4-1 Protégé Entity Browser: List and details subviews loaded with the Human Phenotype Ontology. 
Source: Image with permission courtesy of Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, Stanford University School of 
Medicine, Protégé Team, https://protege.stanford.edu. 
4.3.3.2 List+Context Designs 
Protégé OntoGraf is an interactive visualization tool that also uses a legacy version of the Protégé software suite to 
visualize ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Context’ design, as depicted in Figure 2 (Falconer, 2010). The 
system supplies two subviews, a list and a context subview. The list subview of Protégé OntoGraf uses the same 
representation and interaction design as the earlier Protégé Entity Browser. While Protégé Entity Browser provided 
a text-based details subview, Protégé OntoGraf instead provides a subview which supports visualizations with 
interactions that depict representations of ontology entities and relations. As a representation of an ontology entity is 
interacted with in the list subview, it appears in the context subview, encoded with interactions which adjust it in 
various ways. A double-clicking interaction will request the tool to center the selected entity and its relations. A right-
clicking interaction allows for the use of some entity-specific actions, like generating its full network of ontology 
relations. Additionally, a hold-and-drag interaction allows for entities to move within the representation space, and a 
zoom interaction can make visual representations larger in their display. Protégé OntoGraf also includes a text-based 
search, though it does not supply any autocomplete or suggestive capabilities. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the list subview is shared with the earlier Protégé Entity Browser. 
However, unlike the Protégé Entity Browser, Protégé OntoGraf does not allow for the list to represent ontology 
relations. As such, it can only provide encounters with interactions directed towards ontology entities, reducing 
opportunities for sensemaking activities, and, in turn, the development of non-landmark knowledge within the list 
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subview. A strong advantage for Protégé OntoGraf is its ability to support initial landmark and route knowledge 
development within its context subview. When an ontology entity is provided in the context subview, we can directly 
interact with it as an object in space. This allows us to encounter inheritance relationships backwards, as well as open 
multiple entities at the same time, allowing for navigation, exploration, and even more challenging activities like 
wayfinding. However, a disadvantage of Protégé OntoGraf’s design is that it is very hard to establish a detailed 
understanding of any one specific entity, as there is no way to encounter information of ontology entities beyond 
their text label, as was available in the Protégé Entity Browser. Additionally, the size of a box generated to represent 
an ontology entity is based on the length of its text-based label. At best, this supplies little to no value during 
sensemaking activities, but, at worst, may mislead us while we try to understand which ontology entities are important 
locations within the space, promoting poor landmark knowledge. Furthermore, it is not possible within the context 
subview to navigate to ontology entities which inherit from a target entity. Finally, the context subview does not 
scale well to large ontologies. If the generation of any sizable number of ontology entities and relations is requested, 
the display must be zoomed out to such an extreme point that all individual clarity is lost, reducing the effectiveness 
in activities like search. 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Protégé OntoGraf: List and context subviews loaded with the Human Phenotype Ontology. Source: 
Image with permission courtesy of Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, Stanford University School of Medicine, 
Protégé Team, https://protege.stanford.edu. 
4.3.3.3 Overview+Details Designs 
WebVOWL is an interactive visualization tool that visualizes ontology datasets using a combination 
‘Overview+Details’ design, as depicted in Figure 3 (Falconer, 2010). The system supplies two subviews, an overview 
and a details subview. The details subview of WebVOWL uses a similar representation and interaction design as the 
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earlier Protégé Entity Browser, where information is supplied for ontology entities and relations selected within 
alternate subviews. Unlike previously discussed tools, WebVOWL maintains an overview subview instead of a list 
subview. That is, when WebVOWL loads, it applies a similar representation and interaction design for its ontology 
entities and relations to that of OntoGraf’s context subview, except that the ontology is visualized in full. This 
adjustment removes the need for users to specifically target ontology entities or relations from a list subview before 
they are represented in alternate subviews, immediately allowing users to encounter ontology structure. As an entity 
or relation is interacted with in the overview subview, its information is presented within the details subview. A hold-
and-drag interaction allows for entities to move within the representation space, and a zoom interaction can make 
visual representations larger in their display. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the details subview of the design is shared with the earlier Protégé 
Entity Browser. A strong advantage for WebVOWL is its ability to fully support the performance of many cognitive 
activities like search, navigation, and exploration within its overview subview, thereby supporting the development 
of all stages of cognitive map formation. When an ontology dataset loads, we can directly interact with it as an object 
in space. However, a disadvantage of the design of WebVOWL is that it is very hard to target cognitive activities on 
specific entities and relations, as the tool forces an overview representation with a very low quality of interactivity 
towards divergent thinking. Finally, the overview subview does not scale well to large ontologies, because if the 
generation of any sizable number of ontology entities and relations is requested, the display must be zoomed out to 
such an extreme point that all individual clarity is lost. 
 
 
Figure 4-3 WebVOWL: Context and details subviews loaded with supplied Friend of a Friend Ontology. Source: 




4.3.3.4 List+Overview+Details Design 
Ontodia is an interactive visualization tool which represents ontology datasets using a combination 
‘List+Overview+Details’ design, as depicted in Figure 4 (Mouromtsev et al., 2015). Like previously discussed 
systems, Ontodia maintains a list subview using the same expand-collapse representation and interaction encodings. 
Ontodia improves on this by including a text-based search with auto-complete and suggestive features. Ontodia 
provides a context subview populate based on interactions with the list subview. Ontodia follows the model of 
Protégé OntoGraf yet differentiates by annotating added high-level information. That is, it supplies a summarized 
label of inherited ontology entities, an assigned color, and imagery of the entity, if included, and support for all 
ontology relation types, each relation including a text-based label. Ontodia does supply new interactions for ontology 
entities, like access to a details subview, a removal interaction for ontology entities, and filters the list subview based 
on a specific ontology entity. More so, Ontodia represents a high-level overview of the contents of the context 
subview, which simplifies the active ontology entities based on position in space, their current size, and assigned 
color. Attached to this is a basic panning interaction. Finally, Ontodia supplies a details subview, which, upon request, 
will show in text the information content of the selected entity or relation, just as was provided in Protégé Entity 
Explorer. 
The advantages of the list subview is shared with the earlier systems. Yet, Ontodia goes above and beyond 
with the inclusion of a panel which keeps track of active ontology entities and relations. This addition allows users 
to reference in text the current state of the view and quickly associate listed entities and relations, supporting 
sensemaking and orientation activities. The tool aligns with the formation of route knowledge through its explicit 
labeling of ontology relations within the context subview. Finally, Ontodia includes access to an ontology details 
subview that was not provided in the prior Protégé OntoGraf. This allows users to have encounters with information 
during the performance of the more complex activities associated with the later stages of cognitive map formation 
which receive help from the use of more familiar visual representations. On the side of disadvantages, Ontodia 
struggles to provide visual representations of large ontologies, as just as Protégé OntoGraf, the only solution for 
providing a wide view of the overall ontology is to zoom out the context subview at the expense of clarity. Ontodia 
attempts to provide some solution to this issue with the high-level overview of the contents of the context subview. 
However, this inclusion does not represent any new information which would support the expansion of survey 
knowledge, nor include interactions that provide support for any added activities within the space that can support 





Figure 4-4 Ontodia (now contained within the Metaphactory software suite): List, context, and details subviews. 
Source: Image with permission courtesy of Metaphacts, metaphacts.com. 
4.3.3.5. List+Context+Details Designs 
OntoStudio, TopBraid Explorer, and WebProtégé Entity Graph are three interactive visualization tools which 
represent ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Context+Details’ design (Semafora Systems, 2020; 
TopQuadrant, 2020; Tudorache et al., 2013)While each of these tools include distinctive qualities, in general, they 
all have a similar high-level design, as seen with WebProtégé Entity Graph in Figure 5.Like previously discussed 
systems, each of the three tools support a list subview using the same expand-collapse representation and interaction 
encodings. WebProtégé improve on this by including a text-based search with auto-complete and suggestive features. 
These three tools provide a context subview populate based on interactions with the list subview. Each system has 
slight variations in their representation strategy, but largely follow the model of Protégé OntoGraf. All three build 
upon Protégé OntoGraf by providing support for all ontology relation types, and with each relation, including a text-
based label. However, like Protégé OntoGraf, WebProtégé Entity Graph, OntoStudio and TopBraid Explorer do not 
supply interactions which support any expansion of inheritance, centering, or sorting. Finally, all three systems supply 
a details subview, which, upon request, will show in text the information content of the selected entity or relation, 
just as was provided in Protégé Entity Explorer. 
The advantages of the list subview within these systems is shared with the earlier systems. All three tools 
better align with the formation of route knowledge through their explicit labeling of ontology relations. Additionally, 
the tools include access to an ontology details subview that were not provided in the prior Protégé OntoGraf. This 
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allows users to have encounters with information during the performance of the more complex activities associated 
with the later stages of cognitive map formation which receive help from the use of more familiar visual 
representations. On the side of disadvantages, all three systems struggle to supply visual representations of large 
ontologies. Like Protégé OntoGraf, the only solution for supplying a wide view of the overall ontology is to zoom 
out the context subview at the expense of clarity. This harms the performance of cognitive activities within spaces 
like search, wayfinding, and exploration. 
 
 
Figure 4-5 WebProtégé Entity Graph: List and context subviews. Source: Image with permission courtesy of 
Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, Stanford University School of Medicine, Protégé Team, 
https://protege.stanford.edu. 
4.3.3.6 List+Overview+Context+Details Design 
OntoViewer is an interactive visualization tool that visualizes ontology datasets using a combination 
‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design, as partially depicted in Figure 6 (Silva et al., 2019). As with earlier 
systems, OntoViewer maintains a list subview using similar expand-collapse representation and interaction. Like 
Ontodia, this list includes a text-based search which supplies filter interactions over the full ontology. However, 
unlike Ontodia, the list subview does not support both a list of the full ontology and a list of all active ontology 
entities at the same time. Instead, only a single list is supplied which filters down from the full set to a filtered set. 
OntoViewer improves on its list subview by encoding more information about the ontology relations associated with 
each ontology entity. OntoViewer includes a dedicated overview subview which represents the full network of 
ontology entities and relations, and changes based on the current selections within alternate subviews. The overview 
represents a node-link radial tree which maps the network of the ontology entities and relations out from the root 
ontology entity. Yet, this overview is limited to two ‘steps’ of ontology relations out from the root ontology, nor does 
it maintain any interaction on it. OntoViewer maintains a context subview which supplies novel visual representations 
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and interactions for ontology entities, relations, and structure. OntoViewer supplies a stacked visual space which 
allows users to select one of three dedicated context subviews to highlight the qualities of ontology entities, relations, 
structure, and instances. For relations, OntoViewer attempts to improve on the node-link graph representation, as 
seen in the earlier systems, into what they referred to as 2.5-dimensional space. That is, it represents its network of 
ontology entities and relations in a radial distribution, just as was done in the overview, except at a perspective which 
mimics a three-dimensional plane within the two-dimensional display. Concerns with encoding overlap are addressed 
with interactions which shift the perceived perspective of the representation in various directions and orientations. 
For ontology entities, OntoViewer provides a dedicated context subview with an icicle tree diagram representing a 
selected ontology entity, the ontology entities it inherited from, and the ontology entities which inherited from it. 
Finally, for structure, OntoViewer supplies a dedicated context subview which presents a bar chart describing the 
spatial calculations for a set of ontology entities like distance between entities, number of relations, and their distance 
from the root ontology entities. 
OntoViewer provides numerous advantages for supporting the stages of cognitive map formation. The 
advantages and disadvantages of the list subview largely aligns with the advantages of previous systems. However, 
by improving by including encodings within its list that signal when ontology relations are assigned to an entity 
ontology, encounters with entities can provide opportunities for initial comparison and sensemaking and can guide 
navigation activities which develop route knowledge. OntoViewer adds an overview which shows a high-level 
abstraction of the ontological space. This abstraction can aid us during encounters to orient our activities within the 
space, act as a wayfinding resource towards further encounters, and suggest structural patterns which can help 
develop survey knowledge. However, the representation strategy used within the overview subview does not 
represent the full ontology mapped within the dataset, but instead limits its representation of the network ontology 
entities and relations at a certain distance away from the root ontology entity. By providing a representation which 
does not depict a complete mapping of ontology structure, nor provide encodings which clearly afford the existence 
of obscured ontological features, the potential for bad encounters with ontological space rises. These encounters can 
lead to misunderstandings towards the information which describes the space and may lead us to misalign our 
development of spatial knowledge. In its context subviews, OntoViewer advances past other systems in its support 
of cognitive map formation by appointing three dedicated subviews for ontology entity, relation, and structure. By 
splitting concerns, each subview can supply encounters that best demonstrate the unique qualities of each form of 
spatial knowledge. A disadvantage with the specific implementation of the context subviews of OntoViewer is that 
they share a stacked visual space, where subviews are occluded when not selected. This breaks with the value of 
distributed presentation, as it is reducing our ability to receive feedback when performing activities which should 





Figure 4-6 OntoViewer: List, overview, and relations context subviews. Source: Image with permission courtesy 
of “Visualization and analysis of schema and instances of ontologies for improving user tasks and knowledge discovery”, 
School of Informatics, UniRitter Laureate International Universities. 
4.4 Materials 
In this section, we describe the materials of our generalized design of PRONTOVISE and its implementation. We 
begin with an outline of the technologies used within the PRONTOVISE implementation. Next, we present a high-
level look at the workflow of PRONTOVISE and supply a general overview of its design details. 
 
4.4.1 PRONTOVISE Technologies 
We developed PRONTOVISE as a generalized web-based tool which allows for the uploading of correctly formatted 
OWL RDF ontology data resources, either individually, or within a .zip compression file. The tool processes the 
uploaded files and indexes its contents for use. We have created the front end of PRONTOVISE using the latest 
HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript technologies, allowing for cross-browser (Firefox, Chrome, Opera) and cross-platform 
support. Its back-end technology is also developed with JavaScript. We use the Lunr.js JavaScript service as our 
ontology entity indexer and search engine (Nightingale, 2017). We used the D3.js JavaScript visualization library to 
create the visualization and interaction experiences found throughout PRONTOVISE (Mike Bostock, 2016). 
 
4.4.2 PRONTOVISE Workflow and Design 
PRONTOVISE maintains several systems within its workflow. We will now briefly describe each of their designs in 
the context of their workflow, as depicted in Figure 7, and highlight their satisfaction of the criteria for designing 




Figure 4-7 Depiction of the workflow of PRONTOVISE (PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization Explorer). 
Yellow boxes represent the processes performed within the back-end computation system. Blue boxes represent the object 
types which are persisted within browser storage. Orange boxes represent the various subviews within the front-end 
visualization system. The green box represents the types of low-level interactions which can be made to the system. 
 
The workflow of PRONTOVISE begins first by one loading the PRONTOVISE web application using their computer 
and browser of choice. PRONTOVISE presents a starting page which asks to upload a valid OWL RDF ontology 
file. When an upload interaction is performed, the ‘back-end’ ontology processing system uses several technologies 
to read, validate, and initiate the processing of the data encoded in the uploaded file. Using third-part resources like 
the Lunr.js library, the data of the ontology file is analyzed, indexed, and stored within browser memory. This 
temporary storage allows our visualization software to access ontology content and structure, as well as provide an 
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index for text-based search functionality. As we do not consider our work in the ‘back-end’ of PRONTOVISE a 
novel pursuit, no further description will be directed towards this system. 
Once the ontology processing subsystem has completed its work, the ‘front-end’ system which performs the 
visualization of the ontology dataset starts. The system accesses the stored ontology data, analyzes it, and directs that 
data to each of the subviews which are shown across the available visual space. 
PRONTOVISE is an interactive visualization tool that represents ontology datasets using a combination 
‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design. This combination aligns with the OntoViewer interactive visualization 
tool, described in the Methods sections within our review of existing tools. Within the review, two concerns were 
presented towards the implementation of the ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design within OntoViewer. To 
recall, the examination of the overview subview within OntoViewer was that it did not depict a complete mapping 
of ontology structure, nor supply encodings which clearly afford the existence of obscured ontological features. 
Thereby, it afforded in such a way that could result in bad encounters with ontological space. Additionally, our 
examination of its context subview highlighted a concern with its choice to restrict each context subview within a 
shared visual space, where subviews are occluded when not selected. We stated that this breaks with the value of 
distributed presentation because it reduces opportunity for feedback when performing activities which should afford 
a coupling between multiple types of spatial knowledge. PRONTOVISE differentiates from OntoViewer by 
facilitating improvements on the visual representation and representation designs for each of 
‘List+Overview+Context+Details’. Concentration is directed towards improving the quality of affordances within 
the overview and addressing the concerns which arise due to stacked visual spaces using a distributed series of context 
subviews. We summarize, in Table 4, the high-level criteria within PRONTOVISE, which can be used for designing 
interactive visualization tools which support complex learning and the stages of cognitive map formation. 
 
Table 4-4 A summary of the high-level criteria within PRONTOVISE, which can be used for designing 
interactive visualization tools which support complex learning and the stages of cognitive map formation. The satisfaction 
of these criteria at the implementation level are discussed in detail later within the workflow. 
Criteria PRONTOVISE Related 
Systems/Views 
Provide generalized 
support for ontology 
datasets 
PRONTOVISE provides a generalized environment which 
supports the loading of ontology datasets of any size and from any 
domain when they fulfill the requirements of OWL RDF, the 
leading ontology dataset format. Additionally, its visual 
representation and interaction designs are built to scale for any 





Tune cognitive load to 
specific needs 
Cognitive load is actively considered within the design of 
PRONTOVISE. PRONTOVISE is designed to be a complex 
learning environment, so design features which produce 
extraneous load unrelated to learning tasks are minimized. 
PRONTOVISE provides a level intrinsic load which targets a 
promotion of the stages of cognitive map formation. 
PRONTOVISE accounts for germane load by specifically being 
designed to provide a learning environment for those who are 





visualizations which address the specific spatial knowledge of the 
various complex objects within ontology datasets. 
Afford the spatial 
knowledge within 
ontological space 
PRONTOVISE includes numerous subviews which provide 
encounters that afford perspectives of authentic internal encodings 




performance of the 
cognitive activities 
necessary to learn a space 
PRONTOVISE facilitates the performance of sensemaking, 
navigation, exploration, wayfinding, and search cognitive activities 
within ontological space over numerous subviews to support our 





The design of PRONTOVISE includes a modular set of subviews 
which support nonlinear interaction loops, which together provide 
the freedom to set, plan, enact, and evaluate any set of learning 
tasks for ontological space, all while following the requirements 






There are seven subviews within PRONTOVISE: Search and Pinning Panel, Ontology Sections Panel, Section Levels 
Panel, Level Landmark Entities Panel, Entity Network Panel, Path Explorer Panel, and Entity Details Panel. They 
are presented together in Figure 8. The full set of subviews remain context aware of their neighboring subviews and 
manage their internal logic to align with the user as they move between each. We summarize each subview in relation 
to our task analysis in Table 5, followed by discussion for each subview. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 An overall view of the PRONTOVISE ontology visualization system, which has seven subviews: 
Search and Pinning Panel subview (a); Ontology Sections Panel subview (b); Section Levels Panel subview (c); Level 
Landmark Entities Panel subview (d); Entity Network Panel subview (e); Path Explorer Panel subview (f); and Entity 
Details Panel subview (g). 
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Table 4-5 A summary of the subviews of PRONTOVISE, describing their subview type, supported cognitive 
activities, and their relationship to the stages of cognitive map formation. 
4.4.2.1 Search and Pinning Panel 
Search and Pinning Panel, found to the furthest left of PRONTOVISE, maintains a visual space which stacks two 
‘list’ subviews called Search and Pinned. These two subviews will now be discussed in more detail. 
 
Ontology Entity Search 
We have designed Ontology Entity Search to support text-based search of ontology entities within PRONTOVISE. 
This interaction is critical to cognitive map formation as it allows us to direct our encounters for self-regulated 
learning by using our existing understanding of the ontology dataset. We are presented with a search input field where 
we can type to perform search activities. During search activities, we are also provided with a type-ahead system that 
suggests possible ontology entities related to our current input and an interaction to Pin the suggestion. After a search 
is performed, the ontology entities contained within the result list are placed into the Ontology Sections Panel 
subview. This helps us perform sensemaking activities within the space, orient the position of the entity within the 
ontology, and to begin activities like wayfinding, navigation, and exploration. When selected, the Pin button found 
within each result item adds the chosen entity into PRONTOVISE’s pinning system. We reflect this by changing the 
Pin button into an Unpin button, as well as by assigning a unique color to that entity wherever it is found in 
PRONTOVISE to support wayfinding activities using that ontology entity. These considerations are depicted in 
Figure 9. 
Subview Type of 
Subview 
Cognitive Activities Spatial Knowledge  
Search and Pinning Panel List Sensemaking, Navigation, 
Search, Wayfinding 
Landmark 
Ontology Sections Panel Overview Sensemaking, Navigation, 
Exploration, Search, Wayfinding 
Landmark, Survey 




Level Landmark Entities 
Panel 
Context Sensemaking, Navigation, Exploration, 
Wayfinding 
Landmark, Route 
Entity Network Panel Context Sensemaking, Navigation, Exploration, 
Wayfinding 
Landmark, Route 
Path Explorer Panel Overview Sensemaking, Navigation, Exploration, 
Wayfinding 
Route, Survey 





Figure 4-9 A depiction of Ontology Entity Search, showing a search activity which has resulted in three ‘Pin’ 
interactions. 
 
Ontology Entity Pinning 
We have designed the Ontology Entity Pinning to support the management of ontology entities within 
PRONTOVISE. This feature is critical to cognitive map formation as it allows us a dedicated interface to manage 
the selection interactions we have made to initiate or continue our various cognitive activities during self-regulated 
learning. We initialize Ontology Entity Pinning with an empty pinned list which fills as users add entities into the 
pinning system through Ontology Entity Search. These color assignments are used as cross-subview encodings which 
support the performance of cognitive activities across PRONTOVISE, as seen in Figure 10. 
 
 
Figure 4-10 A depiction of Ontology Entity Pinning, where pinned entities are represented in the same fashion 
as they were found in Ontology Entity Search, with a name label, an Unpin button, and a unique color. We have included 
a button located at the topmost position of Ontology Entity Pinning labeled ‘Remove All Pinned Entities’. When clicked, 
this button removes all pinned landmarks from the system. When an ontology entity is removed, its annotated 
representations will be removed from all subviews. 
4.4.2.2 Ontology Sections Panel 
The Ontology Sections Panel, which is found at the top center position of PRONTOVISE, presents us with an 
‘overview’ subview which fully affords ontology structure and promotes highly connected ontology entities as 
potential landmarks. We have designed the Ontology Sections Panel to represent a series of ontology sections, headed 
by its high-level ontology entity, determined from the set of entities associated with direct routes from the root entity 
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of the ontology. We supply information regarding the depth and comparative size of each ontology section to help 
our sensemaking activities towards the distribution of entities within the ontology, as well as preview the ontology 
relations between groupings of entities. During encounters with the ontology sections and their structure, the concept 
of distance from the root ‘super classes’ becomes an important assessment metric. For each ontology section, we are 
supplied a series of vertically distributed blue bars that are sized proportionately to the number of ontology entities 
found at that distance from the root superclass. By default, we distort the width of each ontology section by the 
percentage of entities within it compared to the total number of entities of the ontology. As some ontology sections 
have a significantly smaller percentage of entities, they can sometimes be adversely affected by this distortion 
technique. To address this, we have included an interaction which allows us to adjust the scaling from its default state 




Figure 4-11 A depiction of the distortion technique within the Ontology Sections Panel. This technique can be 
adjusted through interaction. This is achieved by holding the Shift key while directing the mouse over a section. Releasing 
the Shift key will end the interaction event and lock in the sizing adjustments. If adjustments have been made, yet the user 
would like to return to the original distortion scaling, we have provided a Reset button at the top left corner of the Ontology 
Sections Panel. 
 
Additionally, we have supplied a magic lens tool that appears when we click the checkbox labeled ‘lens’ in the 
subview (Ukrop, Číková, & Kapec, 2013). With this overlaid magic lens, we can scan the magic lens over specific 
ontology sections to reveal more information of the ontology structure. There are two types of information available, 
as seen in Figure 12. First, by selecting the levels radio button, users will be presented with exact level depth, 
including the total number of entities within each level. The second available magic lens choice is landmarks, which 
annotates the important ontology entities from the sections, as determined by the entities with the most relations 





Figure 4-12 A depiction of the magic lens within the Ontology Sections Panel. We have designed an interaction 
to occur when users drag the bottom portion of the magic lens horizontally across the ontology sections, which will both 
refresh the ontology section’s distortion technique and expose information for that section. 
 
When we select a section header, a specific level bar, or an ontology entity annotated within a section, a red border 
is placed around it to support wayfinding activities. Then, all relevant subviews within the tool adjust to match the 
selected position within the ontology. 
4.4.2.3 Section Levels Panel 
The Section Levels Panel, which is found directly to the right of the Search and Pinning Panel, and below the 
Ontology Sections Panel, provides a ‘context’ subview depicting the levels of a selected ontology section produced 
by ontology relations, and the entities contained within them. We have designed this to provide us with the ability to 
inspect ontology entities and their shared relations within the scope of a section level to promote activities which use 
and develop landmark and route knowledge. 
The Section Levels Panel depicts a list of levels ordered by their depth from the root entity, where an 
ontology level is the set of entities which share the same distance from the root ontology entity of a section. Each 
level has a line plot representing a summary distribution of the ontology entities within that level, as well as a red 
circle plotting the entity which is calculated to be the most linked ontology entity in that level. This metric of 
importance is calculated as the entity which maintains the highest total number of entities which are descendants 





Figure 4-13 The initial list of levels within the Ontology Section Levels Panel. 
 
When we select a level, it expands to show a connected entities chart, allowing us to inspect ontology entities and 
their shared ontology relations. We are also provided with a count of the number of entities contained within the 
level. These ontology entities are positioned vertically based on the number of entities that inherit from it and 
distributed horizontally with others within the level which share the same immediate inheritance. Plotted in the graph 
as circles, these supply a series of useful interactions, as depicted and described in Figure 14. 
 
 
Figure 4-14 A level within the Ontology Section Levels Panel. The level has three main interactions. First, when 
we move our cursor over a circle, a label is generated which displays the name of the entity and annotates the location of 
the ontology entity within the Level Landmark Entities Panel. Second, if we click on a circle, we perform an interaction 
which selects that entity as the initial position within the Entity Network Panel, the Path Explorer Panel, and the Entity 
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Details Panel. Additionally, when a level has many ontology entities, the available visual space may become very crowded. 
To address this, we designed an interaction which allows us to distort the space by holding Shift and activating our mouse 
scroll wheel, which expands and contracts the horizontal scale of the plot graphs. We then can drag the plot graphs left or 
right using a single mouse click and drag action, allowing us the ability to closely inspect the full set of ontology entities 
and relations within the level. 
 
An expanded level presents a plot graph above the entity chart with rectangles representing the ontology entities that 
share relations to the ontology entities within the current level, also seen in Figure 14. A line axis representing specific 
level’s depth intersects the approximate middle of vertical range of the rectangular plot graph. Furthermore, to 
represent the effect of similar inheritance within the level, the width of each rectangle is scaled to reflect the number 
of entities which inherited from it, larger widths representing more inheritances. These representations and 
interactions provide many encounters with information describing the ontological space and can help the performance 
of the cognitive activities which promote spatial knowledge for cognitive map formation. For instance, we can use 
this to determine the impact an entity has on the current level by moving our cursor over a rectangle, which will 
annotate a blue border around the ontology entities which share an ontology relation, as well as text labels. 
Finally, we have developed a magic lens tool within the subview (Ukrop et al., 2013). When we click the 
checkbox labeled ‘lens’ in the subview header, we can expose more information by scanning the magic lens over a 




Figure 4-15 The magic lens within the Ontology Section Levels Panel. We have designed the magic lens with an 
interaction which generates lines to represent the set of ontology relations within the level as we drag horizontally across 
the visual space. 
 
4.4.2.4 Level Landmark Entities Panel 
The Level Landmark Entities Panel, which is directly to the right of the Section Levels Panel and below the Ontology 
Sections Panel, provides a ‘context’ subview which allows us to inspect the connectivity between the ontology 
entities at a specific level of the ontology. The Level Landmark Entities Panel maintains representations and 
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interactions which are particularly useful for ontology levels of significant connectivity, as it can be challenging to 
navigate through levels which possess large numbers of ontology entities and relations. By supplying an ordered 
perspective into the connectivity of a level, we can more effectively direct our cognitive activities as we move through 
our learning task. 
The Level Landmark Entities Panel will generate a triangular matrix collecting the 13 most important 
entities within the level, where the metric of importance is calculated as the total number of entities which are 
descendants through inheritance relations. When we pin ontology entities, they will be included within the matrix. 
The Level Landmark Entities Panel also includes a representation maintaining a node-link graph and two text areas 
which helps us build associations between ontology entities. When we interact with a matrix position, the node-link 
graph and text areas update to visually represent the inheritance tree between the ontology entities of that matrix 
position up to their nearest common parent. These representations are depicted and described in Figure 16. 
 
 
Figure 4-16 The Level Landmark Entities Panel depicting an ontology level with significant connectivity within 
its matrix representation. We can see, using the magic lens of the Section Levels Panel, that the level has countless numbers 
of ontology entities and relations, which have been analyzed and presented in a usable manner with the Level Landmark 
Entities Panel. Within the matrix representation, each ontology entity is represented as a circle accompanied by a text 
label. Each circle maintains a red to white fill encoding reflecting its importance calculation, red being the most inherited, 
and white being the least. When we move our cursor over a circle, the text label grows and boldens for rapid association 
between the matrix position and its row and column labels. A color spectrum and text label is provided at the intersection 
points of the matrix representing ontological distance. This distance calculation is determined by the number of 
inheritances performed when defining the ontologies up to their nearest common parentage. For example, when a matrix 
position reflects the intersection between two ontology entities which inherit from the same immediate parent, their 




When we select a specific ontology entity or set of entities within the Level Landmark Entities Panel, this will tell 
the tool to use them as the initial position or positions in the Entity Network Panel, the Path Explorer Panel, and the 
Entity Details Panel. 
4.4.2.5 Entity Network Panel 
The Entity Network Panel is found directly to the right of the Ontology Sections Panel and above the Path Explorer 
Panel. This panel provides a ‘context’ subview that allows us to interact with a representation of a network of 
ontology entities and their relations as we perform our cognitive activities within the space. 
The Entity Network Panel maintains three regions: the selected ontologies at the center position, their 
parents above, and their children below. When the Entity Network Panel is initialized from the Section Levels Panel, 
a single selected ontology entity is represented as a circle. When the Entity Network Panel is initialized from the 
Level Landmark Entities Panel, the two ontology entities from that selection are depicted. In either case, all ontology 
entities are represented by a circle with text label. In these regions, links are depicted between ontology entities 
reflecting inheritance relations. When two ontology entities are represented, it also represents their lowest common 
parent. These regions can be seen in Figure 17. 
 
 
Figure 4-17 The Entity Network Panel depicting a low-level graph-like abstraction of specific ontology entities 
within the ontology network: parents (super classes), children (sub classes), and shared inheritances. Ontology entities are 
represented by a blue filled circle and text label. In these regions, relations are depicted with lines which link ontology 
entities to reflect relationship and localized structure. When two ontology entities are selected, their shared network is 
depicted with an additional representation maintaining the relations between each, their shared inherited parent, and 
distance. Additional information is exposed by moving the mouse over. 
 
The Entity Network Panel supplies a movement interaction which, when an ontology entity is selected, that ontology 




4.4.2.6 Path Explorer Panel 
The Path Explorer Panel, which is directly below the Entity Network Panel, provides a ‘context’ subview that allows 
us to examine the full set of inheritance relations from the root of the ontology section and down to the selected 
position. These sets of representations and interactions fully expose the low-level structure of the ontological space, 
and can promote the final, more granular, stages of cognitive map formation. 
The Path Explorer Panel represents the set of ontology levels traversed when navigating the inheritance path 
of the current entity, and in each, the full set of sibling ontology entities. Ontology entities which share a relation to 
the current position are represented in the bottom as rectangles, where their width and color represents the number 
of ontology entities that are their children. This color fill ranges from white to red, where red is the highest number 
of inheritances within the level. When an ontology entity is never inherited, it is a leaf of the ontology structure. For 
these, their height is slightly increased to promote visibility and are given a purple fill. Ontology entities which are 
within inheritance lineage of the selected ontology entity have a slightly increased height to improve the visibility of 
the inheritance path. Links are provided between ontology entities to reflect their connectivity throughout the 
inheritance path. These design considerations can be seen in Figure 18. 
 
 
Figure 4-18 The Path Explorer Panel depicting all the levels within the selected path of the ontology, where each 
level maintains a set of rectangles representing all sibling entities and a text label reflecting its depth within the levels of 
the ontology. 
 
The Path Explorer Panel has an interaction which, when an ontology entity is selected, that ontology entity becomes 
the new position. This interaction also adjusts the positioning of the Entity Network Panel and Entity Details Panel. 
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4.4.2.7. Entity Details Panel 
The Entity Details Panel, which is to the far right of the system, presents a ‘details’ subview which depicts the 
information of an ontology entity in the form of a standard listing. This listing is based on the specification of the 
ontology, although will typically reflect information like Index, Name, Definition, Synonym, Superclass, Subclass, 
and External Link. 
Each of the Synonym, Superclass, Subclass, and Link listings within the Entity Details Panel provide two 
interactions. The first interaction, provided by Synonym, Superclass, and Subclass, allows us to select an ontology 
entity represented in text, which will show it as the new position in the Entity Details Panel, Entity Network Panel, 
and the Path Explorer Panel. The second interaction, if supported by the ontology specification, allows users to leave 
PRONTOVISE and inspect the ontology creator’s official documentation on the web. 
 
4.5 Usage Scenario 
In this section, we will describe a usage scenario which demonstrates how PRONTOVISE can support the stages of 
cognitive map formation of an ontology. For an expanded demonstration of PRONTOVISE, we also provide a 
demonstration video “Visual Demonstration of PRONTOVISE” in the supplementary materials. 
Domain expertise can be assessed as a spectrum of knowledge, ranging from a member of the general public 
with no expertise, up to domain expert such as a geneticist, doctor, or medical researcher. We will collapse this range 
into two general user types—the ‘non-expert’ and the ‘expert’. A scenario will be presented to demonstrate their 
ability to begin, or in the case of the ‘expert’, build upon, their cognitive map of an ontology. 
For purposes of demonstration, the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) will act as the ontology dataset of 
choice within this usage scenario and shared demonstration materials. HPO has been selected because of its high 
complexity resulting from its exhaustive and expert-defined domain coverage. HPO is a controlled and standardized 
vocabulary reflecting the human disease and phenotypic abnormality domain, and includes associated annotations in 
the domains of bioinformatics, biochemistry, and human genetics. HPO is an active ontology, consisting of over 
11,000 ontology entities, as well as over 110,000 disease annotations (Kohler et al., 2014). For instance, HPO 
maintains an ontology entity for Blindness, which possesses a superclass of Visual Impairment, a subclass of 
Congenital Blindness, and is annotated to be associated with a variety of diseases, such as a variant of colorblindness 
defined as Achromatopsia 2 (Köhler & Robinson, 2016). Each HPO ontology entity and relation is accompanied by 
attributes such as names, definitions, ontology indexing, synonyms, class relationships, logical definitions, and 
domain expert commentary, to name a few. For additional details on the Human Phenotype Ontology, see (Köhler et 
al., 2018; “The Human Phenotype Ontology,” 2020). 
PRONTOVISE allows users to upload valid RDF OWL file types, such as the ones produced by Stanford 
University’s Protégé Editor and Cognitum’s Fluent Editor. For this usage scenario, we will be using the Human 
Phenotype Ontology (HPO) as our selected ontology dataset describing an unfamiliar ontology. We will begin these 





Figure 4-19 An overall view of the PRONTOVISE ontology visualization system in its initial state after the 
Human Phenotype Ontology has been uploaded. 
 
In our usage scenario, we take on the role of a user who has no prior experience with HPO. This means that we have 
not developed any level of understanding towards the ontology. Our initial interactions will require the tool to support 
our cognitive map formation through encounters with the ontological entities and relations to promote the early stages 
of landmark, route, and survey knowledge. 
In the Ontology Sections Panel subview, we see an overview of the ontology structure. From Figure 20, we 
see that each of the sections of HPO are headed by a root ontology entity. To begin, we would like to examine the 
various top ontology entities, so that we can become aware of the entities of HPO which could act as initial landmarks. 
 
 
Figure 4-20 The initial stage of the Ontology Sections Panel subview. 
 
During encounters within the Ontology Sections Panel, we can begin to develop initial survey knowledge towards 
the structure of HPO. For example, we see that there are quite a few sections in HPO. We also see that the sections 
represented by ontology entities like “Abnormality of the Skeletal System” and “Abnormality of Limbs” consume 
significantly larger portions of HPO. Notably, there are a few sections with very small visual spaces. Additionally, 
we see the general shapes of each section, suggesting the potential ontology entities and relations which form its 
structure. Some sections like “Skeletal System” have very extended paths, going up to 14 levels away from the top 
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entity acting as our landmark for the section, while other sections expand out only five steps away. We further inspect 
the smaller sections like the section headed by the “Abnormality of the Musculature” by holding the Shift key while 
directing our mouse over a section, as seen in Figure 21. Releasing the Shift key will end the interaction event and 
lock in the sizing adjustments. 
 
 
Figure 4-21 Adjusting the scaling of the Ontology Sections Panel subview to enlarge the “Abnormality of the 
Musculature” section, which is normally represented as a much smaller portion of the visual space. 
 
We inspect the contents of each section. PRONTOVISE provides us with information regarding the number of 
ontology entities and ontological distance of each level relative to the entity acting as a landmark for that section. 
Additionally, when we select the checkbox labeled ‘lens’ in the subview header, a magic lens is added to our mouse, 
allowing us to rapidly scan each section. This reveals structural information of the ontology and previews the potential 
information in that section which could support the building of route knowledge. Figure 22 shows a magic lens 
activation on the “Abnormality of Limbs” ontology section, depicting the depths and the number of individual 
ontology entities within each level. 
 
 
Figure 4-22 The result of a magic lens levels’ activation on the “Abnormality of Limbs” ontology section. 
 
We also select a second available magic lens choice labeled “landmarks”, which changes the functionality of the 
scanning lens to preview the potential landmark knowledge available in that section. Figure 23 depicts our interaction 
where the magic lens is placed over the “Abnormality of Limbs” ontology section, encoding the most prominent 





Figure 4-23 The result of a magic lens on the “Abnormality of Limbs” ontology section. 
 
As we select a section header, a specific level bar, or an annotated entity within a section, the subview updates to 
represent the confirmation of this interaction, as well as signal other subviews to change their positions to match. As 
seen in Figure 24, we further our exploration of HPO within the “Abnormality of the Skeletal System” section by 
selecting for deeper inspection. 
 
 
Figure 4-24 The selection of the “Abnormality of the Skeletal System” section. 
 
We now move to the Sections Levels Panel subview, directly below the Ontology Sections Panel subview, which 
magnifies the levels of the selected ontology section and the ontology entities contained within it. We begin our 
inspection of the various levels of this ontology section, seeing the number of ontology entities in each level. This 
provides us the potential to build route knowledge of the ontology entities we have encountered and used as 
landmarks. Figure 25 shows the initial state of the Sections Level Panel subview. We see that there are 14 levels 
within the section and that there are 9 ontology entities in the second level of the section. We also see a more detailed 
representation of the contents of each level, where levels like depth 11 (d11) carry a significant number of ontology 





Figure 4-25 An overview of the Section Levels Panel subview depicting the “Skeletal System” ontology section 
levels after navigating from the Ontology Sections Panel subview. 
 
We are interested in d13, so we select that level for inspection. In response, PRONTOVISE has expanded the subview 
to display the ontology entity and relations of the 13th level of the section. Here, the connected parentage and 
landmark chart supplies many opportunities for insight. Using mouse over and click interactions, we interact with 
the different ontology entities in the level. This allows us to form associations between ontology entities, preview an 
overview of the ontology relations between its ontology entities, as well as signal other subviews to preview our 
target ontology entity. As seen in Figure 26, then we select the “Duplication of Phalanx of 3rd Finger” found in the 
9th level of the section to see what ontology entities in this level have inherited from it. We also use the magic lens 








Figure 4-27 Using the magic lens to inspect a set of ontology entities and their inheritance relations. 
 
We select the 3rd level of the ontology section for deeper inspection. We direct our attention to the Level Landmark 
Entities Panel subview, found to the right of the Section Levels Panel subview. The Level Landmark Entities Panel 
subview allows us to inspect the ontology relations between the major ontology entities contained within the chosen 
level. As depicted in Figure 28, we begin to encounter the ontological space in increasingly lower levels of visual 
abstraction. We see individual ontology entities with numerical values describing the ontological distance between 
each of the ontology entities of the level. We select the meeting point between “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton 
Morphology” and “Abnormal Bone Structure”, highlighting that those ontology entities have a two-step separation. 
Additionally, we see that this choice has provided a description of the matching ontology entities, as well as a line 
demonstrating the full network of ontology relations. We see that their distance separation of 2 is because they each 
inherit from a shared parent, that of “Abnormality of Skeletal Morphology”. We also investigate a different pair of 
ontology entities, “Abnormal Joint Morphology” and “Epiphyseal Stippling” and see those ontology entities sharing 




Figure 4-28 An overview of the Level Landmark Entity Subview, representing the 3rd level of the “Abnormality 
of Skeletal System” ontology section. 
 
 
Figure 4-29 Route between of “Abnormal Joint Morphology” and “Abnormal Epiphyseal Stippling”. 
 
So far, PRONTOVISE has presented us encounters with ontology entities, providing us opportunities to build our 
landmark knowledge, make associations between our landmarks helping the development of route knowledge, and 
combining for initial survey knowledge of the structure of HPO. We now want to begin comparing specific ontology 
entities and relations in the context of the full HPO system. Therefore, we direct our interest towards the Entity 
Network Panel subview, positioned to the right of the previously encountered subviews. The Entity Network Panel 
subview allows us to inspect the low-level abstractions of specific ontology entities within the system, gathering 
insight towards exact entity positioning for parent and child ontology entities and the shared ontology relations which 
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reflect ontology structure. We select “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” in a prior subview, generating 
that entity as the target of the Entity Network Panel subview, as seen in Figure 30. 
 
 
Figure 4-30 The initial state of the Entity Network Panel subview when an ontology entity is chosen as the initial 
position. In this case, “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” has been selected. 
 
We see that the chosen “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” entity directly inherits from a single 
ontology entity and is inherited from four other ontology entities on various ontology section levels. We then select 
two entities for the entity network within the prior Level Landmark Entities Panel subview, and the two ontology 





Figure 4-31 The initial state of the Entity Network Panel subview when two ontology entities are chosen as the 
initial positions. In this case, “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” and “Abnormal Joint Morphology” have 
been selected. 
 
Notably, our interactions with the Entity Network Panel subview have updated the Path Explorer Panel subview. If 
the ontological distance between ontology entities is larger than one step, the Entity Network Panel subview shows 
us a simplified encoding of that extended routing. The Path Explorer Panel subview allows us to explore the complete 
ontology structure and content along a full inheritance path originating from the ontology section root all the way to 
the current position. We see that whenever we interact with the current entity, this subview will depict the full 
ontology from that entity relative up to the top level. This can be seen in Figure 32, when we chose “Abnormal 
Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” as our ontology entity of interest. Just like in the earlier subview, we interact 
with each part of the subview to inspect, compare, and navigate through each to generate new encounters which 




Figure 4-32 The Path Explorer Panel subview after selecting “Abnormal Appendicular Skeleton Morphology” 
as its current position. 
 
PRONTOVISE provides us with three support subviews that can extend our ability to generate encounters. The first 
two of these exist within the Search and Pinning Panel subview, Search and Pinning, respectively, and the third is 
the Entity Details Panel subview. 
After using PRONTOVISE, we have developed some level of understanding towards HPO. The search 
functionality found with the Search and Pinning Panel subview allows us to use a text-based search bar to specifically 
target ontology entities with the assistance of suggestions from a type-ahead. Based on our experiences so far, we are 
interested to see if there are any other “skeleton”-related entities existing in HPO outside of the section we have 
already encountered. We type in the search bar, as seen in Figure 33. We see that many relate to “skeleton”, the 
Ontology Sections Panel, which has updated in response to the search query, suggesting that there are indeed some 





Figure 4-33 The Ontology Landmark Search results from typing “skeleton”. 
 
We record our interest in a new ontology entity, “Broad Forearm Bones”, by pinning it within PRONTOVISE. 
Clicking the “Pin” button, the ontology entity is added to the Pinning Panel, which we access by selecting the tab in 
the subview, as seen in Figure 34. The ontology entity has received a permanent point of reference within the tool 
and has been assigned a unique color which will be used whenever we encounter it within the tool. 
 
 
Figure 4-34“Broad Forearm Bones” has been pinned, designating it as an important ontology entity, which is to 
be highlighted with its assigned color whenever it appears in a PRONTOVISE subview. 
 
After we select the “Broad Forearm Bones” ontology entity during our interaction with PRONTOVISE, a third and 
final support subview, the Entity Details Panel subview, becomes active. At this subview, we are presented with the 
full set of HPO information for our ontology entity. In Figure 35, we see that the subview supplies us the following 





Figure 4-35 When “Broad Forearm Bones” has been selected within any subview, the Entity Details Panel 
subview depicts all information for that ontology entity as provided by HPO. 
 
4.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
In this paper, we began with an introduction of the topics of cognitive maps, ontologies, and interactive visualization 
tools. It was found that various research at varying levels of granularity across a wide range of theoretical and 
experimental disciplines has been directed towards understanding the functionality of our cognitive processes and 
the effect they have on the performance of our cognitive activities. The theoretical framework of the cognitive map 
and its formation process was introduced, which leads current understanding towards how our brains organized 
knowledge of complex spaces. Then, an introduction to the use, creation, and limitations of ontologies was presented. 
This section described that ontologies are an expert-defined standardized common vocabulary describing the 
knowledge of a domain. The introductory content concluded with an examination of the fields of information 
visualization and visual analytics, discussing how designers can create visualization tools using visual representation 
and interaction design to support our performance of cognitive activities. 
Next, we examined existing work on cognitive load and the use of interactive visualizations to support 
learning tasks. Here, it was found that recent studies have established that for supporting learning tasks, there is no 
one specific level of cognitive load that is appropriate. Instead, cognitive load should be understood as a set of 
extraneous, intrinsic, and germane loads which adjust for the specific conditions of the tool and task context. It was 
found that interactive visualization tools are a valuable resource for complex learning, as studies have found that if 
designed correctly, they can provide an effective environment for engaging learners with the types of information 
encodings which best align with the needs for learning tasks. The examination of existing work concluded with an 
exploration of leading insight towards the design of visual representations and interactions to support cognitive 
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mapping of spatial knowledge, alongside a summary of the cognitive activities performed within spaces. From these 
findings, we formalized a set of high-level design criteria for designing interactive visualization tools which support 
learning tasks through alignment with the cognitive map framework and its formation process. A review was 
performed on existing tools which visualize ontology datasets. This review categorized each tool based on 
generalized subview components and, for each, analyzed their strengths and weaknesses towards supporting the 
conditions for cognitive map formation. 
Following this, we presented PRONTOVISE (PRogressive ONTOlogy VISualization Explorer), an 
interactive visualization tool which applied the criteria in its design to support us in understanding unfamiliar 
ontologies. In this, we explained the technological features of the PRONTOVISE, and described its workflow and 
design within the context of our high-level design criteria. PRONTOVISE was described as an interactive 
visualization tool that represents ontology datasets using a combination ‘List+Overview+Context+Details’ design. 
The presentation continued with a detailed description of the considerations made when designing each of the 
subviews of PRONTOVISE to satisfy the established high-level criteria. Through a usage scenario which describes 
an initial set of encounters with the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO), we demonstrated how the design of 
PRONTOVISE uses novel ontology dataset visual representations and interactions to provide us valuable encounters 
which support the requirements for cognitive map formation. 
From our investigation of related work and existing tools, as well as through our description and usage 
scenario of the PRONTOVISE design, several implications arise. We find that there is value in design criteria which 
generalize a set of high-level requirements yet refrain from specifying the exceedingly granular patterns and 
processes which are often associated with low-level design frameworks. Through this higher level, we were able to 
see that many fashions of interactive visualization tools were possible, each providing us encounters with visual 
representations and interactions at various levels of novelty within their design. We believe a strength within the 
design of PRONTOVISE fully encompasses the strengths presented within the spread of existing designs, while 
having the opportunity to appropriately assess and address the weaknesses present in preceding work. We also believe 
that using the design criteria, PRONTOVISE provides the support for any ontology dataset learning task, as it 
provides a stable, iterative, and scalable design which supports use for any appropriately encoded domain, and for 
use by any level of expertise. 
Yet, from our work on the design and PRONTOVISE, we also find limitations. First, we acknowledge the 
limited scope of evaluation within the paper. It is our intention to explore expanded evaluations of the design within 
future work. Next, we found that a number of subviews were needed to fulfill the requirements of the design criteria. 
As a result, we find that PRONTOVISE requires a significant amount of display space, such that it would not be able 
to facilitate the same level of quality towards the performance of learning tasks within a reduced display space. This 
means that the current design of PRONTOVISE is not practical for small screens like notepad laptops or mobile 
devices. A target for future work may then be to investigate this problem space for small screens. Another limitation 
with PRONTOVISE is that it takes full advantage visualization technologies to produce its many novel visual 
representations and interactions within its subviews and thus demands an attunement period before it can be used 
optimally. This aspect of design, that of attunement, may also be a valuable topic of interest for future research. 
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Finally, PRONTOVISE currently supports the OWL RDF ontology dataset format, however, there are many formats 
available. PRONTOVISE would be improved by expanding its support to all formats which are used to digitally 
encode ontologies. 
In conclusion, we hope that insight gathered from this paper inspires innovative research and provides 
valuable guidance in the design of future work which visualizes ontologies for learning tasks. We hope to continue 
exploring this problem space, including but not limited to a deeper inspection of PRONTOVISE through an expanded 
usability study and further investigation towards the design of interactive visualization tools that support the 
performance of other challenging knowledge-based tasks. 
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We have made minor adjustments to the original material of this chapter to provide cohesion with the overall 
integrated article structure of this dissertation. Specifically, to distinguish between chapters, figures and tables have 
been provided an additional prepend reflecting the chapter number. Readers should be aware that chapter text will 
maintain original numbering references. For instance, “Figure 5-1” is equivalent to “Figure 1” in the chapter text. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Health informatics is concerned with emergent technological systems that improve the quality and availability of care, 
promote the sharing of knowledge, and support the performance of proactive health and wellness tasks by motivated 
individuals (Wickramasinghe, 2019). Subareas of health informatics may include medical informatics, nursing 
informatics, consumer informatics, cancer informatics, and pharmacy informatics, to name a few. Simply put, health 
informatics is concerned with finding new ways to help stakeholders work with health information to be able to 
perform health-related tasks more effectively. Users in the health domain are increasingly taking advantage of 
computer resources in their tasks. For instance, a 2017 Canadian survey found that 32% of respondents within their 
last month had used at least one mobile application for health-related tasks. Even more, those under the age of 35 are 
twice as likely to do so (“The Future of Technology in Health and Health Care: A Primer,” 2018). Furthermore, studies 
have calculated that over 58% of Americans have used tools like Google and other domain-specific tools to support 
their health informatics search tasks—with search being one of the most important and central tasks in most health 
informatics activities (Demiris, 2016; Zuccon & Koopman, 2014). 
Yet, search can be challenging, particularly for health informatics tasks that utilize large and complex 
document sets. For such tasks, health informatics tools may require the use of domain-specific vocabulary. Aligning 
with this vocabulary can be a significant challenge within health tasks, as they can involve a lexicon of intricate 
nomenclature, deeply layered relations, and lengthy descriptions that are misaligned with common vocabulary. For 
instance, one highly cited medical research paper defines the term “chromosomal instability” as “an elevated rate of 
chromosome mis-segregation and breakage, results in diverse chromosomal aberrations in tumor cell populations.” In 
this example, those unfamiliar with the defined term could find parsing its definition just as significant a challenge as 
the term itself (Gao, 2017). Thus, when communicating across vocabularies, users may struggle to describe the 
requirements of their search task in a way that is understandable by health informatics tools (Mehta & Pandit, 2018; 
Thiébaut & Cossin, 2019). To deal with this challenge, ontologies can be a valuable mediating resource in the design 
of user-facing interfaces of health informatics tools (Saleemi, Rodríguez, Lilius, & Porres, 2011). That is, ontologies 
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can bridge the vocabularies of users with the vocabulary of their task and its tools. Yet, the use of ontologies in user-
facing interface design is not well established. Furthermore, health informatics tools that present a generalized 
interface, one that can support search tasks across any number of domain vocabularies and document sets, can allow 
users to transfer their experience between tasks, presenting users with information-centric perspectives during their 
performances rather than technology-centered perspectives (Fang, Pouyanfar, Yang, Chen, & Iyengar, 2016; Gibson, 
Dixon, & Abrams, 2015). For this, there is a need to distill criteria that can guide designers during the creation of 
ontology-supported interfaces for health informatics search tasks involving large document sets. 
 
The goal of this paper is to investigate the following research questions: 
• What are the criteria for the structure and design of generalized ontology-supported interfaces for health 
informatics search tasks involving large document sets? 
• If such criteria can be distilled, can they then be used to help create such interfaces? 
 
In this paper, we examine health informatics, machine learning, and ontologies. We then review leading research on 
health informatics search tasks. From this analysis, we formulate criteria for the design of ontology-supported 
interfaces for health informatics search tasks involving large document sets. We then use these criteria to contrast the 
traditional design strategies for search interfaces. To demonstrate the utility of the criteria in design, we will use them 
to structure the design of a tool, ONTSI (ONTology-supported Search Interface). ONTSI allows users to plug-and-
play their document sets and expert-defined ontology files to perform health informatics search tasks. We describe 
ONTSI through a functional workflow and an illustrative usage scenario. We conclude with a summary of ongoing 
evaluation efforts, future research, and our limitations (Köhler et al., 2018). 
 
5.2 Background 
In this section, we describe the concepts and terminology used when discussing ontology-supported interfaces for 
health informatics search tasks involving large document sets. We begin with background on health informatics. Next, 
we examine machine learning. We conclude with coverage of ontologies and their utility as a mediating resource for 
both human- and computer-facing use. 
 
5.2.1 Health Informatics 
Health informatics is broadly concerned with emergent technological systems for improving the quality and 
availability of care, promoting the sharing of knowledge, and supporting the performance of proactive health and 
wellness practices by motivated individuals (Wickramasinghe, 2019). Initially, the need for expanded health and 
wellness services stemmed from rising population levels combined with the growing complexity of medical sciences. 
These issues made it challenging to maintain quality care within increasingly stressed medical systems (Carayon & 
Hoonakker, 2019). Thus, a central objective for health informatics is the development of strategies to tackle large-
scale problems that harm trained medical professionals’ ability to perform their tasks in a timely and effective manner. 
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For instance, tele-health services allowed doctors to practice remote medicine, providing care to those without local 
medical services. Another early innovation was standardized health care records, where patient records were given 
standardized encodings to provide an increased ability to track, compare, manage, and share personal health 
information (Demiris, 2016). Some examples of current research directions are the push for stronger patient privacy, 
personalized medicine, and the expansion of healthcare into under-served regions and communities (Brewer et al., 
2020; Demiris, 2016; Gamache, Kharrazi, & Weiner, 2018; “The Future of Technology in Health and Health Care: A 
Primer,” 2018; Wickramasinghe, 2019). 
The rising production and availability of health-related data has resulted in a growing number of data-
intensive tasks within health. Both private and public entities like health industry companies, government bodies, and 
everyday citizens are turning to health informatics tools as they manage and activate their health data (“The Future of 
Technology in Health and Health Care: A Primer,” 2018). A growing number of health-related tasks involve searching 
document sets. During these tasks, the aim of the user is to use the information described within their document set to 
increase their understanding of a topic or concept. For example, a search task could be a practitioner searching the 
electronic health records of their patients, a member of the general public using public materials for their general 
health concerns, or a researcher performing a literature review [12,15,16]. In general, a search task involves the 
generation of a query based on an information-seeking objective. The computation systems of these tools then use this 
query within their computation systems to map and extract relevant documents out from the document set (Wu, Meder, 
Filimon, & Nelson, 2017). Powerful technologies like machine learning are increasingly being integrated within tools 
to help perform rapid and automated computation on document sets (Zuccon & Koopman, 2014). Yet, when taking 
advantage of these technologies, designers must be mindful of human factors when generating the user-facing 
interfaces of their tools, as a task cannot be performed effectively without direction from an empowered user (Carayon 
& Hoonakker, 2019). 
 
5.2.2 Machine Learning 
Machine learning techniques are increasingly being utilized to tackle analytic problems once considered too complex 
to solve in an effective and timely manner (Talbot, Lee, Kapoor, & Tan, 2009). Yet, recent analysis (Endert et al., 
2017; Hohman, Kahng, Pienta, & Chau, 2018; Yuan et al., 2020) on the human factors in machine learning 
environments have found that the current design strategies continually limit users’ ability to take part in the analytic 
process. More so, it has produced a generation of machine learning-integrated tools that are failing to provide users a 
complete understanding on how computational systems of their tools arrive at their results. This has significantly 
reduced users’ control and lowered the ability to achieve task objectives. In response, there is a growing desire to 
promote the “human-in-the-loop,” bringing the benefits of human reasoning back to the forefront of the design process 
(Jusoh, Awajan, & Obeid, 2020; Lytvyn, Dosyn, Vysotska, & Hryhorovych, 2020; Román-Villarán et al., 2019). 
When considering the interaction loop of a machine learning-integrated tool, Sacha et al. (Sacha et al., 2016) 
present a five-stage conceptual framework: producing and accessing data, preparing data for tool use, selecting a 
machine learning model, visualizing computation in the tool interface, and users applying analytic reasoning to 
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validate and direct further use. Assessing this framework, a machine learning-integrated search tool must provide 
users with a functional workflow where: 
1. Users communicate their task requirements as a query. 
2. Users ask their tool to apply that query as input within its computational system. 
3. The tool performs its computation, mapping the features against the document set. 
4. The tool represents the results of the computation in its interface. 
5. Users assess whether they are or are not satisfied with the results. 
6. Users restart the interaction loop with adjustments or conclude their use of the tool. 
 
Thus, a primary responsibility for users within machine learning environments is the need to assess how well the 
results of machine learning have aligned with their task objectives. A systematic review by Amershi et al. (Amershi, 
Cakmak, Knox, & Kulesza, 2014) suggests six considerations for the user’s role in arbitrating machine learning 
performance: 
1. Users are people, not oracles (should not be expected to repeatedly answer whether a model is right or wrong). 
2. People tend to give more positive than negative feedback. 
3. People need a demonstration of how machine learning should behave. 
4. People naturally want to provide more than just data labels. 
5. People value transparency. 
6. Transparency can help people provide better labels. 
 
5.2.3 Ontologies 
In search tasks involving large document sets, many challenges can arise that reduce performance quality, harm user 
satisfaction, and increase the time for task completion (Endert et al., 2017; Hohman et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 2020). 
Often, these challenges result from misalignment between the vocabularies used by the document sets, storage 
maintainers, interface designers, and users. For instance, Qing et al. (Zeng & Tse, 2006) outline the difficulties faced 
when translating between common and domain vocabularies in health tasks. They describe a study that found that up 
to 50% of health expressions by consumers were not represented by public health vocabularies (Zeng & Tse, 2006). 
Within the pipeline of a search task, both the human and computational system can only perform optimally if 
communication is strong (Arp, Smith, Spear, & American Journal of Sociology, 2015). Ontologies are representational 
artifacts that reflect the entities, relations, and structures of its domain. Ontologies are of three types: a philosophical 
ontology for describing and structuring reality, a domain ontology for structuring the entities and relations of a 
knowledge base, and a top-level ontology for interfacing between different domain ontologies (Arp et al., 2015). 
Ontologies provide the flexibility, extensibility, generality, and expressiveness necessary to bridge the gap when 
mapping domain knowledge for effective computer-facing and human-facing use (Saleemi et al., 2011). For this 
purpose, ontologies are increasingly being used within tools to help users perform their challenging search tasks 
(Bikakis & Sellis, 2016; Carpendale et al., 2014; Dou, Wang, & Liu, 2015; Ebner, 2015; Livingston, Bada, 
Baumgartner, & Hunter, 2015). 
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When creating an ontology, experts construct a network of entities and relations, which together yield various 
structures (Jakus, Milutinovic, Omerović, & Tomazic, 2013; Rector, Schulz, Rodrigues, Chute, & Solbrig, 2019). 
Ontology entities reflect the objects of the domain, like a phenotype in a medical abnormality ontology, a processor 
in a computer architecture ontology, or a precedent in a legal ontology (Tobergte & Curtis, 2013). In some ontologies, 
like the top-level ontology, Basic Formal Ontology, designers go as far as denoting qualities such as materiality, object 
composition, and spatial qualities in reality (Arp et al., 2015). Ontology entities are encoded with information about 
their role in the vocabulary, definitions, descriptions, and contexts, as well as metadata that can inform the performance 
of future ontology engineering tasks. Ontology relations are the links between ontology entities that express the quality 
of interaction between them and the domain as a whole (Katifori, Torou, Vassilakis, Lepouras, & Halatsis, 2008). 
When assessing ontology relations, Arp et al. (Arp et al., 2015) distinguish relations under the categories of universal–
universal (dog “is_a” animal), particular–universal (this dog “instance_of” dog), and particular–particular (this dog 
“continuant_parts” of this dog grouping). Domain ontology relations are realized through unique interoperability 
between ontology entities. For instance, an animal ontology may have an ontology entity reflecting the concept of a 
“human,” which may have the ontology relations “domesticates/is domesticated by” between it and the “dog” ontology 
entity. 
After defining the entities, relations, and other features of an ontology, experts record their work in ontology 
files of standardized data formats like RDF, OWL, and OBO. These ontology files are then distributed amongst users. 
They can then be integrated into the computational and human-facing systems of tools for use during tasks. Some 
examples of current ontology use are information extraction on unstructured text, behavior modeling of intellectual 
agents, and an increasing number of human-facing visualization tasks such as decision support systems within critical 
care environments (Jusoh et al., 2020; Lytvyn et al., 2020; Román-Villarán et al., 2019). 
 
5.3 Methods 
In this section, we describe the methods used for criteria formulation. We begin with a review of literature for health 
informatics search tasks. Based on the insights gained from this review, we distill a set of criteria. We then use these 
criteria to contrast traditional design strategies for interfaces of search tasks. 
 
5.3.1 Task Review 
Here, we review some research on interfaces for health informatics search tasks. We used Google Scholar, IEEE 
Xplore, and PubMed to conduct an exhaustive search of articles and reviews published between 2015 and 2021. We 
have divided our findings into three sections. First, we explore research on health data, information management, and 
information-centric interfaces. This is followed by research discussing the types of search tasks and their use in 
structuring the design of interfaces for health informatics. Finally, we investigate the requirements for aligning 
vocabularies for health informatics search tasks. 
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5.3.1.1 Health Data, Information Management, and Information-Centric Interfaces 
Health data is constantly generated, highlighted by reports that within just a year the US healthcare system created 
150 new exabytes of data (Raghupathi & Raghupathi, 2014). Yet, the information that is expressed by this data, such 
as personal medical records, research publications, and consumer health media, is not useful unless it can be effectively 
understood and utilized by users. As such, it is critical to examine the challenges facing users when performing their 
tasks, and through this establish novel strategies for supporting the activation of health data. 
Fang et al. (Fang et al., 2016) explore the pressing challenges for accessing health data under the four 
categories: volume, variety, velocity, and veracity. They find that the volume of health care data creates challenges in 
the management of data sources and stores. They describe that existing strategies are struggling, and that novel designs 
should be established for scaling data services. They explain that a variety of challenges come with the management 
of data characteristics, ranging from unstructured datapoints generated from sources like sensors, to structured data 
entities like research papers and medical documents. For this, they state that designers should concentrate on aligning 
with the characteristics of the information being encountered. Next, they explore the challenges of velocity, which 
involves the rate at which users require their data to move from source to activation within their task. They highlight 
novel research in the networking and data management space. Finally, they explore veracity challenges, such as the 
assessment and validation of data quality and the quality of information that the data may produce. 
Gibson et al. (Gibson et al., 2015) provide a review of the evolving fields of health information management 
and informatics. They review the topics of data capture, digital e-record systems, aggregate health management, 
healthcare funding models, data-oriented evidence-based medicine, consumer health applications, health governance, 
personal health access, and genomic personalized medicine. Similar to Fang et al. (Fang et al., 2016), they note that 
the predominant work for health informatics should be concerned with presenting users with information-centric 
perspectives during their performances rather than technology-centered perspectives. More so, they describe that users 
in healthcare “must often navigate and understand complex clinical workflows to effectively … capture, store, or 
exchange information.” In other words, task workflows are already complex; therefore, effective interfaces should 
promote information encounters that help users perform better, rather than engage in unrelated technical details. 
From the above research, we distill the criterion: Designs should maintain an information-centric interface 
that is flexible with respect to the dynamic requirements of search tasks like veracity of data sources, variety of data 
types, and evolving needs of users for health informatics. 
5.3.1.2 Search Tasks and Structuring the Design of Interfaces for Health Informatics 
Russell-Rose et al. (Russell-Rose, Chamberlain, & Azzopardi, 2018) describe professional health workplace tasks. 
They find that the most prevalent types of search tasks are literature reviews for overviewing a topic, scoping reviews 
for rapidly inspecting the possible relevance of an information source, rapid evidence reviews for appraising the 
overall quality of a scoping review, and, finally, systematic reviews for exploring a topic in a robust manner. 
During search tasks, users often lack the ability to perceive how their query decisions impact, relate, and 
interact with the document set. This is an important consideration for users who might want to adjust a query to better 
align with their information-seeking objectives. A further study by Russell-Rose et al. (Russell-Rose & Chamberlain, 
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2017) analyzes search strategies performed by healthcare professionals. They find that a large majority of participants 
have a general desire to utilize advanced search functionalities when available. This suggests that users are not hesitant 
to take advantage of resources that they believe help optimize their task performance. Huurdeman (Huurdeman, 2017) 
outlines that for this, a good course of action is to leverage query corrections, autocomplete, and suggestions. Yet, 
they find that such additions can be harmful if those features do not provide appropriate domain context. That is, 
resources must allow users to be contextually aware of how their query aligns with the contents of document sets, as 
well as the conditions of computational technologies used by interfaces. 
In the same research, Huurdeman (Huurdeman, 2017) investigates complex tasks involving information 
search and information-seeking models when using multistage search systems. In this research, they explore 
requirements that designers must account for when supporting users. Challenging search tasks require users to learn 
about the searched domain, understand how their objectives align, and formulate their objectives into a way that can 
be used by their tool. In other words, query building requires users to be domain cognizant, as they must communicate 
information-seeking objectives in a way that is understood by the tool, yet also aligns with the information found 
within the document sets. Thus, a health informatics tool that supports search tasks should provide the opportunity for 
understanding the domain of the document set being explored. 
Zahabi et al. (Zahabi, Kaber, & Swangnetr, 2015) describe a set of nine requirements for designers when 
considering how to design usable interfaces for health informatics search tasks, summarized as: 
• Naturalness: The workflow of the system must present a natural task progression. 
• Consistency: The parts of the system should present similar functional language. 
• Prevent errors: Be proactive in the prevention of potential errors. 
• Minimizing cognitive load: Align cognitive load to the requirements of the task. 
• Efficient interaction: Be efficient in the number of steps to complete a task. 
• Forgiveness and feedback: Supply proper and prompt feedback opportunities. 
• Effective use of language: Promote clear and understandable communication. 
• Effective information presentation: Align with information characteristics. 
• Customizability/flexibility: The system should remain flexible to the task requirements. 
 
Additional research by Dudley et al. (Dudley & Kristensson, 2018) reviews user interface design for machine learning 
environments. They provide a set of principles that can be used by designers: 
• Make task goals and constraints explicit. 
• Support user understanding of model uncertainty and confidence. 
• Capture intent rather than input. 
• Provide effective data representations. 
• Exploit interactivity and promote rich interactions. 




From this research, we can distill two criteria: First, designs should provide interaction loops that promote prompt and 
effective feedback opportunities for the user. Second, designs should provide representations that are natural and 
consistent to the requirements of the information source, the user, and the task. 
5.3.1.3 Aligning Vocabularies for Health Informatics Search Tasks 
When considering interfaces for health informatics search tasks, a major challenge for users is the need to overcome 
problem formulation deficiencies when encountering unfamiliar domains. This is because, according to Harvey et al. 
(Harvey, Hauff, & Elsweiler, 2015), users have been found to consistently suffer from four major issues during the 
performance of search tasks: 
• Difficulty understanding the domain being searched. 
• An inability to apply their domain expertise. 
• Lacking the capacity to formulate an effective search query within the interface that accurately reflects their 
information-seeking objective. 
• Deficient understanding of how to assess results produced by search, to decide whether the search has or has 
not satisfied their objective. 
Harvey (Harvey et al., 2015) shows that in domains with complex vocabularies, such as health and medicine, the 
disparity of potential users’ prior knowledge is extreme. They find that non-expert users routinely do not possess 
enough domain knowledge to address their information-seeking needs. This can cause significant issues during query 
formulation. As a result, non-expert users must first step away from their tool to learn specialized vocabulary before 
they can begin query building. Both Soldaini and Anderson (Anderson & Wischgoll, 2020; Soldaini, Yates, Yom-
Tov, Frieder, & Goharian, 2016) describe that this issue can still affect even experts. This is because experts often 
must make assumptions when attuning to their tool. 
There is growing research targeting the generation and application of mediation resources to help reduce the 
communication gap while using health informatics tools. Zeng et al. (Zeng & Tse, 2006) investigate the development 
of consumer health vocabularies for reducing the discourse gap between lay people and medical information document 
sets. Furthermore, Soldaini et al. (Soldaini, Cohan, Yates, Goharian, & Frieder, 2015) explore the use of novel query 
computation strategies to improve the quality of medical literature retrieval during search tasks. In their quantitative 
study, they contrast models generated using combinations of algorithms, vocabularies, and feature weights, assessing 
the computational performance of different query reformulation techniques. The results of their study suggest “greatly 
improved retrieval performance” when utilizing combined machine learning and bridged vocabularies. More so, they 
provide insight regarding the quality of options that can support computational systems for health informatics search 
tasks. 
From the above research, we can distill two criteria. First, designs should provide interactions that allow 
users to efficiently prepare, perform, assess, and adjust their machine learning to align with information-seeking 
objectives of search tasks. Second, designs should provide mediation opportunities that assist users in communicating 




5.3.2 High-Level Criteria 
In Table 1, we provide five criteria based on the above review. 
 
Table 5-1 The criteria for guiding the design of interfaces for health informatics search tasks involving large 
document sets. For abbreviation purposes, design criteria will be referenced in the text as DC#, where # is its assigned 
number. 
DC# Design Criteria 
DC1 Provide an information-centric interface that shows flexibility towards the evolving needs 
of users and the dynamic requirements of search tasks like the veracity of data sources and 
variety of information types. 
DC2 Provide interaction loops that supply prompt and effective feedback for users during the 
performance of search tasks. 
DC3 Provide natural and consistent representations that allow users to understand the 
constraints, processes, and results provided by the interface. 
DC4 Provide interactions that allow users to efficiently prepare, perform, assess, and adjust 
their machine learning to align with the information-seeking objectives of search tasks. 
DC5 Provide mediation opportunities that assist users in communicating and bridge their 
information-seeking objectives into the vocabulary of the document set. 
 
5.3.3 Analysis of Traditional Interface Strategies for Health Informatics Search Tasks 
We now assess the traditional design strategies for interfaces for health informatics search tasks. Wilson’s 
comprehensive Search User Interface Design (Wilson, 2011) provides a complete survey of the history and current 
state of search interfaces. Based on their survey, and in particular their discussion of input and control features within 
the modern search user interfaces, two base strategies and one extension strategy for search interfaces are realized: 
“structured” interfaces, “unstructured” interfaces, and, in extension, “query expansion” interfaces. Table 2 provides a 
summary of how the above criteria align with each interface strategy. 
 
Table 5-2 A summary matrix of alignment between the criteria and interface strategies. Full descriptions are 
found within their respective sections. “Strong” is assigned if a characteristic of the interface strategy promotes alignment 
with the requirements of the design criterion. “Weak” is assigned if a characteristic of the strategy does not promote 
alignment with the requirements of the design criterion. “Variable” is assigned if the interface strategy has the potential 
to align with the criterion; however, such an alignment is not innate and must be actively pursued. 
DC# Structured Unstructured Query Expansion  
DC1 Weak Variable Strong 
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DC2 Strong Strong Variable 
DC3 Variable Variable Variable 
DC4 Variable Strong Strong 
DC5 Weak Weak Strong 
 
5.3.3.1 Structured Interface Strategy 
The structured interface strategy creates designs that regulate input during query building. This is achieved by 
maintaining heavily restricted input control profiles. Designers who implement the structured interface strategy into 
their interfaces presuppose a search task with specific expectations for input, bounding queries to a limited input 
profile. One common bounding technique is to constrain query lengths and limiting query content to a controlled set 
of terms (Zielstorff, 2003). This restricted scope is considered the sole acceptable input profile, and thus allows 
designers to generate interfaces that limit the possible range of inputs and restrict all inputs that fall outside of that 
range. Designers typically achieve this by using interface elements like dropdowns, checkboxes, and radio buttons 
instead of elements like text boxes with free typing. For example, Figure 1 depicts the PubMed Advance Search 
Builder, which implements the structured interface strategy in its design. This interface requires users to select specific 
query term types from a restricted list, which then guides user input (“PubMed,” n.d.). 
Since input control is restricted, a strength of the structured interface strategy is that designers can use 
information characteristics to prescribe the full range of query formulations. This allows for the use of representational 
and computational designs that optimize for the expected characteristics of the restricted input profiles, per DC2. This 
strategy provides a designer-friendly environment that is hardened against unwanted queries, which, if effectively 
communicated in the design of result representations, could allow for alignment with DC3 and DC4. Yet, it can be 
challenging to designers to use structured interface strategies in a generalized setting. This is because when a document 
set is swapped, hardened approaches may not align with the information characteristics of the new document set. This 
negatively affects the flexibility of the interface, and in turn alignment with DC1. A potential weakness of the 
structured interface strategy is that it requires users to possess expertise on both the controlled vocabulary of the 
interface as well as the vocabulary of the document set being searched. If this is not known, user experience can suffer, 
drastically affecting alignment with DC5. Within the context of health informatics, such weaknesses reduce the users’ 
ability to effectively perform search tasks. This is because the controlled vocabularies within the health and medical 
domains demand significant expertise and result in numerous points of failure during the query formation process 




Figure 5-1 PubMed Advanced Search Builder: an example of a structured interface strategy for a search task. 
In this use case, a query item was generated for a MeSH term for heart abnormalities, a completion date after August 8, 
2015, and in the English language, with the publisher of Oxford University Press soon to be added. Source: Image 
generated on January 18, 2021, using the public web portal provided by the National Center for Biotechnical Information, 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/advanced/ (accessed on January 18, 2021). 
5.3.3.2 Unstructured Interface Strategy 
The unstructured interface strategy creates designs that provide limited input regulation. Unlike the structured 
interface strategy, it provides an open input control that accepts most input profiles during query building. Designers 
who implement the unstructured interface strategy do so without presupposing particular input, only accounting for 
general user error. That is, this input can originate from anywhere, such as common vocabulary, rather than from a 
pre-determined set of terms provided by the designer. Often, this input is directed to a single interface element. 
Implementations of the unstructured interface strategy typically present a text box that allows users to freely type their 
own text into the interface. These implementations will perform some input processing prior to use; however, the 
presentation of this processing to users is usually limited to correcting typographical errors rather than semantic ones. 
For example, the interface of Google aligns with the unstructured interface strategy, presenting users with an open, 
text-box input control without domain-specific assumptions or requirements. Of course, Google’s computational 
systems use extensive processing between receiving input from users and presenting the results of computation back 
to users (Luo, Wu, Gopukumar, & Zhao, 2016). Yet, users themselves are not informed of how their results came to 
be, even after changing to Google Instant (Qvarfordt, Golovchinsky, Dunnigan, & Agapie, 2013). Another example 
of an implementation of the unstructured interface strategy is WebMD’s search interface. This interface processes a 
free-text input with basic sanitization techniques before generating features for its search engine system, as depicted 
in Figure 2. 
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A strength of the unstructured interface strategy is that it supports the use of any vocabulary during query 
building, allowing for the natural activation of common vocabulary during task performance, in alignment with DC4. 
Additionally, this removes the requirement for users to possess input expertise and control profiles that typically come 
with a structured interface strategy, per DC1 and DC4. Designers can still implement prompt and effective feedback 
during task performance, thereby supporting DC2. If the constraints, processes, and results of their task performance 
are effectively communicated in result representations, DC3 and DC4 can be well supported. However, by allowing 
for the direct use of common vocabulary in lieu of a presupposed controlled vocabulary, the unstructured interface 
strategy suffers where the structured interface strategy excels. That is, poor implementations of the unstructured 
interface strategy can produce interfaces that do not provide mediation for users to translate their common vocabulary 
into the domain-specific vocabulary. In doing so, users are not being helped in understanding how their query building 
has impacted their search performance. For example, these poorly implemented interfaces may take input literally and 
bring users directly to a result page without providing context as to how the results were found, negatively affecting 
DC1 and DC5. This potential for promoting weak alignment between user and information source can lead to a 
significant drop in the quality of search performance. This can be an especially important requirement to address for 
health informatics interfaces, as it has been found that users routinely struggle to craft effective query terms during 
their health-related search tasks (Jimmy, Zuccon, & Koopman, 2018). 
 
Figure 5-2 WebMD Search Interface: an example of an unstructured interface strategy for a search task. In this 
use case, the free–text query “heart condition” was generated. Source: Image generated on January 18, 2021, using the 
public web portal provided by WebMD, https://www.webmd.com/search/search_results/default.aspx?query= 
heart%20condition (accessed on January 18, 2021). 
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5.3.3.3 Query Expansion Interface Strategy 
The query expansion interface strategy is an extension of both the structured and unstructured interface strategies. 
That is, this strategy expands by adding mediation opportunities to bridge the vocabulary of the user with the 
vocabulary of the document set both within the representational as well as the computational systems (Azad & Deepak, 
2019). These mediation opportunities are typically implemented within two parts of the interaction loop. The first is 
during input, where mediating opportunities present during query building. Often, these mediation opportunities come 
as cues that suggest to users how their common vocabulary could align with the vocabulary of the domain, and visa-
versa. An example of an implementation of the structured-like query expansion interface strategy is WebMD’s 
Symptom Checker, shown in Figure 3. This example interface goes through a series of controlled stages of query 
building that are structured by numerous opportunities for mediation. The second is during the processing prior to 
document set mapping. Like other strategies, a system can apply natural language processing techniques to the input, 
where the text string provided as input is tokenized into its parts. From this, the system sanitizes token parts to remove 
trivial tokens like the stop words “the,” “a,” and “an,” and any remaining tokens are then inserted as features in search 
engine systems. In more complex systems, additional sanitization techniques can be used (Jimmy, Zuccon, Palotti, 
Goeuriot, & Kelly, 2018). Yet instead of immediately inserting the remaining tokens as features into the computational 
systems, the query expansion interface strategy builds upon the input profile by injecting insight provided by mediating 
resources, such as related terms, synonyms, and other expansion opportunities (Capuano, Longhi, Salerno, & Toti, 
2015). In other words, these systems utilize mediating resources to computationally expand the query. Some examples 
of mediating resources are knowledge bases like WordNet and Wikipedia, and ontologies like The Human Phenotype 
Ontology (Azad & Deepak, 2019; Köhler et al., 2018; “The Human Phenotype Ontology,” 2020). 
A strength of the combined approach of the query expansion interface strategy is its strong efforts to eliminate 
the weaknesses associated with the structured and unstructured interface strategies while still maintaining their 
strengths. That is, by allowing the continued use of common vocabulary during the process of query building, users 
can have higher confidence about what the interface is asking of them, and what they are telling the interface to do, 
helping with DC4 and DC5. Furthermore, by integrating the use of mediating resources like ontologies, designers can 
demonstrate to users the quality of their query building and how their vocabulary decisions affect the performance of 
their search tasks, supporting DC2 and DC3 (Lüke, Schaer, & Mayr, 2012). Yet, with the added complexities of query 
expansion, computational systems may be required to perform more work before arriving at a final set of search results. 
Therefore, designers of systems taking advantage of query expansion should consider the impact on performance and 
responsiveness and counteract them to maintain alignment with DC2. For the query expansion interface strategy to be 
successful, designers must clearly communicate to users how exactly their query building has affected their search. If 
this communication is not provided, it can leave users confused regarding how their decisions have affected their 
search and can make it challenging for them to assess task performance, negatively affecting DC2. Such limitations 
may not provide optimal alignment in communication between the system, the user, and the information resource 
(Jimmy, Zuccon, & Koopman, 2018). That is, if a selected mediating resource does not provide an effective mapping 
between vocabularies, then query expansion can weaken the quality of search tasks. To address this challenge, 
designers can utilize user-supplied ontologies, as per DC1. This provides users the freedom to select mediating 
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resources that they believe can best support their task performance, rather than being restricted to a tool-provided 
mediating resource. A user study by Jay et al. (Jay et al., 2016) compares users as they perform the same task set using 
two interfaces, one with a structured multiple variable input profile, the other with an unstructured single variable 
input profile. In this study, they find that users felt their needs and expectations were better fulfilled using the single-
input profile, performing their tasks quicker, with more ease of use and learnability, and with a higher appraisal of 
results. Designers must carefully select how they activate query expansion such that it addresses the needs of the task, 
the information, and the user. 
 
Figure 5-3 WebMD’s Symptom Checker: an example of a structured–like query expansion interface strategy for 
a search task. In this use case, users are guided along a series of query building opportunities, allowing them to enter 
various symptoms and personal health criteria while aligning their personal vocabulary with the information resource 
vocabulary. Source: Image generated on January 18, 2021, using the public web portal provided by WebMD, 




In this section we describe ONTSI, a generalized ontology-supported interface for health informatics search tasks 
involving large document sets created using the above-discussed criteria. We outline how the criteria were used to 
structure ONTSI’s design. We then discuss the technical scope of ONTSI, concluding with ONTSI’s functional 
workflow. 
 
5.4.1 Design Scope 
Table 3 highlights the role of each criterion in the design of ONTSI. 
 
Table 5-3 The role of each criterion within the design of ONTSI. The incorporation of these criteria in ONTSI’s 

















5.4.2 Technical Scope 
ONTSI is developed as a web-based tool that provides a generalized, plug-and-play support of user-supplied 
ontology files and document sets. That is, ONTSI allows for the uploading of ontology files, either individually or 
within a .zip compressed file, as well as any compressed document set in the ZIP format. ONTSI then processes and 
DC# ONTSI 
DC1 ONTSI leverages powerful third-party computational technology. Specifically, pre-built 
machine learning packages like SciKit-Learn are integrated within ONTSI, and highly 
optimized indexing is provided by The Apache Software Foundation’s Solr product (“Solr 
Cloud,” 2020). Additionally, ONTSI’s interface provides users with clear text-based alerts, 
which reflect their current performance status.  
DC2 ONTSI supports an iterative interaction loop to allow users perform repeated sets of search 
tasks. That is, within iterative interactions, users can save the results they regard relevant in 
a persistent location within the tool, while still allowing further performances to occur. 
DC3 ONTSI provides visual representations to help analyze and judge the relevance of search 
results. 
DC4 ONTSI utilizes modern visualization and computational technologies like D3.js to provide 
powerful interaction opportunities. 
DC5 ONTSI supports the use of a common vocabulary during query building using the query 
expansion strategy. Specifically, when using ONTSI, users upload both a document set and 
an ontology file, which are then integrated into the workflow of the computational systems 
of ONTSI. Users can interact with a search textbox that allows for unstructured text input. 
ONTSI provides domain-specific vocabulary suggestions that can assist users in guiding 




indexes their contents for use within the interface. ONTSI’s front end uses the latest HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript 
technologies, allowing for cross-browser (i.e., Firefox, Chrome, Opera) and cross-platform support. The D3.js 
JavaScript library is used to create the visualization and interaction experiences found throughout the front end of 
ONTSI (Bostock, 2016). ONTSI’s back-end technology is developed using a custom Python-based computational 
server that maintains data transfer and machine learning APIs, and with the use of Apache’s Solr system as the 
search indexer and engine (“Solr Cloud,” 2020). The current ONTSI system maintains support for the live uploading 
of well-formed ontologies in the Ontology Web Language (OWL) format. 
 
5.4.3 Functional Workflow of ONTSI 
ONTSI encompasses several subsystems and subviews within its workflow. Recalling the workflow description of a 
machine learning-integrated search tool, ONTSI allows: 
1. Users to communicate their task requirements as a query within its Upload and Search subview. 
2. Users to ask their tool to apply that query as input within its computational system within its Search 
Subview. 
3. The tool to perform its computation, mapping the features against the document set within its ONTSI server 
and Solr server. 
4. The tool to represent the results of the computation in its interface within its Result List and Result Item 
subviews. 
5. Users to assess whether they are or are not satisfied with the results within its Result List, Result Item, and 
Saved List subview. 
6. Users to restart the interaction loop with adjustments within the Upload and Search subviews or conclude 
their use of the tool. 
 




Figure 5-4 Depiction of the functional workflow of ONTSI. Labelled arrows reflect the steps of the interaction 
loop. Brown boxes represent the processes performed within the back-end computation systems. Blue boxes represent the 
object types that persist within the browser and external index database storage. Pink boxes represent the back-end 
computational systems of ONTSI. Yellow boxes represent the various subviews within the front end of ONTSI. The green 
box represents the types of interactions that can be conducted with the system. 
5.4.4 Front-End Subviews 
ONTSI consists of a series of interconnected subviews, shown in Figures 4 and 5. We will now describe the 




Figure 5-5 The overall view of ONTSI in full use and outlined coverage of its five subviews: Upload subview, 
partial (a); Search subview (b); Result List subview (c); Result Item subview (d); and Saved List subview, partial (e). 
5.4.4.1 Upload Subview 
The Upload subview supports the plug-and-play of user-supplied ontology files and document sets. This subview 
can be found at the top left of ONTSI, Figure 5a. When clicked, the upload button opens a file selection window. 
The window limits uploading to valid ontology files under the OWL ontology format and the .zip compression 
format. When a compressed file is uploaded, it is inspected for OWL files. This allows the upload system to not only 
take in individual OWL ontology files, but also sets of OWL files that are combined in a compressed format. 
Ontology file contents are put through a custom OWL to JSON processor, and then indexed into a local storage 
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system within the browser memory. If it is a document set, it is transferred to the back end ONTSI server. Once at 
least one ontology file and one document set are uploaded, the Search subview and the system become active. 
5.4.4.2 Search Subview 
The Search subview facilitates query building using an ontology-supported unstructured-like query expansion 
strategy. Three points of interaction are maintained: Query Input, the Run button, and the Clear button. The Search 
subview is located to the right of the Upload subview at the top center, Figure 5b, and becomes available for 
interaction after the requirements of the Upload system are fulfilled. 
Query Input is a text input box. As text is typed, ONTSI cross-references that text against the uploaded 
ontological content for mediation opportunities. If found, those mediations are provided within an expanding 
dropdown. When a user values a suggested mediation, it can be selected and locked in as a query term. If none are 
desired, they can be ignored. When a user is satisfied with their own typed text, it can also be added. Each query 
term is depicted with the text of the term and a removal interaction, represented by a trailing “x” button. If multiple 
terms require removal, this can be done either with individual removal actions, repeated backspacing actions from 
the keyboard, or the red “trash can” button, which clears all query terms. 
When at least one query term has been entered, the green “Run” button becomes active. This initiates the 
performance of computation on the uploaded document set using the ontology file for query expansion. Query terms 
are collected and sent to the back end ONTSI server system. The Result List subview updates when the computation 
is complete. 
5.4.4.3 Result List Subview 
The Result List subview provides a paged listing the search results. The Result List subview is found directly under 
the Search, Upload, and Saved List subviews, Figure 5c. 
Once a search is performed, the Result List subview changes from an informational alert to the results of a 
search. The list itself is bounded above and below by buttons and text that describe and support paging interactions. 
Specifically, the buttons and text describe information about the current page position, the number of pages used to 
divide the document set, and the number of documents in the current page, and allow for various navigation 
interactions on the pages. 
The search results are sorted by their relevance calculation generated during clustering, such that the results 
assigned to document clusters that have the highest predicted relevance rating are prioritized. Then, the list is paged. 
Instantaneous navigation between pages is provided. Color-coded relevance ratings accompany each document, 
ranging from best to worst within a green–red color spectrum. Each result represents the document title with 
annotations highlighting terms or phrases that are believed to align with the provided query terms. A button is also 
provided that allows the user to access additional document content and open the document for deeper inspection. 




5.4.4.4 Result Item Subview 
The Result Item subview provides document-level information. This allows users to rapidly assess the content of 
individual documents during their search task. When a user selects a document within the Result List subview, 
ONTSI will request the full document content of that result from the Solr server using its HTTP-based API. Query 
terms are then used by annotation services within the Solr server to wrap HTML-based annotation tags into the 
document content, which is then returned to the Result Item subview. When a document is selected for inspection, 
the Result Item subview expands that document in place within the Result List subview, pushing down trailing 
items, Figure 5d. 
The content of the selected document is represented in the following order: the file name of the document 
within the uploaded document set, the full document title, and a summarized version of the document content. The 
summarized version of the document content restricts the document to the passages of content that surround or have 
associations with the query terms provided during query building. Terms are highlighted through capitalization and 
with bolded font. In addition, the Result Item subview provides a dropdown at the top right, which collects all web 
links found within the document content for quick access. Any number of documents can be opened within the 
Result Item subview for comparison. 
5.4.4.5 Saved List Subview 
Each result within the Result Item subview includes a green “pin” button, which saves documents for future 
reference. ONTSI collects these saved documents within the Saved List subview. The Saved List subview can be 
accessed at the top right of ONTSI’s overall view, directly to the right of the Search subview. There, a green “pin” 
Saved List can be found that allows us to request ONTSI to open the Saved List modal, Figure 5e. Upon request, the 
Saved List modal displays saved documents. Here, documents can be recalled, removed from the list, or copied for 
external use. 
 
5.4.5 Back-End Systems 
ONTSI consists of two back-end systems that support the various front-end subviews and their controlling logic: the 
ONTSI server and the Solr server. Through their use, heavy computation is moved away from the browser and into 
dedicated computational systems. This allows for a reduction in computational overhead within the browser to 
improve response times and allows ONTSI to access computational technology that is not readily supported in the 
browser. 
5.4.5.1 ONTSI Server 
The ONTSI server is created using the Python-based Flask framework. It exposes an API supporting communication 
between the various systems of ONTSI. The API satisfies two major roles: preparing the uploaded document set for 
indexing within the Solr server and handling machine learning requests for search tasks. 
When a document set has been signaled for upload within the Upload subview, it is packaged and sent 
through the API of the ONTSI server. Incoming document sets are assessed and provided a suitable decompression 
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algorithm. Next, for each document within the document set, the ONTSI server assesses the encoding of that file 
(e.g., UTF-8, UTF-16, PDF, etc.). Based on this assessment, a suitable transcription algorithm is applied to that 
document. The indexing process for the Solr server is a pull interaction, so documents are stored in a static location 
from which they can be pulled. Therefore, the documents are sanitized, packaged, and then inserted into a temporary 
PostgreSQL database. The ONTSI server then requests the Solr server to begin indexing the new document set. 
When a search task is initiated, the request is sent to the API of the ONTSI server. There, requests are read 
for settings like the clustering algorithm, the document set being searched, and query specifications. The ONTSI 
server then prepares the machine learning environment. Next, ONTSI performs query expansion. This involves a set 
of natural language preprocessing steps on the query and its individual query items, such as tokenization and the 
application of stop word limiters. Then, each query item is examined against the provided ontology file for 
mediating opportunities alongside a complete synonym ring analysis on each query item using WordNet. The 
original query terms and their associated ontology and synonym terms are then packaged together. These packages 
are then applied during the performance of unsupervised K-means clustering computation from SciKit-Learn, a 
third-party machine learning suite. The computed weighting characteristics of clusters are then propagated back as a 
package of clusters and their associated documents for the ONTSI front end for use within its various subviews. We 




Figure 5-6 Pseudocode of clustering spanning the workflow of ONTSI (front end), ONTSI server, and Solr server. 
5.4.5.2 Solr Server 
ONTSI uses Solr, a third-party document indexing software developed by The Apache Software Foundation. Solr is 
a scalable indexing system that provides a valuable array of features like a REST-like API supporting many HTTP-
based communication interfaces. Solr also provides and a wide range of customizable settings and schemas that 
supports any number of storing, searching, filtering, analysis, optimization, and monitoring tasks. For a more 
information regarding Solr and its various permutations, seek out their official website and documentation (“Solr 
Cloud,” 2020). 
A cloud-based permutation of the Solr server is used to handle the indexing and serving of uploaded 
document sets. Indexing occurs when a request is made to the Solr server from the ONTSI server. The Solr server 
schema will seek out the location of the temporary PostgreSQL database hosted by the ONTSI server, extract all 
new documents not already indexed, and apply a processing schema on those documents for indexing. Then, 
signals are sent out to the relevant ONTSI systems. Solr also handles serving requests when ONTSI requires 
document content, either at the metadata level when loading the Result List subview, or full, annotated document 
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content in the Result Item subview. Requests are communicated to the Solr server through its HTTP-based API. 
The Solr server then handles the request, packages the results under the conditions specified in the request, and 
returns its response. 
 
5.5 Usage Scenario 
In this section, we provide a health informatics search task scenario using ONTSI. We begin with a description of the 
user profile, as well as the ontology file and document set in the usage scenario. We then present the usage scenario. 
 
5.5.1 User Profile 
The user profile we select here is that of a health stakeholder, a researcher within a professional workplace setting 
performing a scoping review as an information-seeking objective. A scoping review is concerned with establishing an 
initial idea of the amount of information on a topic within a document set (Russell-Rose et al., 2018). The user has a 
general level of knowledge, typical of other health stakeholders. For instance, the user understands and can 
communicate phenotypic abnormalities like a broken leg, light-headedness, or loss of vision. The user understands 
how to perform typical actions on the interface like clicking, typing, and saving, but does not possess knowledge of 
the technical concerns typical of backend computational technologies. 
The objective of the user is to learn whether there are any documents within a document set that are relevant 
to a research question. Let us assume the user’s research question is, “How does chromosomal instability drive tumor 
progression?” We selected this question from recently published materials on topical examples within the health 
domain, using “The 150 most important questions in cancer research and clinical oncology series,” published in 2017 
by the Chinese Journal of Cancer (Gao, 2017). 
 
5.5.2 Ontology File and Document Set 
ONTSI requires the user to upload an ontology file and a document set. We used the Human Phenotype Ontology 
(HPO) in the usage scenario. We selected HPO because of its high complexity resulting from its exhaustive and expert-
defined domain coverage of terms and their relationships. HPO is a controlled and standardized vocabulary encoding 
human disease and phenotypic abnormalities. It also includes annotations in bioinformatics, biochemistry, and human 
genetics. HPO is an active ontology, consisting not only of over 11,000 terms, but also over 110,000 disease 
annotations (Kohler et al., 2014). An example of an HPO term is “blindness,” which possesses a superclass of “visual 
impairment,” a subclass of “congenital blindness,” and is annotated to be associated with a variety of diseases, such 
as a variant of colorblindness termed Achromatopsia 2 (Köhler & Robinson, 2016). Each HPO term describes 
attributes such as names, conceptual definitions, ontology indexing, term synonyms, class relationships, logical 
definitions, and expert commentary, to name a few. For additional details on the Human Phenotype Ontology, see 
(Köhler et al., 2018; “The Human Phenotype Ontology,” 2020). 
The National Library of Medicine’s PubMed is selected as the document set within the usage scenario. 
PubMed is chosen because of its prominence within the health domain, maintaining more than 30 million citations 
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used within a wide scope of literature and active research endeavors. Data availability limits this usage scenario to a 
subset of PubMed representing 10,000 document entries. These entries maintain the document title, abstract, and 
various metadata like authors, published date, and keywords (“PubMed,” n.d.). 
 
5.5.3 Usage Scenario 
The user loads ONTSI, finding it in its initial state, as seen in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 5-7 The initial state of ONTSI. 
 
The user uploads their document set and ontology file by clicking the Upload button, activating the Upload subview, 
as seen in Figure 8. After confirming a selection, the upload process begins. 
 
Figure 5-8 Selecting a document set and ontology file for upload. 
 
After the upload process is complete, the user begins typing the research question “How does chromosomal instability 
drive tumor progression?” into the textbox, finishing with a click of the “Run” button. In response, ONTSI provides 
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the results of its computation, as seen in Figure 9. It presents the first page of 500 pages of documents, which totals 
20 document entries. There are percentages to the left of each entry that use text and color to annotate the relevance 
of each document. This scalar is based on the cluster weightings within the dimensional space of the document set, 
where a 100% would be produced by documents within a cluster that aligns with every input feature. The scalar 
maintains a color scale between red and green, where red is at the zero point and green at 100%. For instance, at the 
top of the first page there are five documents that present an orange 45.25% relevance rating. Looking at these 
documents, the user scans the titles of the documents, where some have terms within their titles that relate to the 
research question. 
 
Figure 5-9 The results of a search task using the query, “How does chromosomal instability drive tumor 
progression?” 
 
Some documents at the top of the results could align with the user’s research question. To explore further, the user 
selects a few of the top documents, generating additional document information for inspection, as seen in Figure 10. 
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Doing so, the user encounters a summarized version of their selected documents, which provides metadata and 
abstracts annotated with words and phrases related to the research question. 
 
Figure 5-10 ONTSI after opening the documents “Cancer morphology, carcinogenesis and genetic instability: a 
background” and “Kaposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus–encoded latency-associated nuclear antigen induces 
chromosomal instability through inhibition of p53 function.” 
 
The user estimates that these top documents may align with their research question. Therefore, they click on the green 
“pin” button found at the rightmost point of each document to save their reference for future retrieval from the 
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document set. These references are accessible by clicking the green “pin” button found at the top right of ONTSI to 
open the Saved List subview. 
Although the user has now encountered some documents relevant to their research question, they choose to 
continue searching. This time, the user decides to take advantage of mediation opportunities when building their query. 
After closing the Saved List subview, the user begins a new search. After assessing the important words in their 
research question, the user types in the term “chromosomal.” At the point that they have typed “chromo,” they are 
presented with mediation opportunities, as seen in Figure 11. They inspect these mediation opportunities and add 
phenotypic terms that align with their research question. 
 
Figure 5-11 ONTSI while the user is presented with mediating opportunities from the expert–defined Human 
Phenotype Ontology. 
 
With the aid of mediation, the user builds a three-item query consisting of “abnormal chromosome morphology,” 
“chromosomal instability,” and “tumor progression.” After asking ONTSI to run with this query, the user encounters 
a set of results different from the one produced by their earlier search, as seen in Figure 12. Notably, an increased set 
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of 10 documents at a 48.75% rating is encountered. Looking at these documents, the user notices some that are 
familiar, such as the saved “Genetic instability in human tumors.” 
 
Figure 5-12 ONTSI after running a new search after the user took advantage of mediation opportunities 
presented in the generation of the query items. 
 
From this listing, the user selects two new documents for deeper inspection, as seen in Figure 13. They notice that 
terms such as “morphology” and “neoplasm” are now being highlighted within the document annotations. The 
adjusted query based on mediation opportunities has helped promote documents that align with their research question. 
In this case, the user finds value in the two documents, so they are saved. 
Before concluding the search task, the user can upload a different ontology file to investigate how alternate 
vocabularies may bridge them to their document set. Their encounters could have also allowed them to make the 
assessment that the document set may not be best to help with their research question. If that is the case, they may 
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upload a different document set, performing another scoping review. In any case, ONTSI provides a search task 
interface that has been generalized to support plug-and-play capabilities for user-provided ontology files and document 
sets, allowing users to customize the interface to match their search task objectives. 
 
Figure 5-13 ONTSI after the user has selected new document entries for deeper inspection. 
5.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
5.6.1 Evaluation of ONTSI 
We have conducted ongoing, formative, task-driven user evaluations of ONTSI. These evaluations were informally 
conducted with a few people associated with our research lab; they have provided initial insights into how ontology-
supported interfaces for health informatics can support users to perform elaborate search tasks involving large 
document sets. In these evaluations, we asked the users to perform a targeted set of tasks, such as researching questions 
outlined in the presented usage scenario. Initial sessions provided general insight into how users search and how 
ontologies can help mediate such tasks. From these sessions, we have learned a few things, which are itemized below: 
• Users are able to quickly transfer their experiences with previous interfaces to use ONTSI (e.g., A, B). 
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• Users are capable of utilizing ontology files to align their vocabulary with the vocabulary of the domain, even 
if they are not initially familiar with the ontology’s domain or its structure and content (e.g., C, D). 
• Users are capable of understanding the requirements of the information-seeking process, expressing their 
valuation of the support they are provided by the interface as they performed their search tasks (e.g., E, F, 
G). 
• Users felt that mediating ontologies make search tasks more manageable and easier, and not having them 
would negatively affect their task performance (e.g., E, F, G). 
 
The following are some informal excerpts of some of the comments of those who have used ONTSI: 
(A) “I think with ONTSI, I can immediately it matches my mental models of how I use search interfaces. I type 
things in, I click run, I go through pages of results.” 
(B) “Once I understood what it was showing me, it helped me. Usually with new tools I tend to read through the 
documentation or watch videos. And then it still takes me like a while to pick up on them. Like, just running 
through them and using them a few times. Once you get the hang of it, usually you find success in whatever it’s 
providing you.” 
(C) “But … you can get lost in the information too, right? So, if you have like so much so many things related in 
that ontology, it’s like, well, it can be useful. But it could also be a distraction for something that you know. 
There’s this flip side, but I think that’s on the searcher to know what they’re using and why they’re using it. So 
… for me to complete these tasks, if I hadn’t had the ontologies listed, then I would have had a much more 
difficult time. It essentially provided guidance … and a structure to something I was unfamiliar with in this 
case.” 
(D) “I wasn’t necessarily intimidated, but I was just like -- I don’t know what this is. But the background 
information for the context helped a little bit. A lot of big words, but they did help me when I was looking at the 
documents that I had to search for to find out which ones I felt best. So even though I did not have full 
understanding of the words, having them there in that background provided me a kind of help towards finding 
myself in the space of the question.” 
(E) “I was thinking … where (the ontology) would have been helpful. So … it would have possibly brought up 
some of those other terms just from searching a few words and they would be able to make some connections 
between the text that was provided and some of my search terms (to see) … how relevant they were. So, if I was 
shooting in the dark and hoping for the best, which is what I was kind of doing (without the ontology), at the very 
least, it would have given you confidence of your actions. Yeah, I think so. A little bit more confidence.” 
(F) “I thought it would be like pretty easy because I (am used to) answering … open questions like … find the 
things most relevant. So, this research question is for me … just an easier thing to do because I have background 
in doing that kind of stuff. ONTSI kind of functions like … a library tool that is available. This kind of tool felt 
very familiar to me. I wouldn’t say that I’m an expert when it comes to medical knowledge, but … I understand 
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… basic terminology. So… what the terms meant or what they refer to wasn’t really … an issue. It wasn’t really 
alienating. I have like some general level of confidence just using the terms and trusting the tool as you went 
along.” 
(G) “Yeah, this (ontology) would have helped because I can find the things that … share in common, and that 
can make it probably much easier to find the relevant documents. Yeah, being able to see the things that certain 
phrases … or words share in common. You can find that common link … that can find you the relevant 
documents.” 
In the future, we plan to perform formal, empirical evaluations with users comparing ONTSI to other systems. 
Such evaluations will help generate new insights into features of interface designs and their qualitative and quantitative 
measures of how search task performances are affected. Beyond that, such evaluation studies may provide prescriptive 
guidelines for the design of optimal and effective interfaces r health informatics search tasks. In addition, we intend 
to further investigate how ontologies and machine learning should be integrated into elaborate and challenging search 
tasks that need domain-specific knowledge for optimal performance. 
 
5.6.2 Limitations 
The first limitation of ONTSI is the scaling of computational resources. ONTSI in its current state provides a plug-
and-play experience that can handle the uploading and processing of both document sets and ontology files of large 
sizes. For instance, ONTSI easily handles HPO and its more than 11,000 ontology terms, alongside an extracted subset 
of PubMed of more than 10,000 documents. Yet, under the load of large-volume document sets and connected suites 
of ontology files, ONTSI’s computational systems may provide reduced responsiveness. To deal with such scenarios, 
further work is needed to solve overhead limitations—strategies such as pre-hosting common ontology files, 
establishing API connections to access externally hosted document sets, as well as simply expanding the 
computational power of our systems. 
The second limitation of ONTSI is the support of ontology file formats. ONTSI in its current state can process 
the core encoded elements within the OWL format, a leading format for encoding ontologies. Yet, the format is quite 
verbose in its specification, requiring developments beyond the scope of our immediate research objectives. In 
addition, there are other formats used to encode ontologies that would be valuable to support ontology-supported 
interfaces for health informatics search tasks. 
 
5.6.3 Conclusions 
In summary, in this paper we began with an examination of the background on the topics of health informatics, 
machine learning, and ontologies. We then reviewed recent research on health informatics search tasks. Based on this 
review, we formalized a set of criteria for guiding designers when creating ontology-supported interfaces for health 
informatics search tasks involving large document sets. We then used these criteria to contrast traditional design 
strategies for interfaces of search tasks. 
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To demonstrate the utility of the criteria in the design process, we applied them to structure the creation of 
ONTSI (ONTology-supported Search Interface), an ontology-supported interface for health informatics search tasks 
involving large document sets. ONTSI combines five front-end subviews and two back-end computational systems. 
With these systems, ONTSI supplies a generalized interface that supports users’ ability to plug-and-play their provided 
document sets and an ontology file as a mediating resource within the interface when performing their health 
informatics search tasks. 
The workflow of ONTSI was described and illustrated in a usage scenario. For our scenario, we used the 
Human Phenotype Ontology to mediate a search task on a subset of the PubMed document set. This usage scenario 
presented a narrative of a health professional performing a scoping review. Within the scenario, we found that ONTSI 
allows the user to utilize their ontology resource in a manner that aligns with both the unstructured and structured-like 
query expansion interface strategy. In the former, the user entered a research question without participating in 
mediation opportunities. In that case, ONTSI used HPO and WordNet as mediating resources to extend the user’s 
query within an expansion model to generate the results of a search task. In the latter case, the user took advantage of 
mediation opportunities during their query building. Although this usage scenario provides a single health informatics 
narrative, we believe value can be generated from both the criteria and ONTSI for health informatics in a broad sense. 
In this sense, we envision that our efforts can be further expanded to encompass tasks in informatics such as consumer 
informatics, nursing informatics, and ontology-supported domains beyond health and medicine, to name but a few. 
In conclusion, in this paper we generated and proposed a set of criteria that can provide guidance to designers in 
creating ontology-supported interfaces for health informatics search tasks involving large document sets. We 
illustrated the utility of these criteria in the context of the creation and demonstration of ONTSI. We provided general 
insight from ongoing, formative, task-driven user evaluations of ONTSI. We hope to continue this research to 
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Chapter 6     Searching and Triaging Large Document Sets: An 
Ontology-Supported Visual Analytics Approach 
 
This chapter has been prepared for publishing as: Demelo, J., & Sedig, K. (2022). Searching and Triaging Large 
Document Sets: An Ontology-Supported Visual Analytics Approach. 
 
We have made minor adjustments to the original material of this chapter to provide cohesion with the overall 
integrated article structure of this dissertation. Specifically, to distinguish between chapters, figures and tables have 
been provided an additional prepend reflecting the chapter number. Readers should be aware that chapter text will 
maintain original numbering references. For instance, “Figure 6-1” is equivalent to “Figure 1” in the chapter text. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Visual analytics combines the strengths of machine learning (ML) techniques, visualizations, and interaction to help 
users explore information interactively and achieve their knowledge building goals (Parsons et al., 2015). This joint 
human-machine coupling is more complicated than an internal automated analysis augmented with an external 
visualization of results seen by users. It is both data-driven and user-driven and requires re-computation when users 
manipulate the information through the visual interface (Sedig & Ola, 2014; Sedig & Parsons, 2016). Visual analytics 
tools (VATs) help users form valuable connections with their information and be more active participants in the 
analysis process (Golitsyna, Maksimov, & Monankov, 2018; Ramanujan, Chandrasegaran, & Ramani, 2017). They 
are used in a wide variety of domain tasks, such as supporting the sensemaking of misinformation, searching large 
document sets, and decision-making using health data, to name a few (Boschee et al., 2019; Demelo, Parsons, & Sedig, 
2017; Ninkov & Sedig, 2019; Ola & Sedig, 2016). More than ever, researchers are investigating strategies to combat 
the rising computational needs of analytic tasks (Talbot, Lee, Kapoor, & Tan, 2009). ML technologies can be helpful 
in increasing the computational power of VATs; however, their utilization can often come at the cost of clarity and 
usability for users. Recent studies (A. Endert et al., 2017; Hohman, Kahng, Pienta, & Chau, 2018; Yuan et al., 2020) 
have found that traditional interface designs which integrate ML technologies limit user participation in the 
information analysis process and can lead to reduced user satisfaction. That is, users may struggle to understand and 
control ML when performing their tasks. In response, there is a growing desire to strengthen “human-in-the-loop” 
when designing interfaces (Alex Endert et al., 2014; Hohman et al., 2018; Wall, Blaha, Franklin, & Endert, 2018).  
Users perform information search by communicating their information-seeking needs into the tool interface, 
which then generates a document set mapping used to direct document encounters which further knowledge building. 
This generation of document set mappings arise from the results of computational search, where investigations are 
concerned with the design of algorithms and processes which improve computational power. Yet for information 
search, investigations center on how decisions within the design process can allow users to better participate in the 
direction of computation search through the interface of their tools. While there is great value in novel computational 
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investigations, this paper directs investigation exclusively to the design process of visual interfaces, and how the active 
use of human reasoning affordances strengthens the “human-in-the-loop” during task performance.  
Furthermore, when information search results are too numerous to be immediately useful, information triage 
must be performed. That is, document sets must sometimes be further triaged into more manageable sizes for the 
overall task — just as doctors must perform an initial, rapid triage on their intake before their concentration can shift 
to the details of individual cases. During information triage, users inspect, contextualize, and make timely relevance 
decisions on documents to produce a reduced, task-relevant set. However, information search and triage can be 
challenging for users, particularly in analytic tasks involving large document sets. Studies (Harvey, Hauff, & 
Elsweiler, 2015) have found that when using traditional interfaces for search and triage, such as those with multiple 
input profiles, paged sets of documents, and linear inspection flows, users struggle to complete their domain tasks. 
Specifically, users routinely struggle to understand the domain being searched, apply their expertise, communicate 
their objectives during query building, and understand how to assess the relevance of search results during information 
triage. 
For these concerns, we believe users can benefit from VAT interfaces which promote a novel combination 
of two considerations: 1) the use of progressively disclosure for the multi-staged information-seeking process, and 2) 
the use of ontologies to bridge user and task vocabularies. For the former, research (Huurdeman, 2017) suggests that 
information seeking should be understood as a multi-staged process with distinct functional roles and human-centered 
requirements. Progressive disclosure is an organizational design technique which manages the visual space of an 
interface by occluding unnecessary elements of past and future stages, allowing users to concentrate on the task at 
hand. For multi-staged tasks like those involved in the information-seeking process, progressive disclosure has been 
found to effectively support users to perceive and plan their task performances, and thus can benefit users when 
searching and triaging (Chuang, Ramage, Manning, & Heer, 2012). For the latter consideration, users must understand 
and apply domain-specific vocabulary when communicating their information-seeking objectives. Yet, task 
vocabularies typically do not align with user vocabularies, particularly in tasks within complex domains such as health 
(Zeng & Tse, 2006). Ontologies are created by domain experts to provide a standardized mapping of knowledge that 
can be leveraged both by computational- as well as human-facing systems. Thus, ontologies can be valuable mediating 
resources to assist users in bridging their own vocabulary to the task vocabulary (Khan et al., 2016; Saleemi, 
Rodríguez, Lilius, & Porres, 2011). Yet, if these considerations are to be activated, there is first a need to establish 
high-level criteria for guiding the design of VAT interfaces for searching and triaging large document sets. 
 
Therefore, we propose the following research questions: 
• What are the criteria for the design of VAT interfaces that support the process of searching and triaging large 
document sets? 
• If such a novel collection of design criteria can be distilled, can they be used to help guide the design of a 




We investigate the design of ontology-supported, progressively disclosed visual analytics interfaces for searching and 
triaging large document sets, distill a novel collection of design criteria, and generate a demonstrative visual interface 
with its guidance. We begin with background on information search, information triage, ML, and ontologies. We 
review leading research on the multi-staged information-seeking process to distill criteria. To illustrate the utility of 
the design criteria, we apply them to the design of a demonstrative prototype: VisualQUEST (Visual interface for 
QUEry, Search, and Triage). VisualQUEST enables users to build queries, search, and triage document sets. Users 
can plug-and-play document sets and expert-defined ontology files within a domain-independent, progressively 
disclosed environment for multi-staged information search and triage tasks. We describe VisualQUEST through a 
functional workflow and culminate with a discussion of on-going formative evaluations, limitations, future work, and 
summary. 
6.2 Background 
This section provides conceptual and terminological background. We begin with a discussion of information search 
and triage, explore the ML pipeline, then conclude with an examination of ontologies. 
6.2.1 Information Search and Triage 
Numerous models exist which describe operational, temporal, and sequential frameworks of the information-seeking 
process (Huurdeman, Wilson, & Kamps, 2016). We mention two here. For example, Kuhlthau’s six-part model 
describes the stages of initiation, selection, exploration, formulation, collection, and presentation. This model was then 
refined by Vakkari into their three-part model of pre-focus (initiation, selection, exploration), focus formulation 
(formulation), and post-formulation (collection and presentation) (Huurdeman, 2017). 
When utilizing a VAT interface to search a document set, users' primary objective is to encounter documents 
that are most relevant to their task. For this, users must first communicate their information-seeking needs via the 
VAT interface. Computational components of the VAT can generate a mapping between users' input and the qualified 
and relevant documents in the document set; then presented to users at the interface level of the tool (Wu, Meder, 
Filimon, & Nelson, 2017). Existing research (Harvey et al., 2015) describes user requirements, and in turn, design 
considerations of interfaces that mediate information search on document sets. Namely, users must first establish an 
understanding of the document set and how it relates to their existing domain knowledge. Next, users must learn how 
to effectively communicate their objectives in a way that can be understood by the tool. Finally, users must 
comprehend how the VAT applied their input in its computational component so that they can effectively assess and 
guide their analytics process. 
However, as document sets increase in size within analytic reasoning tasks, it has become more challenging 
for users to arrive at a final set of relevant documents without additional intervention. That is, even after computational 
components have reduced the document set down to a subset of documents, these subsets are still too large to be of 
value to users. For this issue, information triage may be required to further reduce the number of documents into a 
usable collection of task-relevant documents. During information triage, a user’s primary objective is to inspect, 
contextualize, and make timely relevance decisions on search results (Herceg, Allison, Belvin, & Tzoukermann, 
2018). For this to occur, existing research (Badi et al., 2006; Bae et al., 2010; Buchanan & Owen, 2008) describes that 
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tools must allow users to encounter and perform rapid triage on large sets of documents in a non-linear fashion, while 
still being able to assess document relevance to information-seeking objectives. Notably, supporting information triage 
within tools can also help users assess the quality of their searching and triaging, and inform them on how to improve 
further information seeking (Loizides, Buchanan, & Mavri, 2016). 
6.2.2 Machine Learning 
ML technologies are increasingly being applied to challenging analytic problems once considered too complex to 
solve in an effective and timely manner (Talbot et al., 2009). For instance, ML is utilized in developing pathways for 
drug discovery, for rapid design and analysis within materials science, and to improve the performance of search tasks 
on large document sets (Tang et al., 2019; Vamathevan et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2019). 
ML processes are traditionally described as a three-staged pipeline covering the preparation, utilization, and 
assessment of models (Yuan et al., 2020). First, the primary objective when preparing a model is to analyze and 
sanitize incoming data. During this stage, responsibilities include data reformatting, minimizing signal noise, 
organizing common feature labels, and removing features which misalign with the task domain (Holzinger, 2014). 
The next stage in the process is the utilization of a selected ML algorithm. There are many ML algorithms, 
typically categorized under either supervised or unsupervised learning (A. Endert et al., 2017). With supervised ML, 
labelled data is typically ingested and fit to train the model to optimally arrive at a gold standard output. The objective 
is that, given the same task and a new dataset with similar labels, a trained model can then repeat its performance 
(Fiebrink, Cook, & Trueman, 2011). Supervised models are best used in ML pipelines that require repeated predictions 
of label classification or the regression of numerical data points. Examples of supervised learning algorithms are 
Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes, and K-Nearest Neighbor (Dey, 2016). On the other hand, unsupervised ML 
relies on probabilistic adjustment techniques rather than training to a specific gold standard. The most common 
application of unsupervised learning is when an algorithm can analyze data points to learn of their shared associations 
within the structure of the input space. Thus, unsupervised models are best applied in ML pipelines whose goal is to 
make sense of data-point clusters and densities within the input space, such as mapping inputs to document sets to 
generate document groupings during information search (A. Endert et al., 2017). Examples of unsupervised learning 
models are hierarchical clustering algorithms which calculate distances between data points, centroid-based clustering 
(e.g., K-Means) which converge data points to centralized nodes, and density-based clustering (e.g., MeanShift) which 
re-weight data points based on proximity to densities within the input space (Celebi & Aydin, 2016; Dey, 2016). 
In the final stage in the ML pipeline, users assess the effectiveness of the selected model so that they can 
conclude their task or provide feedback to their tool for future computations. For this stage, a research area receiving 
attention is how to design interactive ML interfaces such that a balance is struck between the computational power of 
the machine and the perceptual and decision-making power of humans. That is, by supporting the “human-in-the-
loop” aspects of the design appropriately such that analysis can be provided by the user. Through the lens of visual 
analytics, such ML pipelines can further expand to a five-staged pipeline. That of, data collecting, cleaning, storage, 
analysis, followed by the final step of visualizing the data in both macro and micro forms depending on the needs of 
the visual analytics task (Sun et al., 2020). A generalized and human-centered interaction loop for interactive ML 
involves a set of stages where (Sacha et al., 2016):  
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1. Users specify their needs as a set of terms understood by the tool. 
2. Users ask the tool to apply them as input features within its computational components. 
3. The tool performs computation which maps the features against the document set. 
4. The tool displays the results of the computation to users, and how it arrived at them. 
5. Users assess if they are satisfied with the results, or if they would like to adjust their set of terms to generate 
an alternate mapping. 
6. Users either restart the interaction loop or complete the task. 
 
Despite knowledge of the above-mentioned stages, there are still many challenges in supporting effective engagement 
with ML components of tools, such as those within VATs. One challenge is the design of interfaces that can help users 
engage with ML processes effectively (Sacha et al., 2016). That is, if users cannot understand ML characteristics and 
requirements of their tool, they cannot perform their tasks effectively or maximally. Another significant challenge is 
supporting users in communicating their information-seeking objectives to a VAT's ML components. This is 
especially a concern in visual analytic tasks which involve direct interaction with ML processes (Hoeber, 2014; 
Holzinger, 2016; Mehta & Pandit, 2018; Tresp et al., 2016). 
6.2.3 Ontologies 
When using VATs for searching and triaging large document sets, both the human and computational component can 
only perform optimally if their communication is strong (Arp, Smith, Spear, & American Journal of Sociology, 2015). 
Simply put, users can only perform well if they understand what their tool's interface is presenting to them. 
Furthermore, a tool can only optimize its computational components if the vocabulary and instruction applied by users 
to express their knowledge truly align with their intended information-seeking objectives. Tools are not typically 
designed to adapt to changing vocabularies. That is, when searching and triaging a specific document set, tools are 
traditionally designed to fit a singular vocabulary and task. It is often up to the users to understand the tool's domain-
specific vocabulary and use that understanding to communicate their information-seeking objectives. Yet, learning 
the often unfamiliar vocabulary of the tool can be a significant challenge for users, particularly in tasks of complex 
domains (e.g., health) which encapsulate terminology, relationships, axioms, and knowledge structures which diverge 
from common vocabulary typical of general users (Zeng & Tse, 2006). 
To address this challenge, expert-defined ontologies are increasingly being used as mediating resources 
within human- and system-facing interfaces (Xing et al., 2019). Ontologies are created by domain experts to provide 
a standardized mapping of knowledge that can be leveraged both by computational- and human-facing resources 
(Khan et al., 2016). Ontologies are being used in a variety of applications, such as information extraction of 
unstructured text, behavior modeling of intellectual agents, decision support systems within critical care environments, 
as well as an increasing number of human-facing visualization tasks (Jusoh, Awajan, & Obeid, 2020; Lytvyn, Dosyn, 
Vysotska, & Hryhorovych, 2020; Román-Villarán et al., 2019). They can fall under one of three types: traditional 
ontologies to describe the structure of reality, domain ontologies created by experts to describe the entities, relations, 
and structures of a given domain, and top-level ontologies which interface domain ontologies (Arp et al., 2015). 
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Ontologies can provide flexibility, extensibility, generality, and expressiveness necessary when trying to effectively 
bridge domain knowledge between computational tools and humans (Saleemi et al., 2011). 
When creating a domain ontology, experts must navigate the terms and characteristics of their domain to 
conceptualize a generalized and universal mapping of their knowledge (Arp et al., 2015). During the creation process, 
experts construct a structured network formed largely of ontology entities and relations (Jakus, Milutinovic, Omerović, 
& Tomazic, 2013; Rector, Schulz, Rodrigues, Chute, & Solbrig, 2019). Ontology entities reflect the conceptual objects 
of a domain, and will typically encode information about their role in the vocabulary, definitions, descriptions, 
contexts, as well as metadata that can inform the performance of future ontology engineering tasks (Tobergte & Curtis, 
2013). Ontology relations express the type and quality of interaction between entities and unfold numerous unique 
interoperability of axioms within a domain (Katifori, Torou, Vassilakis, Lepouras, & Halatsis, 2008). Arp et al. (Arp 
et al., 2015) distinguish relations as universal-universal (e.g., a rabbit “is a” animal), particular-universal (e.g., this 
rabbit is an “instance of” a rabbit), and particular-particular (e.g., this rabbit is a “continuant parts” of this grouping 
of rabbits). 
After transcribing an ontology, designers prepare its entities, relations, and other descriptive attributes into 
standardized data file formats (e.g., OWL: the W3C Web Ontology Language). These data files can be then shared 
amongst knowledge users and utilized in domain task tools. 
 
6.3 Methods 
This section provides an analysis of leading research within the task space. We use this analysis to distill design criteria 
to guide the creation of VAT interfaces for searching and triaging large document sets. 
6.3.1 Task Analysis 
To conduct a task-analysis review, we used Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and MEDLINE to search exhaustively for 
articles published between 2015 and 2021. We divide our analysis into three topic sections. First, we summarize 
leading research on the models of information-seeking process and the importance of progressive disclosure for 
supporting multi-staged tasks. Next, we examine the substages of information search: query building and search. This 
is followed by the substages of information triage: high-level and low-level triage. 
6.3.1.1 Information-Seeking Process Models and Progressive Disclosure 
Huurdeman (Huurdeman, 2017) suggests that information seeking should be understood as a multi-staged process 
with distinct functional requirements. This research explores existing models of the information-seeking process, 
beginning with a summary of six-stage model of: initiation, selection, exploration, formulation, collection, and 
presentation. This is further refined and summarized as a three-stage model: pre-focus (initiation, selection, and 
exploration), focus formulation (formulation), and post-formulation (collection and presentation). Huurdeman 
concludes with an analysis of each of these stages, stating that “information sought for evolves during different stages”. 
Specifically, Huurdeman describes how users in the pre-focus stage concentrate on conceptualizing their topic using 
search tactics like browsing, querying, and deciding on search models. Next, the focus formulation stage investigates 
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the broad concepts that are being searched. Finally, during the post-focus stage, users are concerned with searching 
for specific information, increasing from low specificity (high-level assessments of relevance) to high specificity (low-
level assessments of relevance). For our purposes, we can use the above-mentioned analysis to break down the 
information search and triage task into four stages: query building, search, high-level triage, and low-level triage (see 
Table 1). 
 
Table 6-1 The stages of the information-seeking and triage process: their associated task, alignment with existing 










Users communicate their information-seeking 





Users specify the formulation of their search, and 









Users encounter sets of similar information 
entities generated from computational search, 
make initial high-level assessments of general 
alignment with information-seeking objectives, 








Users encounter individual information entities, 
previously encountered in high-level triage, to 
perform final, low-level assessments of relevance 
to information-seeking objectives. 
 
Progressive disclosure is a technique for organizing and managing the visual space of an interface. When 
implementing the technique, designers abstract and sequence the stages of a complex task. Afterwards, views can be 
generated with information encodings and controls to promote the performance of each individual stage. Views can 
be placed in sequence in the visual space, with controls to direct their activation. This enables unnecessary interface 
elements, reflecting past and future stages, to be minimized, while still maintaining transparency of other relevant 
stages (Springer & Whittaker, 2018). The goal of progressive disclosure to minimize users' distraction, allowing them 
to concentrate on the critical decisions of the task at hand (William Lidwell, Kritina Holden, 2010). When designed 
well, it can effectively support users to perceive, plan, and navigate complex, multi-staged tasks (Chuang et al., 2012).  
Early research on progressive disclosure insisted on full occlusion of future stages. The belief was that in 
cases when future stages do not directly support a current, active stage, they should be fully concealed and only be 
accessible by request (William Lidwell, Kritina Holden, 2010). However, recent research suggests otherwise. 
Specifically, user studies (Springer & Whittaker, 2018) have compared full occlusion strategies with strategies that 
do not fully occlude future stages. These studies find that the former strategies distract users, lack information 
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transparency, and reduce user opportunity for feedback. This suggests that effective progressive disclosure strategies 
should maintain a balanced transparency between performances of previous stages and impact of current stage on 
future stages.  
An example of a progressively disclosed interface is WebMD’s Symptom Checker. This interface used by 
the general public supports the task of health diagnosis – a complex, multi-staged task. In particular, WebMD’s 
Symptom Checker's implementation provides hints for how current task decisions may impact the performance of 
future stages within the diagnosis sequence (see Figure 1). 
 
Figure 6-1 WebMD’s Symptom Checker: An example of a progressive disclosure implementation of a task. In 
this case, users are guided along a series of query building opportunities, input-ting symptoms and personal health criteria. 
Source: Image generated on 2021/01/18 using the public web portal provided by WebMD, https://symptoms.webmd.com/ 
(accessed on January 18, 2021) 
Next, we review research on the individual stages of information search and triage. 
6.3.1.2 Stages of Query Building and Search 
When searching for information in the document sets of unfamiliar domains, users generally possess some level of 
knowledge deficiency. This makes it difficult to formulate and communicate their problem, a challenge that users 
must work to overcome. According to Harvey et al. (Harvey et al., 2015), this is because users consistently suffer 
from four major issues during search: 
• Difficulty understanding the domain being searched. 
• Inability applying domain expertise. 
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• Inability to accurately formulate queries matching information-seeking objectives. 
• Deficiency assessing and determining if search results satisfy objectives, or if adjustments are required. 
We now explore these in more depth. 
 
While searching information, users must learn about the searched domain, understand how their information-
seeking objectives align, and formulate how to communicate their knowledge in a way that can be understood by their 
tools. Thus, designers must provide users with the opportunity to understanding the document set being explored. 
Huurdeman (Huurdeman, 2017) highlights that search interface designers must consider both novices and experts. 
Yet, studies by Harvey et al. (Harvey et al., 2015) show that, in domains with complex vocabularies (e.g., health and 
medicine), the disparity of prior domain knowledge in potential users is extreme – that is, users routinely do not 
possess enough domain knowledge to satisfy their information-seeking needs. This can cause significant problems 
during query formulation for both domain experts and non-expert users. As a result, non-expert users must first step 
away from their VAT to learn to express their knowledge using specialized domain vocabulary before they can begin 
query building. Both Soldaini and Anderson (Anderson & Wischgoll, 2020; Soldaini, Yates, Yom-Tov, Frieder, & 
Goharian, 2016) note that this issue can still affect even domain experts. This is because they must often make 
assumptions regarding the appropriateness and specificity of their information-seeking communications and/or inputs 
to the VAT. 
Another commonly cited challenge for users is their inability to perceive how their query decisions impact, 
relate, and interact with the document set being searched. This is a particularly important consideration for users who 
want and need to adjust their previously communicated query to better align with their information-seeking objectives. 
Huurdeman (Huurdeman, 2017) also describes potential strategies to address these concerns, prescribing the use of 
query corrections, autocomplete, and suggestions. Yet these strategies can be ineffective if they do not allow users to 
be cognizant of how their query-making decisions achieve the results that they seek. 
Seha et al. (Saha et al., 2016) examine considerations for designing ontology-supported information retrieval 
systems. They suggest that natural-language interfaces to information sources provide novice users a pathway to avoid 
complex tool-dependent query languages. They highlight the benefit of shifting the vocabulary of query building away 
from the tool and towards the semantics of the domain being searched. Munir et al. (Munir & Sheraz Anjum, 2018) 
summarize the benefits of computational strategies which integrating ontologies into information retrieval systems for 
tasks involving both information search and triage. They state that ontology-supported information retrieval has 
become an advantageous strategy for supporting domain-specific over tool-specific vocabulary due to their 
improvement to the effectiveness of human-computer communication. Using the medical domain as a framing device, 
Soldaini et al. [48] investigate the use of novel, ontology-supported query computation strategies in improving the 
quality of literature retrieval during search tasks. They apply combinations of algorithms, vocabularies, and feature 
weights to assess the computational performance of different query-reformulation techniques. Their findings suggest 
that the utilization of bridged vocabularies within ML components improve retrieval performance.  
In a systematic review of search interfaces that have ML components, Amershi et al. (Amershi, Cakmak, 
Knox, & Kulesza, 2014) compile a few considerations: 
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• Users are people, not oracles.  
• Users should not be expected to repeatedly answer if ML results are right or wrong without an opportunity 
to explore and understand the results. 
• Users tend to give more positive than negative feedback to interactive ML.  
• Users need demonstration of the behavior of ML components.  
• Users value transparency in ML components of tools, as transparency helps users provide better labels to ML 
components. 
The application of sensitivity encoding within human-facing interface design can also be of benefit to users when 
searching and triaging (Cortez & Embrechts, 2013). Sensitivity encoding is a design strategy to provide a visual 
preview of possible results if particular actions are taken (Spence, 2014). Within query building interfaces with 
sensitivity encoding, a visual interface can provide the number of current query search results against ones with minor 
adjustments. In such cases, users can relax one query item, thereby changing the size of the result set. By providing 
such meaningful context cues, sensitivity encoding can guide query building and search formulation and enhance the 
perceived value of the search results, particularly when used in combination with techniques like progressive 
disclosure (Spence, 2002, 2004). An example of sensitivity encoding in a search and triage tool interface is OVERT-
MED (Demelo, Sedig, & Parsons, 2017). This tool uses sensitivity encoding to provide alignment cues within its 
query generator between the expressed vocabulary and the search space (see Figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 6-2 OVERT-MED, a sensitivity encoded ontology-driven search interface. Depicted is the result of users 
comparing the queries of “Progressive + ophthalmoplegia” and “congenital + fibrosis”. Source: Image generated on 
2021/07/05 with permission courtesy of Insight Lab, Western University, London Ontario Canada http://insight.uwo.ca/ 
(accessed on July 5, 2021) 
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6.3.1.3 Stages of High-Level and Low-Level Triage 
When performing information search on large document sets, the result set can remain large and overwhelming, even 
after significant refinement efforts by users during query building. To make the result set smaller and more 
manageable, information triage is often a necessary extra step in the information-seeking process. Research by 
Azzopardi et al. (Azzopardi & Zuccon, 2016) indicates that the prevailing design language for triage interfaces 
provides users with linear inspection flows maintaining interactions with long lists of documents. That is, traditional 
triage interfaces present document search results as ordered sets of individual documents. However, this linear 
inspection flow has been found to significantly hamper both efficiency and effectiveness of the users making relevant 
decisions using the result sets, and does not scale for tasks with large document sets (Bae et al., 2010). Poorly designed 
tools typically attempt to hide their scaling weaknesses by paging away large percentages of their results, 
implementing smooth scrolling interactions, or worse, by showing only the first result in an attempt to avoid triaging 
altogether. Yet, tools cannot ignore information triage, as it is critical in helping users assess the quality of search 
results (Loizides et al., 2016). An example of a tool which forces a linear inspection of document results within a 
paged system is PubMed – with Figure 3 showing the default triaging interface of this tool. 
 
Figure 6-3 PubMed: Searching the MEDLINE document set for “heart” provides a linear triaging interface of 
over 1.5 million results spread over 100,000 pages within a ten per page system. Source: Image generated on 2021/07/05 
using the public web portal provided by the National Center for Bio-technical Information, 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=heart (accessed on July 5, 2021) 
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When designing information triage interfaces that provide non-linear inspection flows, the two primary concerns for 
designers are how best to represent documents to users, and how users can interact with those documents to further 
their information-seeking objectives. Critically, designers must re-approach triaging as a part of the multi-staged 
information-seeking process. In this regard, Chandrasegaran et al. (Chandrasegaran, Badam, Kisselburgh, Ramani, & 
Elmqvist, 2017) describe the value of high-level triage of full document sets prior to individual document inspection. 
Specifically, they suggest that designers should avoid having users open individual documents in full initially, and 
instead create visual abstractions which provide an overview display of all documents for high-level relevance 
assessment. Anderson (Anderson & Wischgoll, 2020) aligns with this consideration, stating that ideal high-level triage 
strategies should abstract out shared characteristics to structure groupings of comparable documents. Users can be 
provided interactions which allow them to simultaneously traverse, preview, contrast, and judge relevance for 
groupings of documents at a time, rather than individually. Figure 4 shows the ChartingHockey Production Rates 
interface to support visual search for non-linear triaging of player performance within the NHL, as opposed to a 
traditional linear approach which would have listed each player in an ordered list of statistical information. This can 
be regarded as an example of the high-level triage stage within a visual interface supporting an encompassing 
information seeking task. 
 
Figure 6-4 ChartingHockey Player Production Rates: ChartingHockey supports non-linear triaging of statistical 
information in player evaluation tasks. Source: Image generated on 2021/07/05 using the public web portal provided by 
ChartingHockey, https://www.chartinghockey.ca/daily-skater-charts/ (accessed on July 5, 2021) 
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After users perform high-level triaging on groupings of comparable documents, they should be able to perform low-
level triaging – that is, assessing the contents of groupings at the individual document level. For low-level triaging, 
Huurdeman [45] suggests that users should be aided by displays which allow them to save, annotate, and/or provide 
other personalized interactions. Other useful strategies include displaying document metadata, titles, and short snippets 
of result sets (Huurdeman, 2017). Oftentimes, traditional interfaces do not provide scaffolding supports that help users 
make distinctions between the high-level and low-level triage stages. Specifically, Huurdeman (Huurdeman, 2017) 
states that interfaces often use one of three strategies when displaying search results: 
• Underload documents: Little to no content of each document is displayed, making it difficult to compare 
documents.  
• Overload documents: Too much of each document is displayed, making it difficult to rapidly understand each 
document. 
• Distort documents: A summarization, weighting, or filtering strategy is used to either demote or promote 
certain document attributes, providing different tradeoffs: making some attributes easier to perceive, creating 
poor decontextualized generalizations, hiding away value, and sometimes promoting harmful attributes.  
The design of low-level triage interfaces can be challenging. Namely, designers must consider the characteristics of 
the information to be represented, the knowledge domain of users, the task to be performed, as well as the interactions 
that can effectively support the former (Bae et al., 2010; Kekäläinen, 2014; Loizides et al., 2016). When designing 
document displays, it is important that any summarization, weighting, and filtering techniques highlight attributes 
which best assist in the application of domain expertise for relevance judgement. For this, both Loizides and Mavri 
(Loizides & Buchanan, 2009; Mavri, Loizides, Photiadis, & Zaphiris, 2013) suggest some best-practice design 
strategies. They note that factors such as section types, content positioning, font weight, and font size (among other 
factors) influence final document relevance decision-making. Furthermore, document titles, captions, abstracts, 
section snippets, conclusions, and a decreasing valuation for document pages are the most important factors that affect 
decision-making regarding relevance of documents (Loizides, 2012; Mavri et al., 2013). Simply put, a tool which 
supports effective document triaging should maximize and highlight important content and minimize elements that do 
not support rapid decision-making. 
 
6.3.2. Design Criteria 
Using the task-analysis review in the previous section, we distill the following set of design criteria, presented in Table 
2. 
Table 6-2 The set of design criteria for creating VAT interfaces for searching and triaging large document sets. 
For reference and clarity, a numerical value is assigned to each design criteria. Each DC# describes the design criteria, 
provides an integration classification, and suggests value in ontology integration for that criteria. 
# Design Criteria Integration Value in Ontology Integration 
1 Use progressive disclosure 
when sequencing the stages of 
the information-seeking 
process. 
All Stages Ontology entities and relations can be consistent and 
transparent guideposts between stages, particularly for 




2 Attune users to the 
characteristics and domain of 
the document set before 
beginning search formulation. 
Query 
Building 
Ontology entities and relations can promote the 
characteristics and domain of document sets. 




Ontology entities and relations can provide a bridge 
between task vocabularies and the common vocabularies 
of non-expert users, as well as previously formed domain 
vocabularies of expert users. 
4 Create search formulation and 
refinement environments 
supplemented by query 
building. 
Search Ontology entities and relations can be useful within 
interface elements that suggest expansions and 
refinements to their search formulation. 
5 Leverage sensitivity encoding 
when previewing the 
document set mappings of 
search formulations. 
Search Ontology entities and relations can be useful sensitivity 
encoded displays which can suggest refinement 
opportunities for re-aligning their search formulation to 
the document set being searched and information-seeking 
objectives. 
6 Present overview displays 
which arrange and compare 




Ontology entities and relations can be useful in 
abstraction, such as locating shared document 
characteristics and when forming document groupings. 
7 Utilize non-linear inspection 
flows which support actions 
for traversing, previewing, 




Ontology entities and relations can help users connect to 
and assess the general characteristics and contents of a 
document grouping, allowing them to inspect, assess, and 
judge relevance on multiple documents at a time. 
8 Offer document-level displays 
which allow users to apply 
domain expertise during 
relevance decision making. 
Low-level 
Triage 
Ontology entities and relations can be useful for directing 
summation and annotation actions, as well as provide 
familiar cues for interactions like sorting and relevance 
judgement. 
9 Persist relevance decision 
making results externally to 




Ontology entities and relations can be useful for indexing 
document selections as well as for recordkeeping users’ 
prior search and triage sequences. 
10 Allow users to encounter 
search results without a 
demand for immediate 
appraisal. 
All Triage Ontology entities and relations can help direct search 
formulation previews and the results of a full mapping of 
the document set, allowing users to quickly associate 
their predictions against search results. 
11 Promote positive feedback 
over negative feedback. 
All Stages Ontology entities and relations can provide familiar cues 




In this section, we describe VisualQUEST, an ontology-supported and progressively disclosed VAT created to 
demonstrate the utility of the design criteria for searching and triaging large document sets. We describe the technical 
scope and functional workflow of VisualQUEST. 
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6.4.1 Technical Scope 
VisualQUEST is a web-based generalized plug-and-play interface with user-provided ontology files and document 
sets. VisualQUEST provides cross-browser (Firefox, Chrome, Opera) and cross-platform support. VisualQUEST’s 
front-end views use HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. D3.js JavaScript visualization library is used in VisualQUEST’s 
interactive displays (Bostock, 2016). A custom Python Flask-based server is used for data storage and ML 
computations. VisualQUEST also uses Apache’s Solr system as its indexer and search engine (“Solr Cloud,” 2020). 
6.4.2 VisualQUEST Functional Workflow 
VisualQUEST’s workflow encompasses several system and view components. The front-end interface of 
VisualQUEST maintains an accordion-like design which sequences view stages using the progressive disclosure 
technique (DC1). Only one VisualQUEST subview is active at a time, assigning it the majority of the visual interface. 
Following progressive disclosure best practices, inactive stages are not occluded. Instead, they are assigned reduced, 
yet still present display space which highlights any task-relevant value generated within the stage. 
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We now describe the overall workflow of VisualQUEST and its parts (see Figure 5). 
 
 
Figure 6-5 Depiction of the dynamic functional workflow of VisualQUEST. Labelled arrows reflect transitional 
actions of systems and users. Users begin by uploading their ontology files and document sets (bottom center). These 
activate their respective Ontology and Document Process Systems (brown boxes), which prepare their content for back-
end storage (blue boxes) and activation (pink boxes). Once achieved, the front-end interface activates its various subview 
functionalities (yellow boxes). The user can act upon the interface (green box). The system processes those actions, 
formulates adjustments to its display, and returns a visual response to be perceived by users. Some-times, these 
adjustments must connect with back-end systems, ask computations to be performed, and the results of those computations 
sent back to the display level. 
6.4.3 Back-End Systems 
VisualQUEST is supported by two servers which move heavy computation away from the browser: Analytics Server 
and Document Server. 
6.4.3.1 Analytics Server 
Analytics Server is built using the Python-based Flask framework. It is accessed through an API which offers two 
functionalities: 1) uploading user-provided document sets and 2) performing ML computations. Document sets are 
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uploaded from users’ computer file system to Analytics Server. This server validates the type, format, size, and 
encoding of uploaded documents, and then stores them into a temporary PostgreSQL database. This database is 
accessed by Document Server (a Solr server) during indexing procedures. Analytics Server can request Document 
Server to index all new documents. When users request ML computations during search, Analytics Server assesses 
the selected algorithm, the document set, and the search formulation generated by users during query building and 
search. It then performs sanitization and query expansion. During this process, query items within the search 
formulation are expanded using user-provided ontology files and WordNet for synonym ring analysis. The search 
formulation in both its original and expanded form is packaged and applied within ML computations. The resulting 
clusters are propagated back to VisualQUEST. These ML computation services are facilitated by the Scikit-Learn 
library, which we do not express to be a part of the novel contributions in this material (Pedregosa et al., 2012). That 
is, we connect with existing ML tool sets to enable the required ML computation in support of our investigations on 
design processes for visual interfaces. We include pseudocode describing this process (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6-6 Pseudocode of clustering functionality spanning the workflow of VisualQUEST (front-end), An-alytics 
Server, and Document Server. 
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6.4.3.2 Document Server 
VisualQUEST’s Document Server is a cloud-based Solr server for indexing, storing, and serving documents from 
user-provided document sets. Solr is a prepackaged, scalable indexing solution developed by The Apache Software 
Foundation. It provides a valuable array of features like a REST-like API that support numerous HTTP-based 
communication interfaces. Solr also supports a wide range of customizable settings and schemas for storing, searching, 
filtering, analyzing, optimizing, and monitoring tasks (“Solr Cloud,” 2020). During indexing procedures, Document 
Server uses a prepared schema to extract new documents from a temporary PostgreSQL database hosted by Solr. 
These documents are then treated and stored within an index. Document Server also handles document serving 
requests. When VisualQUEST is displaying documents, Document Server provides metadata such as titles, word 
counts, as well as content for document-level displays (See Apache’s official website and document for more 
information on Solr (“Solr Cloud,” 2020)). 
6.4.4 Front-End Subviews 
This section describes VisualQUEST’s subviews with reference to relevant design criteria (DC#) discussed before. 
6.4.4.1 Query Building Subview 
Query Building is the first subview within VisualQUEST (Figure 7, DC1).  
 
Figure 6-7 An overview of Query Building subview within VisualQUEST. Here, an ontology and document set 
have been uploaded, from which a set of query items have been generated, with a subset of those added in Search. 
In this subview, two functions are performed: uploading user-provided files and query building. Upon clicking the 
upload button, users can select ontology files and document sets which are then inserted into a file management listing, 
accompanied by file name, type, and any available descriptions. Once a document set has been uploaded, users can 
begin query building by inputting text into a search bar. This leads to the generation of query items from all 
combinations of the inputted words (DC2). For instance, if a two-word input is provided, a query item is generated 
for each, as well as two-word query items in both possible orders (e.g., A, B, A B, B A). Each query item is 
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accompanied by a count of its verbatim presence within the document set (DC10). Furthermore, VisualQUEST 
analyzes the alignment of query items with the entities, relations, and descriptions of user-provided ontology files. If 
a feature of the ontology is found to align with a query item, it is placed within a drop-down menu attached to the 
listing (DC3). In this menu, users are presented with ontology terms which are conceptually similar to that query item 
(Figure 8). 
 
Figure 6-8 Expanding a query item to assess related ontology elements. 
Encountering these terms, users can learn more about the domain vocabulary, appraise how their research problem 
may or may not align with their document set and adjust their query item selections (DC2). Both direct-input and 
ontology-mediated query items can be saved and are assigned unique colors that are used throughout all subviews 
(DC11). 
6.4.4.2 Search Subview 




Figure 6-9 An overview of the Search subview within VisualQUEST. Prior query building has produced a set of 
query items, which have been inserted into the search formulation for preview. 
In this subview, users can control the formulation of search queries, encounter sensitivity-encoded previews of the 
formulation, and initialize search on the full document set (DC4). In the Search subview, a list allows users to manage 
query items, including insertion into the search formulation (DC11). After at least one query item has been selected, 
a preview of the current search formulation is activated (Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 6-10 A preview of a search formulation which uses all query items. 
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This preview is a matrix-like display describing a cluster analysis of document groupings within the document set 
(DC5, DC10). By adding and removing query items from the search formulation, users can investigate: 1) how 
individual query items align with the document set, 2) how differing query item combinations change document 
grouping arrangements, as well as 3) estimate how many documents may be found in a full search. If not satisfied, 
users can refine their formulation using existing query items or generate new query items within Query Building (DC4, 
DC10). Finally, users can initialize a full search, with the results of ML computations sent to the triage stages (DC11). 
6.4.4.3 High-Level Triage Subview 
High-Level Triage is the third subview within VisualQUEST (Figure 11, DC1). 
 
 
Figure 6-11 An overview of the High-Level Triage subview within VisualQUEST. Previous searching has 
produced groupings of the document set. A subset of those groupings has been selected, producing further listing of their 
contained documents. Some of these documents have been inspected and added into Low-Level Triage. 
In this subview, users triage the results of ML computations at the grouping level. A full document mapping is 
displayed within Query Result Heatmap, providing users with a high-level abstraction of the document set (Figure, 




Figure 6-12 High-Level Triage after groupings have been inspected and opened for further examination. 
The abstraction is divided into horizontal slices representing document groupings. For each document grouping, a set 
of color cues highlight query item presence. Users can inspect each document grouping to assess its size and alignment 
with the search formulation. Listings can be re-ordered to prioritize specific query items. A cursor marks the current 
position, trailing dots mark previously viewed listings, and a green mark for those selected for further triaging. 
Document groupings can be opened within an additional Query Result Heatmap, which provides high-level 
abstractions of individual documents from selected groupings (Figure 13, DC7). 
 
Figure 6-13 A close look at High-Level Triage, showing a listing of documents contained within a selected 
grouping of the document set. 
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Users can use this additional collection of documents to individually assess alignment with the search formulation, as 
well as inspect metadata such as titles and document-specific counts (DC6). Documents can then be saved to Low-
Level Triage (DC7, DC11). 
6.4.4.4 Low-Level Triage Subview 
Low-Level Triage is the fourth subview within VisualQUEST (Figure 14, DC1).  
 
Figure 6-14 An overview of the Low-Level Triage subview within VisualQUEST. A set of saved documents have 
been produced in prior triaging. Each of these documents have been provided a timeline-like summary reflecting words 
or phrases aligning with the search formulation within its content. When selected, the Document Content viewer depicts 
the document itself, either in the summarized or full document mode. The summarized mode is shown. 
In this subview, users triage the documents produced in High-Level Triage. Users are provided a timeline-like visual 




Figure 6-15 A closer view of the Selected Documents listing, where the user can see timeline-like abstraction of 
documents and their alignment with the search formulation. 
In this visual abstraction, colored marks are placed along a timeline to reflect the position of words or phrases which 
align with the query items of the search formulation. Documents with strong alignment will produce numerous 
markings, resulting in color-heavy and densely annotated timelines. Utilizing the timelines, users can perform rapid 
analysis of the thematic themes of individual documents. Namely, users can assess the presence of query items used 
within the search formulation, where in the document they are, and the density of their usage (DC8, DC10). The 




Figure 6-16 An overview of Low-Level Triage after documents have been added and opened for viewing. 
This viewer will present all available document content, such as document text, title, authors, file name, 
URLs, and published date. Users can toggle between a full document and a summarized mode. The full document 
mode displays all available information, annotated to reflect alignment with the search formulation. The summarized 
mode condenses documents to just content in proximity to aligning words or phrases (DC8, DC10). Users may open 
documents to inspect, compare, and make final relevance decisions on its content. Relevant documents can be added 
to a persistently saved list, allowing users to continue searching and triaging without the risk of losing progress 
(DC9). 
6.5 Discussion and Summary 
This section provides discussion of on-going formative evaluations and its initial conclusions, as well as limitations, 
future work, and summary. 
6.5.1 Formative Evaluations of VisualQUEST 
We have had formative user evaluations of VisualQUEST—that is, ongoing, task-driven assessments. These 
evaluations were informal involving volunteers associated with our research lab. They have provided initial insights 
into how ontology-supported and progressively disclosed VAT interfaces generated by the novel collection of design 
criteria can help users perform complex, multi-staged information-seeking tasks on large document sets. In these 
evaluations, users are asked to perform tasks aligning with the stages of the information-seeking process, including 
the fulfillment of a research, question-driven scoping review. The restrictions of the on-going COVID-19 pandemic 
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placed significant limitations on our available scope of evaluation. This is described in detail with the Limitations 
section. Our research objectives for expanded evaluations beyond the COVID-19 pandemic are described within the 
Future Work section. 
6.5.1.1 Experimental Settings 
Users were asked to complete seven tasks using their assigned interface with the same document set and ontology. 
Users were directed through an automated task set. Users were tasked with exploring how their interface could help 
them relate their knowledge into a domain vocabulary and apply their information seeking objectives when query 
building. Next, users were tasked with assessing how their queries align with a document set, and how such alignments 
may impact search quality. Third, users were asked to perform high-level triage on search results, followed by 
opportunities to perform low-level triage. The task set culminated with the completion of a task involving all stages 
of information search and triage, guided by a research question. We provide a general description of each task within 
the task set (Table 3). 
 
Table 6-3 General description of tasks performed during formative evaluations. 
 
6.5.1.2 Formative Evaluation Metrics and Conclusions 
Through initial sessions, formative evaluation metrics were generated, bounded the limitations of COVID-19 
restrictions. We describe an expanded set of evaluation metrics within the Future Work section. During on-going 
T# Target Stage Task Description 
T1 Query Building The first task asked users to consider two terms and contrast their rate of occurrence 
within the document set. 
T2 Query Building The second task asked users to consider a term and determine its alignment with a set of 
provided definitions. 
T3 Search The third task asked users to consider how provided set of terms aligned with the 
document set, both individually and in combinations. 
T4 High-Level Triage The fourth task brought users to a specific document, and without allowing them to 
open the full document, were asked to predict its alignment to a provided set of terms. 
T5 High-Level Triage The fifth task brought users to a specific pair of documents, and without opening them, 
were asked to compare and then predict which of them would contain a higher rate of 
occurrence of a specific term. 
T6 Low-Level Triage The sixth task brought users to a specific document and were asked to count and order 
the rate of occurrences of a provided set of terms within that document. 
T7 Multi-Staged The seventh task gave users a domain research question and asked them to produce five 
relevant documents from the document set. This task required users to progress through 
each stage of the information-seeking process, requiring the use of all available 




formative evaluations, task completion metrics were informally accounted, noting that all users completed each 
assigned task. Furthermore, users were asked about their general experiences after using their assigned tool, akin to 
qualitative usability metrics typical of user studies. Users described their experiences with progressive disclosure, the 
use of novel visual abstractions, view sequences, and ontology mediations. We itemize initial conclusions below, 
followed by some informal quotes which informed those conclusions (A … J): 
1) Users are able to translate their experience with traditional interfaces to the use of unfamiliar interfaces (e.g., A, 
B). 
2) Users are able to interpret complex visual abstractions to heighten their participation in the analytic process and 
form a stronger connection to their ML tool in contrast to traditional “black box” approaches (e.g., C, D). 
3) Users are able to differentiate between the individual stages of their information-seeking process and utilize 
VisualQUEST’s domain-independent, progressively disclosed interface to search and triage large document sets 
(e.g., E, F, G).  
4) Users are able to utilize ontology files when aligning their vocabulary with the vocabulary of the domain, even if 
they are not initially familiar with the ontology’s domain or its structure and content (e.g., H, I, J). 
5) Users felt that mediating ontologies make search tasks more manageable and easier, and not having them would 
negatively affect their task performance (e.g., H, I, J). 
The following are excerpts from these informal sessions: 
 
A) “Once I understood what it was showing me, it helped me. Usually with new tools I tend to read through the documentation or 
watch videos. And then it still takes me like a while to pick up on them. Like, just running through them and using them a few times. 
Once you get the hang of it, usually you find success in whatever it's providing you.” 
 
B) “It's a tool that I'm not used to and I'm kind of going back and forth and for me when there's kind of a lot of little moving parts. 
I mean it, it feels that way right now because I'm not familiar with the tool and I'm kind of taking in this information and figure out 
how the way different pieces of information needs to go together.” 
 
C) “If I was using (VisualQUEST) against other search (interfaces), I would just use (VisualQUEST) constantly. Being able to 
really filter down exactly what I need… like that's really on point. Especially with like the different colorings of the words. It's like 
telling you like what each document (grouping) is like. It gives me the ability to better align with the documents and gives me more 
confidence when I'm creating my queries. I'm making the correct query decision even before even running the search.” 
 
D) “A lot of other tools you use, they kind of do predictive searches for you. They build a filter. So, for example, like Google doing 
a predictive search. It's predicting based on top results from previous searches, so with that, it can be finagled with. Where you 
know you could have a bot farm or whatever finagling those search results and making them be what they want them to be. Whereas 
with (VisualQUEST) you get to parse those results and make your own educated decisions versus (the search engine) doing it for 




E) “(With VisualQUEST), going through low-level triage and seeing and reading the abstract and the actual documents… I wanted 
to check and have a comparison between the documents that I chose… (because) usually my style of choosing (is that) I usually 
choose more than what I have to choose and then I remove that and the extra ones.” 
 
F) “At first, I just copy and pasted the entire keywords … and my first thought I wasn't really seeing the results of the all the 
keywords mixed in together the same way. So, (with VisualQUEST) I was able to go back and see if the words individually not 
together had brought in any difference in the search.” 
 
G) “I think (VisualQUEST) is a benefit. In my previous experiences with searching queries, if you just type it in and it blurts out 
the answer it prioritizes in whatever way that it wanted. I like this because it is a little bit more specific, and you are able to choose 
more of the options that you want to use. I think you have more control of how to exactly to find the answer and what exactly you 
are looking for, instead of starting from just a general basis of all the answers that are possible. So, I think it's better to be able to 
narrow down exactly what you're looking for and find more appropriate answer towards your question.” 
 
H) “I was thinking … where (the ontology) would have been helpful. So … it would have possibly brought up some of those other 
terms just from searching a few words and they would be able to make some connections between the text that was provided and 
some of my search terms (to see) … how relevant they were. So, if I was shooting in the dark and hoping for the best, which is what 
I was kind of doing (without the ontology), at the very least, it would have given you confidence of your actions. Yeah, I think so. 
A little bit more confidence.”  
 
I) “Yeah, actually on second thought, yeah, this (ontology) would have helped because I … can find the things that … share in 
common, and that can make it probably much easier to find the relevant documents. Yeah, being able to see the things that certain 
phrases … or words share in common. You can find that common link … that can find you the … the relevant documents.” 
 
J) “I do really like how (VisualQUEST) gives you the ability to find different vocabulary or other words that may not have been 
the first thing you thought of when you were building the query. “ 
 
6.5.2 Limitations 
The first and most primary limitation of this material is the scope of evaluation. The active COVID-19 pandemic has 
restricted access to study resources, user pools, and study environments spaces. Therefore, at this time, we do not have 
the ability to perform expanded formal user studies which could highlight further qualitative and quantitative 
evaluation metrics. Once pandemic conditions end, we intend to address this limitation by conducting expanded formal 
user studies of VisualQUEST. We describe this in greater detail within the Future Work section. 
We also highlight technical limitations. First, the Analytics server of VisualQUEST can handle uploading, 
processing, and serving document sets and ontology files of large sizes. For example, our usage scenario demonstrates 
VisualQUEST handling of HPO and its 11000 ontology terms and a large document set reflecting a subset of 
MEDLINE. However, if document sets and ontology files were to be increased to an extreme scale, overhead limits 
within the local browser could produce a notable wait before users could begin to search and triage. Therefore, the 
first limitation of our research is VisualQUEST’s current ability to handle document sets and ontology files of 
extremely large sizes. Additional technical efforts would be needed to address this limitation. For instance, additional 
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efforts could be made to shift computation away from the local browser, improvements to general computational 
efficiency, and seeking centralized solutions to eliminate document set and ontology file indexing prior to task 
performance. VisualQUEST’s second technical limitation is its current level of support for ontology file formats. As 
previously described, VisualQUEST in its current state can process the core elements of OWL, a leading format for 
encoding ontologies within the digital space. Yet, the OWL specification is overly verbose, particularly in regard to 
its extensive base of axiom relations. Therefore, we believe VisualQUEST’s ontology processing system can be 
improved to supply even more value for mediation and query expansion opportunities. In addition, there are other 
RDF-based ontology formats which would be valuable to support. 
6.5.3 Future Work 
Once COVID-19 pandemic restrictions are relaxed, we plan to continue our research efforts with formal, empirical 
evaluations. These evaluations will implement task-driven formal evaluations which compare VisualQUEST to other 
interfaces that facilitate searching and triaging large document sets. We hope to generate qualitative and quantitative 
results within a formal evaluation setting to provide insight into the impact interface design can have on users when 
performing information-seeking tasks. Specifically, we seek to expand our evaluation metrics to also include 
quantitative results which track how user performance changes when presented with alternative interfaces for a task 
set. During user study sessions, we intend to log metrics such as task performance scores, task completion timings, 
expand qualitative metrics through user-reported ease, satisfaction, and assessment logs, as well as more in-depth 
interview sessions. From these efforts, we believe criteria can be bolstered and in turn expanded upon to generate 
prescriptive guidelines and frameworks for the design of visual interfaces. 
Beyond an immediate scope, we assess several potential research directions. First, we believe there is value 
in deeper investigations of lower-level design considerations and their impact on the performance of challenging 
information-seeking tasks on large documents. Second, the criteria and the demonstrative interface VisualQUEST 
provide an initial exploration into how ontology mediation can be presented to information seekers within the visual 
interface of their tool. Yet we believe more can be done to establish novel designs which further ontology mediation 
opportunities. Future research may explore additional points of ontology integration such as for the stages of high and 
low-level triage within the multi-staged information-seeking process. Third, information-seeking tasks can sometimes 
require refined levels of domain knowledge for effective performance. Future research could investigate how domain-
specific considerations affect the performance of information search and triage, and what design approaches can be 
used to benefit those requirements. 
6.5.4 Summary 
We investigated the design of ontology-supported, progressively disclosed visual analytics interfaces for searching 
and triaging large document sets, distilled design criteria, and with its guidance generated a demonstrative visual 
interface. That is, we proposed the following research questions: 




• If such criteria can be distilled, can they be used to help guide the design of a progressively disclosed and 
ontology-supported interface? 
We began with a background discussion of information search, information triage, machine learning, and ontologies. 
We reviewed leading research on the multi-staged information-seeking process to distill high-level design criteria. In 
this review, investigations of existing models of the information-seeking process distilled the requirements of a four-
stage model encompassing query building, search, high-level triage, and low-level triage. The organizational design 
technique of progressive disclosure was assessed for its value for complex multi-staged tasks, such as those involving 
the information-seeking process. Next, leading research related to the individual stages of the information-seeking 
process and their requirements were reviewed, generating best practices in interface design. These findings were then 
distilled into 11-part criteria for interface designers, each accompanied by a description of ontology integration value. 
To illustrate the utility of the criteria, we applied them to the design of a demonstrative prototype: 
VisualQUEST (Visual interface for QUEry, Search, and Triage). VisualQUEST enables users to build queries, search, 
and triage document sets both at a high as well as low levels. Users can plug-and-play document sets and expert-
defined ontology files within a domain-independent, progressively disclosed environment for multi-staged 
information search and triage tasks. We described VisualQUEST through a functional workflow. 
We culminated with discussion of on-going formative evaluations, limitations, future work, and summary. 
Initial evaluations have found that users have responded positively to the design criteria applied within 
VisualQUEST. Namely, their experiences with progressive disclosure and the use of novel visual abstractions. As 
well as multi-stage sequences, and ontology mediation when using VisualQUEST for searching and triaging large 
document sets. We hope to continue to promote novel thinking for VAT interface design within our future research, 
such as those for complex multi-staged information-seeking tasks on large document sets. 
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Chapter 7     Evolutionary Design of Search and Triage 
Interfaces for Large Document Sets: A Formative Assessment 
 
This chapter has been prepared for submission as: Demelo, J., & Sedig, K. (2022). Evolutionary Design of Search 
and Triage Interfaces for Large Document Sets: A Formative Assessment. 
 
We have made minor adjustments to the original material of this chapter to provide cohesion with the overall 
integrated article structure of this dissertation. Specifically, to distinguish between chapters, figures and tables have 
been provided an additional prepend reflecting the chapter number. Readers should be aware that chapter text will 
maintain original numbering references. For instance, “Figure 7-1” is equivalent to “Figure 1” in the chapter text. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Visual analytics combines interactive visualization with powerful computational technologies to help users synthesize 
meaning from information, explore new ways to apply analytical reasoning, and become more active participants in 
the analytics process (Golitsyna, Maksimov, & Monankov, 2018; Ramanujan, Chandrasegaran, & Ramani, 2017). It 
is both user- and data-driven, interlinking a complex set of computational, data management, interaction, visualization, 
and human factor requirements. Designers create visual analytics tools (VATs) to help users connect to valuable 
information and promote decision making. These tools maintain interactive visual interfaces where information can 
be viewed, manipulated, re-computed using computational technologies, and re-displayed back to users. Machine 
learning (ML) is increasingly being utilized to address the growing computational needs of analytics tasks, such as 
when searching and triaging large document sets (Talbot, Lee, Kapoor, & Tan, 2009). These technologies can be 
invaluable for increasing the computational power of VATs yet if not appropriately communicated, can be equally 
damaging to users’ analytic reasoning. In particular, recent studies (A. Endert et al., 2017; Hohman, Kahng, Pienta, & 
Chau, 2018; Yuan et al., 2020) have found that the application of traditional interface design strategies for ML-
supported VATs result in user experiences which weaken participation in the analytic process, as well as limit the 
capacity to understand, control, and be satisfied with task performances. For these concerns, current research (Alex 
Endert et al., 2014; Hohman et al., 2018; Wall, Blaha, Franklin, & Endert, 2018) promotes the benefits of user-centered 
design, and in particular, the re-activation of the “human-in-the-loop” for VAT interfaces (Sedig & Ola, 2014; Sedig 
& Parsons, 2016). 
When searching and triaging large document sets, users desire to encounter, judge, and extract documents 
from a larger set in a rapid, yet productive manner. When using traditionally designed interfaces, studies (Harvey, 
Hauff, & Elsweiler, 2015) have shown that users routinely struggle to understand their searched domain, use their 
expertise to communicate their information-seeking objectives, and in turn assess the relevance of search results during 
information triage. If users cannot effectively communicate information-seeking objectives, their tool will fail to 
perform best analysis on the document set being searched, reducing the quality of search results. Furthermore, if users 
cannot understand the domain, nor understand how the tool produced its results, users will struggle to effectively make 
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rapid relevance decisions during information triage (Herceg, Allison, Belvin, & Tzoukermann, 2018; Wu, Meder, 
Filimon, & Nelson, 2017). 
In this paper, we present the formulization, realization, and validation efforts of a three-staged evolutionary 
design, producing a VAT interface for searching and triage large document sets:  
• Stage 1: Traditionally designed search and triage interface. 
• Stage 2: Progressively disclosed search and triage interface. 
• Stage 3: Progressively disclosed, ontology-supported search and triage interface. 
These interfaces allow users to upload a document set, and if supported, an ontology file for vocabulary mediation. 
Then users may begin to query build and finalize a search formulation. Upon directing systems to perform ML 
computations for computational search, a document set mapping is returned to users for triaging. 
We begin with background on information search and triage within machine learning (ML)-supported VATs, 
where we examine challenges facing users and potential solutions. We outline the evolutionary design process and 
specify a task-driven formative assessment. In particular, we specify the document set and ontology files used, that of 
a static subset of MEDLINE digital library along with the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) for ontology-supported 
interfaces. We then describe the results of our evolutionary design, spanning the formulization, realization, and 
validation of three VAT interfaces: Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3. We provide a general discussion of user responses 
to the evolutionary design, the value of ontology-supported interfaces for information search, and the promotion of 
progressive disclosure in interfaces for multi-staged information search and triage on large document sets. 
The structure of this paper continues: Section 2 provides topic background. Section 3 describes materials and 
methods encompassing the evolutionary design process and a task-driven formative assessment. Section 4 provides 
the results of our evolutionary design, spanning the formulization, realization, and validation of three VAT interfaces: 




This section first provides background on evolutionary design. This is followed by background on information search 
and triage within ML supported VATs, examining the responsibilities of users, what challenges present, and potential 
solutions for addressing those challenges. 
7.2.1 Evolutionary Design 
Designers must align their approach to the requirements of the problem space, affecting how potential solutions can 
be formulized, realized, and validated. This is a particular challenge for VAT designers, who must account for 
requirements arising from a multitude of user, data, task, and tool constraints (Zhang et al., 2021). Many models exist 
which attempt to standardize design processes, such as breath-first strategies which perform a wide exploration of the 
design space prior to deeper prototyping efforts, and depth-first strategies which begin with comprehensive yet narrow 
prototyping on controlled positions of the design space (Stouffs & Rafiq, 2015). Yet as problem spaces continue to 
grow in scope and complexity, it has become increasingly costly, both in terms of time and effort, to address them in 
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a non-iterative manner. That is, the number of complex, interlinked requirements of ill-defined problem spaces 
generally do not allow for optimized, predictable design solutions prior to first verification (Guerrero-García, 2014). 
Instead, designers must plan for numerous configurations prior to the generation of a solution which satisfies 
requirements.  
For this, evolutionary design models are increasingly being used to address the ill-defined design problems 
and the challenges which rise. For example, evolutionary models are being activated for the design of cloud systems, 
neural networks, and interface workflows (Baldominos, Saez, & Isasi, 2020; Guerrero-García, 2014; Zhang et al., 
2021). Models for evolutionary design, inspired by biological origins, encapsulate a four-staged, iterative process of 
formulization, realization, validation, and refinement (Baldominos et al., 2020). First, with guidance from prior 
interfaces, research, and framing devices, designers distill the necessary requirements of the task, decide how they are 
best addressed within the interface and its components, and formulize decisions within a design. From this design, a 
working prototype is realized, which is then validated through user-based methods of formative assessment. The 
findings of this verification are then propagated back to the designer for further formulization, realization, and 
verification, until requirements are satisfied (Guerrero-García, 2014). Through evolutionary design, VAT interface 
designers can provide more opportunities for novel  thinking, de-couple design from prototyping, and promote user-
centered design through formative assessment. In this paper, we describe the structure and findings of an evolutionary 
design. 
 
7.2.2 Information Search and Triage in ML-supported VAT interfaces 
When searching a document set using VAT interfaces, users’ primary desire is to encounter documents most relevant 
to their task. For this, users are required to describe their information-seeking needs to the VAT through its interface. 
Once communicated, the computational components can then generate a mapping between users' input and the 
qualified and relevant documents in the document set; presented back to users at the interface level (Wu et al., 2017). 
Current research (Harvey et al., 2015) describes user requirements when searching and triaging large 
document sets, which can be used to formulize the characteristics of an interface design which best supports users as 
they perform information search on large document sets. To begin, users must establish an understanding of the 
document set being searched and how it relates to their existing domain knowledge. Then, users must learn how to 
effectively communicate their information-seeking objectives in a way that can be understood by the tool. Optimal 
search (and triage) can only be achieved when communication between both human and computational components 
of VATs are strong (Arp, Smith, Spear, & American Journal of Sociology, 2015). That is, user performance is at its 
best only when what the interface is displaying is understandable, just as a tool can only optimize its computations, 
visualizations, and interactions if user-supplied instructions truly align with their analytic intentions. VATs are 
typically designed to support tasks maintaining static data sources with consistent vocabulary and are not typically 
adaptable to changing data sources and variable task vocabularies. In these settings, it is users’ responsibility to learn 
the tool's domain-specific vocabulary and then apply that required understanding to communicate information-seeking 
objectives. Yet, learning unfamiliar vocabulary can be a significant challenge for users, particularly in tasks of 
complex domains (e.g., health) which present both domain experts and non-experts a significant barrier of entry when 
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trying to understand a lexicon and its unique linguistic considerations (Zeng & Tse, 2006). For these issues, expert-
defined ontologies are increasingly being targeted as mediating resources within visual analytics and ML computation 
components (Xing et al., 2019). Ontologies are representational artifacts which can be leveraged both by the 
computational and human-facing systems to describe a standardized mapping of the entities, relations, and structures 
of a domain (Jakus, Milutinovic, Omerović, & Tomazic, 2013; Khan et al., 2016; Rector, Schulz, Rodrigues, Chute, 
& Solbrig, 2019). Some examples of ontology uses are information extraction, behavior modeling, and decision 
support systems within critical care environments (Jusoh, Awajan, & Obeid, 2020; Lytvyn, Dosyn, Vysotska, & 
Hryhorovych, 2020; Román-Villarán et al., 2019). Experts create ontologies by navigating the terms, relations, and 
contextualizing characteristics of their domain, and through those efforts, formulize a generalized knowledge map of 
complex ontological space (Arp et al., 2015). Ontology entities encode information about their role in the domain, 
often with metadata such as its vocabulary, definition, and description. Ontology relations are the links between 
entities that express interactions between them and within context of the overall domain (Katifori, Torou, Vassilakis, 
Lepouras, & Halatsis, 2008). Arp et al. (Arp et al., 2015) summarizes the types of relations as universal-universal (ex. 
this cat is an animal), particular-universal (ex. this cat is an instance of a cat), and particular-particular (ex. this cat is 
a continuant part of this cat grouping). After definition, ontologies are typically encoded within ontology creation 
software, exported into standardized formats such as RDF, OWL and OBO, and used within the tools of domain-
specific tasks. Leading research (Saleemi, Rodríguez, Lilius, & Porres, 2011) describes that ontologies provide the 
flexibility, extensibility, generality, and expressiveness required for mapping domain knowledge into forms effective 
for computer-facing and human-facing use. 
Next, users must comprehend how the VAT applied their input in its computational component so that they can 
effectively assess and guide their analytics process. That is, interface designs must help users engage with ML 
processes, as if users cannot understand ML characteristics and requirements of their tool, they cannot perform to the 
best of their abilities (Sacha et al., 2016). Additionally, users must be able to communicate their information-seeking 
objectives easily and accurately to a VAT's ML components. This is especially a concern in visual analytic tasks which 
involve direct interaction with ML processes (Hoeber, 2014; Holzinger, 2016; Mehta & Pandit, 2018; Tresp et al., 
2016). Current research (Sacha et al., 2016) suggests that a balance must be struck between the computational 
technologies of a tool and users’ perceptual and decision-making needs during analytic reasoning – that is, by 
supporting the “human-in-the-loop” aspects of the design appropriately. Therefore, a generalized and human-centered 
analytics process within a VAT involves a set of stages where: 
1. Users specify their needs as a set of terms understood by the tool. 
2. Users ask the tool to apply them into a search formulation. 
3. The tool performs computations using the search formulation to produce a document set mapping. 
4. The tool displays the document set mapping to users. 
5. Users assess if they are satisfied, or if they would like to adjust their set of terms to generate an alternate 
mapping. 
6. Users either restart their analytics process or complete the task. 
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Finally, as document sets within analytic reasoning tasks increase in size, it has become challenging for users to arrive 
at a final set of relevant documents without additional intervention. That is, even after computational components have 
produced a mapping which reduced the document set down to a subset of documents, these subsets are still too large 
to be of value to users. For this issue, information triage may be required to further reduce the number of documents 
into a usable size. During information triage, users’ primary objective is to inspect, contextualize, and make timely 
relevance decisions on search results (Herceg et al., 2018). For this to occur, current research (Badi et al., 2006; Bae 
et al., 2010; Buchanan & Owen, 2008) describes that tools must allow users to encounter and perform rapid triage on 
large sets of documents in a non-linear fashion, while still being able to assess document relevance to information-
seeking objectives. Notably, supporting information triage within tools can also help users assess the quality of their 
searching and triaging, and inform them on how to improve further information seeking (Loizides, Buchanan, & 
Mavri, 2016). 
 
7.3 Materials and Methods 
7.3.1 Formative Assessment 
Users were asked to perform a controlled information search and triage task set for formative assessment. This set 
encompassed seven distinct tasks, combining to reflect the parts of a typical multi-staged information-seeking process. 
Users were assigned an interface to complete their tasks to their best of their abilities. During their performances, users 
were provided the same document set to be searched and triaged, and for ontology-supported interfaces, the same 
ontology file. No user performed a task set more than once, and all users completed all seven tasks. Users were asked 
about their thought processes as they received and performed their tasks and how they felt their interface helped or 
hindered their performances. 
7.3.1.1 Users 
Within the evolutionary design model, users are central to the formative assessment of realized prototypes, where they 
can direct future formulations, realizations, and verifications within the design process. Periods of formative 
assessment were informally conducted using people associated with our research group, yet unaffiliated with the 
research. No user repeated a performance or used another interface at a later stage. 
Users had no prior knowledge of the document set, and only possessed a general level of knowledge to the 
medical domain it describes. For instance, users understood and could communicate phenotypic abnormalities like a 
broken leg, light-headedness, or loss of vision, yet were not experts such that they could naturally use domain 
vocabulary without assistance. Users understood how to perform typical actions on an interface like clicking, typing, 
and saving, but were not provided information regarding the technical aspects of their interfaces. 
7.3.1.2 Document Set and Ontology File 
A controlled information search and triage task set was used to guide users through their information search and triage. 
These tasks used the same document set, in addition to an ontology file for the ontology-support Stage 3 interface. 
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The health domain was selected as an equally unfamiliarity topic space to users, yet one which information search and 
triage is a common though challenging endeavor. 
For all three of Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3, a 10000-document subset of The National Library of Medicine’s 
MEDLINE was used. MEDLINE was chosen because of its use within a wide scope of literature and active research. 
Each document within the chosen document set includes the document title, abstract, as well various metadata 
elements like authors, published date, and keywords (“PubMed,” n.d.). 
For Stage 3, the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) was selected for use as the ontology file. HPO maintains 
an exhaustive and expert defined domain coverage of over 11,000 phenotype terms, their relationships, as well as over 
110,000 disease annotations (Kohler et al., 2014). HPO is a controlled and standardized vocabulary representing the 
human disease and phenotypic abnormality domain, and includes associated annotations in the domains of 
bioinformatics, biochemistry, and human genetics. For example, Blindness is an ontology entities within HPO which 
possesses a superclass of Visual Impairment, a subclass of Congenital Blindness, alongside various domain 
descriptions and annotations (Köhler & Robinson, 2016). Each HPO term is accompanied by attributes such as names, 
conceptual definitions, ontology indexing, term synonyms, class relationships, logical definitions, and domain expert 
commentary, to name a few (Köhler et al., 2018; “The Human Phenotype Ontology,” 2020). 
7.3.1.3 Task Set 
Users were asked to complete seven tasks using their assigned interface. These tasks directed users to answer a 
multiple-choice question within an automated questionnaire. Users were tasked with exploring how their interface 
could help them relate their information-seeking objectives into a domain vocabulary and apply their information 
seeking objectives when query building. Next, users were tasked with assessing how their queries align with a 
document set, and how such alignments may impact search quality. Third, users were asked to perform high-level 
triage on search results, followed by opportunities to perform low-level triage. The task period culminated with the 
completion of a task involving all stages of information search and triage, guided by a research question. We provide 




Table 7-1 General description of tasks. 
 
7.3.2 Shared Back-End Components 
All three interfaces of the evolutionary design share a ‘back-end’ encompassing two components: Analytics Server 
and Document Server. 
Analytics Server is built using the Python-based Flask framework. It is accessed through an API which offers 
two functionalities: 1) uploading user-provided document sets and 2) performing ML computations. Document sets 
are uploaded from users’ computer file system to Analytics Server. This server validates the type, format, size, and 
encoding of uploaded documents, and then stores them into a temporary PostgreSQL database. This database is 
accessed by Document Server (a Solr server) during indexing procedures. Analytics Server can request Document 
Server to index all new documents. When users request ML computations during search, Analytics Server assesses 
the selected algorithm, the document set, and the search formulation generated by users during query building and 
search. It then performs sanitization and query expansion. During this process, query items within the search 
formulation are expanded using WordNet for synonym ring analysis, as well as with any ontology files, if provided. 
The search formulation in both its original and expanded form is packaged and applied within ML computations. The 
T# Target Stage Task Description 
T1 Query Building The first task asked users to consider two terms and contrast their rate of occurrence 
within the document set. 
T2 Query Building The second task asked users to consider a term and determine its alignment with a set 
of provided definitions. 
T3 Search The third task asked users to consider how provided set of terms aligned with the 
document set, both individually and in combinations. 
T4 High-Level 
Triage 
The fourth task brought users to a specific document, and without allowing them to 
open the full document, were asked to predict its alignment to a provided set of terms. 
T5 High-Level 
Triage 
The fifth task brought users to a specific pair of documents, and without opening them, 
were asked to compare and then predict which of them would contain a higher rate of 
occurrence of a specific term. 
T6 Low-Level 
Triage 
The sixth task brought users to a specific document and were asked to count and order 
the rate of occurrences of a provided set of terms within that document. 
T7 Multi-Staged The seventh task gave users a domain research question and asked them to produce five 
relevant documents from the document set. This task required users to progress through 
each stage of the information-seeking process, requiring the use of all available 




resulting clusters are propagated back to the interface-level. We include pseudocode describing this process, using 
Stage 2/+ as an example (Figure 1). 
 
Figure 7-1 Pseudocode of clustering functionality for Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3, Analytics Server, and 
Document Server. Step 5 is not performed for Stage 1 and Stage 2, which do not use ontologies during query expansion. 
Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3’s Document Server is a cloud-based Solr server for indexing, storing, and serving 
documents from user-provided document sets. Solr is a prepackaged, scalable indexing solution developed by The 
Apache Software Foundation. It provides a valuable array of features like a REST-like API that support numerous 
HTTP-based communication interfaces. Solr also supports a wide range of customizable settings and schemas for 
storing, searching, filtering, analyzing, optimizing, and monitoring tasks (“Solr Cloud,” 2020). During indexing 
procedures, Document Server uses a prepared schema to extract new documents from a temporary PostgreSQL 
database hosted by Solr. These documents are then treated and stored within an index. Document Server also handles 
document serving requests. Document Server provides metadata such as titles, word counts, as well as content for 





7.4.1 Stages of the Evolutionary Design 
We present the results of the evolutionary design, spanning the formulization, realization, and validation of three VAT 
interfaces. For each interface, we summarize a topic analysis and if available, prior formative assessment, and its role 
in formulization. We then provide a functional description of the realized working prototype. Finally, we outline the 
findings and confirmatory evidence generated by formative assessment. 
 
To assist recall, realized working prototypes were assigned stage identifiers: 
• Stage 1: Traditionally designed search and triage interface. 
• Stage 2: Progressively disclosed search and triage interface. 
• Stage 3: Progressively disclosed, ontology-supported search and triage interface. 
Each interface allows users to upload a document set, and if supported, an ontology file for vocabulary mediation. 
Then users may begin to query build and finalize a search formulation. Upon directing systems to perform search 
computations, a document set mapping is returned to users for further triaging. Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3 are three 
web-based VATs which provide a generalized environment for search and triage through a plug-and-play support of 
user-supplied document sets, and for Stage 3, ontology files. Each interface is developed using HTML5, CSS, and 
JavaScript technologies, allowing for cross-platform, cross-browser support (ex., Firefox, Chrome, Opera). The D3.js 
JavaScript library is used to create visualization and interaction experiences (Bostock, 2016). 
 
7.4.2 Stage 1 
7.4.2.1 Formulization 
To initiate the evolutionary design process, we began by investigating the general design requirements of traditional 
search interfaces. A formative assessment of a traditionally designed interface would allow for a preliminary 
understanding of the issues facing users when searching and triaging large document sets, and thus was selected as 
the initial starting point in the evolutionary design. For this, we performed an in-depth topic analysis (Demelo & Sedig, 
2021) on the types of search tasks and the traditional design strategies of generalized search interfaces. Collecting the 
findings of this analysis, we distilled a set of high-level criteria which could be used to guide the design of interfaces 




Table 7-2 The criteria for guiding the design of generalized search interfaces for tasks involving large document 
sets. 
7.4.2.2 Realization 
We describe the role of each criterion within the design of Stage 1 (Table 3). 
 
Table 7-3 The role of each criterion within the design of Stage 1. 
DC# Stage 1 
DC1 Stage 1 leverages powerful third-party computational technologies. Specifically, pre-built machine 
learning packages like SciKit-Learn and highly optimized indexing is provided by The Apache 
Software Foundation’s Solr product (“Solr Cloud,” 2020). Additionally, Stage 1’s interface provides 
users with clear text-based alerts, which reflect their current performance status. 
DC2 Stage 1 supports an iterative analytics process for the performance repeated sets of search and triage. 
That is, within iterative interactions, users can save the results they regard as relevant in a persistent 
location within the tool, while still allowing further performances to occur. 
DC3 Stage 1 supplies visualizations to help analyze and judge the relevance of search results. 
DC4 Stage 1 utilizes modern visualization and computational technologies like D3.js to provide powerful 
interaction opportunities. 
DC5 Stage 1 supports the use of a common vocabulary during query building within an unstructured input 
control. Since Stage 1 allows users to save relevant documents in a persistent list, users can repeat 
search and triage actions at a desired pace, without risking the lose of valued documents. This allows 
users to rapidly assess their vocabulary, assess the use of their vocabulary against search results, and 
adjust the search formulation as required. 
 
DC# Design Criteria 
DC1 Provide an information-centric interface that shows flexibility towards the evolving needs of users 
and the dynamic requirements of search tasks like the veracity of data sources and variety of 
information types. 
DC2 Provide interaction loops that supply prompt and effective feedback for users during the 
performance of search tasks. 
DC3 Provide natural and consistent representations that allow users to understand the constraints, 
processes, and results provided by the interface. 
DC4 Provide interactions that allow users to efficiently prepare, perform, assess, and adjust their 
machine learning to align with the information-seeking objectives of search tasks. 
DC5 Provide mediation opportunities that assist users in communicating and bridge their information-
seeking objectives into the vocabulary of the document set. 
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We now provide a functional description of Stage 1. 
 
Upload is a component that supports the plug-and-play of user-supplied document sets (Figure 2a). When clicked, the 
upload button opens a file selection window. The window limits uploading to valid.zip compression format. When a 
compressed document set is uploaded, it is transferred to the back-end Analytics Server. Once at least one document 
set is uploaded, Search becomes active. 
Search is a component that allows users to query build within a traditional search bar using unstructured input 
control (Figure 2b). Three interaction points are maintained: Query Input, Run button, and Clear button. Query Input 
is a search bar which accepts unstructured input from users. Users can remove previously typed input using typical 
text interactions like repeated backspacing actions from the keyboard, or by selecting the Clear button. After users 
provide input, the green “Run” button becomes active. If selected, this button will activate ML computations on the 
uploaded document set using the provided query input. Query terms are collected and sent to the Analytics Server. 
Result List component updates when the computations are completed. 
Stage 1 supplies components to support information triage on the results of information search, also following 
traditional design practices. Result List is a component that provides users with a linear, multi-paged workflow of 
search results. Stage 1 uses the query created with Search within its Analytics Server to perform unsupervised K-
Means clustering computations. Specifically, these computations move query input through various steps of 
sanitization, natural language processing, and ML to generate a mapping of the document set. Stage 1 then uses this 
mapping to calculate relevance weightings, sorts documents based on this weighting, broken up into 20 document 
pages. These documents are then retrieved from the Document Server, then displayed within a paged order 
accompanied by buttons to navigate between pages (Figure 2c). For each page, documents are placed within a listing 
that describe their assigned relevance weighting and document title. Words and phrases in the title which align with 
the query are highlighted. If users desire to examine a document in full before judging its relevance, they can select a 
document from the list. 
Result Item is a component that presents to users an expanded display of a selected document, providing to 
them annotated document content (Figure 2d). Result Item allows users to rapidly assess the content of individual 
documents. When a user selects a document within Result List, Stage 1 will request the full document content of that 
result from Document Server. Query terms are then used by annotation services within Document Server to wrap 
HTML-based annotation tags into the document content, which is then returned to Result Item. The content of the 
selected document is represented in the following order: the file name of the document within the uploaded document 
set, the full document title, and a summarized version of the document content. The summarized version restricts the 
document to the passages of content that surround or have associations with the query terms provided in Search. Terms 
are highlighted through capitalization and with bolded font. In addition, Result Item collects all web links for quick 
access within a dropdown menu. For comparison, any number of documents can be opened within Result Item.  
Each result within Result Item includes a green “pin” button, which saves documents for future reference. At 
any time, users may store a document in a global save list and to export for external use (Figure 2e). Stage 1 collects 
these saved documents within Saved List. Saved List can be accessed at the top right of Stage 1, directly to the right 
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of Search. Upon request, Saved List displays saved documents, which can be recalled, removed from the list, or copied 
for external use (not pictured). 
 
 
Figure 7-2 The overall view of Stage 1 components: Upload, partial (a); Query Building (b); Result List (c); 
Result Item (d); Saved List, partial (e). 
7.4.2.3 Validation 
We asked users to perform a controlled information search and triage task set using Stage 1 (Table 1), then describe 
their experiences to inform future formulization efforts. 
 
We provide a description of how users completed their task set using Stage 1 (Table 4). 
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Table 7-4 How users completed the tasks using Stage 1. 
 
Formative assessment provided insight into how users approached the use of Stage 1 for their tasks. We itemize a 
summary of assessment findings its confirmatory evidence: 
1. Users articulated a reduced easiness in their ability to perform their tasks, where they were required to 
establish indirect strategies involving manual and imprecise estimations of terms and documents, and tedious 
experiences within a linear inspection flow (e.g., A, B). 
2. Users struggled during the performance their tasks, yet did not believe they struggled, accepting that was a 
necessary to search and triage. Yet after time to contemplate, they realized that they did not notice because 
they were familiar experiences from prior encounters with traditional interface designs. In particular, users 
observed that their implicit trust to how document results are rated, ordered, and presented within the overall 
structure of traditional interfaces, finding that they can unwillingly, or in some cases, willingly, avoid the 
critical step of confirming if that trust has been earned by their interface (e.g., C, D, E, F). 
T# Target Stage Task Performance 
T1 Query Building Users could use the provided terms within a query to generate a set of search results. From 
this set, they could scan the pages to access rates of occurrence. They could then be 
contrasted to generate an answer to which term had a higher rate of occurrence within the 
document set. 
T2 Query Building Users could use the term, as well as the important terms within the definitions, to create 
search formulations. From these, they could inspect top documents to infer alignment 
between terms and their definitions. 
T3 Search Users could use the provided terms within a query to generate search results. They could 
then scan pages to access rates of occurrence. 
T4 High-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of a relevance prediction and the annotated document title. 
T5 High-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of a relevance prediction and the annotated document within 
the paged set of search results. 
T6 Low-Level 
Triage 
Users could open the document content, presented in summary form, to count terms and 
then use those counts to infer ordering. 
T7 Multi-Staged Users could use the research question and any value they found in the background 
description to produce search formulations. They should then direct their interface to use 
those formulations on the document set, at which point they would be able to triage search 
results to encounter the most relevant documents to their task. From these results, users 
could triage the result pages and their documents, judging relevance on individual 
documents, and finalize their set of five documents. 
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3. Users expressed they were restricted in their task performances by particular configuration details of the 
interface, such as the limitations of triaging large document sets within a paged layout, as well as a lacking 
use of color its effect on their ability to connect and process documents (e.g., F, G). 
4. Users felt that the any opportunity to apply or take advantage of domain expertise would be helpful, yet they 
did not believe the interface provided enough to promote its use, nor help bridge between vocabularies (e.g., 
H, I). 
 
(A) “I realized looking at leukemia (in Stage 1), after I got like the third or fourth page, only like the first two (pages) even had 
30% relevance. And then after like a few pages it went down to .25% and just a lot of these documents just (didn’t) have information 
(when) I opened them up. I think a lot of things change when (you're looking at) such a large amount of the pool of documents, and 
since this tool really seems to focus on just finding: is this word in this document? It's going to be very challenging. I think if you 
have a much larger portion of (documents), it's going to be harder to find … what you're trying to find. They're going to be buried 
inside the all the documents. “ 
 
(B) “I could look at some of those documents and try to determine whether or not they actually met that definition, but I found it 
arduous to both do that correlation and then try to delve into the document to understand the meaning.” 
 
(C) “I usually only go by the first page and having the relevant relevancy percentage beside the document. (These relevance 
rankings) kind of helped give me an idea of whether or not going any further would be a good idea. (Stage 1) highlighted the words, 
which I don't usually see that when I use other search engines. As somebody who is a visual person, having those bolded words 
help me (know) exactly what I'm looking for, and also the percentages beside (them).” 
 
(D) “I thought it would be like pretty easy because I (am used to) answering … open questions like … find the things most relevant. 
So, this research question is like for me like that's just an easier thing to do because I have background in doing that kind of stuff. 
Uh, and (Stage 1) kind of functions like … a library tool that is available. This kind of tool felt very familiar to me. I wouldn't say 
that I'm an expert when it comes to medical knowledge, but like I understand like basic terminology. So, like it's not something like 
the like what the terms meant or like what they refer to wasn't really like an issue like it wasn't really alienating. I have like some 
general level of confidence just using the terms and trusting the tool as you went along.” 
 
(E) “Looking at the Stage 1, I do not see any of the keywords that I typed in except for the very end, but they do not highlight any 
of the keywords that were searched, so I wouldn't even know if that that article is actually related without the relying on the number 
that's provided right beside the article that says that it's relevant. You would just have to trust that they're being honest with their 
assessment. I actually have no empirical proof of it myself.” 
 
(F) “I didn't consider it, because I assumed the relevancy (rankings) would show you the most relevant. There's no point in like 
going (down from the first ones) to the other ones. Because then it would be like almost impossible (see everything) … that's not 
the front page. But then that would just take forever, right? If there were even more documents, that would be like I guess more 
difficult, because like you just have so much to choose from and … finding the best articles that fit your research question like that 
would be more work, for sure. But like at the same time, it's like if these all are saying like there was like 1000 articles that had the 
same percentage of relevancy. So, like … there's no point in assuming that … the ones of the front are more relevant than the ones 




(G) “Imagining the bolded words were colored instead, that would have greatly, greatly helped. Seeing color within the black and 
white text. I actually highlighted a lot of the tests and homework that I ever had to do. And anything that I had highlighted or drawn 
something beside in a colorful whatever color, I would remember a lot easier. And I've noticed (it’s) a lot easier than just black 
and white.” 
 
(H) “At first my first mindset was just go by what was bolded, but that didn't necessarily say everything. I found … as I was looking 
at it more, I had to look for other words inside of the documents. That's what was going through my head anyways. In the title (of) 
one, (a document) had something about ‘pediatric children’ … but didn't have children in it. Pediatric is kind of related to youth 
and children, right? I was able to take advantage of some external knowledge that I know in life that pediatric equaling children 
to maybe get a better answer.” 
 
(I) “I think the knowledge and use that I got from (Stage 1) before. I knew that relevance would help with finding (documents) … I 
can find relevance between certain terms. The first thing I searched for was ‘chromosomal instability’ and ‘tumor progression’. 
Just those four terms because they were going to be the major terms that I wanted to find. But then I also went through the 
background because that's where there's a lot of like terms and stuff that would be, you know, very significant in the knowledge, 
such as things like genome and like, karyotype. I don't completely know what the words mean, but searching up and adding these 
terms I could find documents that were frequently showing up… I tried to figure out which documents are constantly showing up 
when I'm adding terms… The background really provides me guidance because I was unfamiliar with the research space… I think 
it was very efficient at finding documents that you know had a lot of these terms.” 
 
7.4.3 Stage 2 
7.4.3.1 Formulization 
Guided by Stage 1 formative assessment, the evolutionary design process continued with expanded investigations on 
the multi-staged information-seeking process and its design requirements. In particular, we sought to explore novel 
techniques which reduce the need for tedious search and triage, establish a stronger awareness of how users struggle 
within traditional design strategies, align configurations with the requirements of each stage of the information-
seeking process, and learn of ways to promote the use of domain expertise. With these objectives, we performed an 
in-depth topic analysis (Chapter 6) on models of the information-seeking process, novel applications of progressive 
disclosure within complex multi-stages task interfaces, and the general requirements for supporting query building, 
search, high-level triage, and low-level triage within VAT interface design. 
Portions of the analysis described the information-seeking process as a sequenced, multi-staged model with 
functional roles and human-centered requirements distinct to each stage (Huurdeman, 2017). Progressive disclosure 
is used to manage the visual space of an interface by occluding unnecessary elements of past and future stages, 
allowing users to satisfy the immediate requirements their task. For multi-staged tasks like those involved in the 
information-seeking process, progressive disclosure has been found to effectively support users to perceive and plan 
their task performances (Chuang, Ramage, Manning, & Heer, 2012). Users also benefit from the application of 
sensitivity encoding within human-facing interface design (Cortez & Embrechts, 2013). Sensitivity encoding provides 
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a visual preview of available actions for the user, and how those actions may affect future stages of multi-staged 
processes (Spence, 2014). If designed mindfully, sensitivity encoding can promote effective and timely query building 
and search formulation (Spence, 2002, 2004). 
Collecting the findings of this analysis, we distilled an expanded set of high-level criteria which could be 
used to guide for designing VAT interfaces for searching and triaging large document sets (Table 5). 
 
Table 7-5 Design criteria for creating VAT interfaces for searching and triaging large document sets. Each DC# 
describes the design criteria and provides an integration classification. 
DC# Design Criteria Integration 
DC1 Use progressive disclosure when sequencing the stages of the 
information-seeking process. 
All Stages 
DC2 Attune users to the characteristics and domain of the document set 
before beginning search formulation. 
Query Building 
DC3 Be cognizant of users’ domain expertise. Query Building 
DC4 Create search formulation and refinement environments supplemented 
by query building. 
Search 
DC5 Leverage sensitivity encoding when previewing the document set 
mappings of search formulations. 
Search 
DC6 Present overview displays which arrange and compare document 
groupings using shared characteristics. 
High-level Triage 
DC7 Utilize non-linear inspection flows which support actions for traversing, 
previewing, contrasting, and judging relevance. 
High-level Triage 
DC8 Offer document-level displays which allow users to apply domain 
expertise during relevance decision making. 
Low-level Triage 
DC9 Persist relevance decision making results externally to allow for repeat 
information-seeking sequences. 
Low-level Triage 
DC10 Allow users to encounter search results without a demand for immediate 
appraisal. 
All Triage 
DC11 Promote positive feedback over negative feedback. All Stages 
7.4.2.2 Realization 




Table 7-6 The role of each criterion within the design of Stage 2. 
DC# Stage 2 
DC1 Stage 2 uses an accordion-like design which uses progressive disclosure best practices to sequence 
the multi-staged information-seeking process in the Query Building, Search, High-Level Triage, and 
Low-Level Triage components. 
DC2 Stage 2‘s Query Building generates query items from all combinations of the inputted words, 
allowing users to attune to the characteristics and domain of the document set before beginning 
search formulation. This allows users to encounter terms and appraise how their information-seeking 
objectives may or may not align with the document set. 
DC3 Stage 2‘s Query Building maintains an unstructured input control which allows users to describe their 
information-seeking objectives using their personal vocabulary, and any associated domain expertise 
that they might possess, rather than being restricted to a pre-set querying language. 
DC4 Stage 2‘s Search allows users to control the search formulation, encounter previews of its use on a 
subset of the document set, then initialize ML computations on the full document set. From this 
preview, users can assess if they are satisfied with an existing search formulation, or if adjustments 
are required. 
DC5 Stage 2‘s Search provides users a sensitivity-encoded matrix-like display which previews a cluster 
analysis of document groupings within the document set. By adding and removing query items from 
the search formulation, users can investigate how individual query items align with the document set, 
how differing query item combinations change document grouping arrangements, as well as estimate 
how many documents may be found if a full search were to be performed. 
DC6 Stage 2‘s High-Level Triage displays a full document mapping within Query Result Heatmap, 
providing users with a high-level abstraction of the document set which arrange and compare 
document groupings using shared characteristics. 
DC7 Stage 2‘s High-Level Triage empowers users to inspect, re-order, and open each document grouping 
to assess its size and alignment with the search formulation. When opened, an additional Query 
Result Heatmap provides high-level abstractions of individual documents. Together, these 
abstractions allow for non-linear inspection flows which support actions for traversing, previewing, 
contrasting, and judging relevance. 
DC8 Stage 2‘s Low-Level Triage supplies users a timeline-like visual abstraction of individual documents 
which reflect the position of words or phrases which align with the query items of the search 
formulation. With this, users can use their vocabulary and domain expertise to assess the presence of 
query items used within the search formulation, where in the document they are, and the density of 
their usage. Furthermore, users can access full document-level displays which present all available 
document content. 
DC9 Stage 2‘s Low-Level Triage permits users to add relevant documents to a persistently saved list, 
allowing users to continue searching and triaging without the risk of losing progress. 
DC10 Stage 2 implements a multi-modal interface of separate visual spaces for the stages of information-
seeking process. Each visual space provides users the freedom to manipulate, re-compute, and display 
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the contents of its stages without affecting the progress of alternate stages. Furthermore, there is no 
externalized demand for immediate appraisal, decision making, or other requirements for action 
unless user-directed. 
DC11 Stage 2 provides users a progressive series of positive feedback opportunities. Specifically, these 
points of positive feedback span each component reflecting the complete information-seeking 
process. In them, the results of current stage components are promoted as the initial configurations of 
upcoming stage components, starting with initial query building, and resulting in a final collection of 
relevant documents from the document set. 
 
We now provide a functional description of Stage 2. 
 
Stage 2 maintains a progressively disclosed accordion-like design which presents a sequenced set of modal visual 
components. These components allow users to transition between the stages of their information-seeking process. 
Namely, the stages of query building and search during information search, and the stages of high-level and low-level 
triage during information triage. Only one component of Stage 2 is active at a time. When a component is active, it 
becomes the primary respondent to interaction and is assigned a majority portion of the visual space. Since Stage 2 
takes advantage of progressive disclosure within its design, the components of non-active stages are not hidden, but 
instead are provided a portion of the remaining visual space scaled by its proximity to the active component. For 
example, when the first Query Building component is active, it is provided the majority of the visual space. Yet the 
next component in the sequence, Search, still reflects information which would be beneficial to actions in Query 
Building. 
Query Building is the first component within Stage 2 (Figure 3). In this component, two functions are 
performed: uploading user-provided document sets and query building. Upon clicking the upload button, users can 
select a document set which is then inserted into a file management listing, accompanied by file name, type, and any 
available descriptions. Once a document set has been uploaded, users can begin query building by inputting text into 
a search bar. This leads to the generation of query items from all combinations of the inputted words. Each query item 
is accompanied by a predicted presence within the document set. Encountering these terms, users can learn more about 
the vocabulary used within the document set, appraise how their research problem may or may not align, and adjust 





Figure 7-3 An overview of Query Building within Stage 2. Users can see that a document set has been uploaded, 
that a set of query items have been generated for inspection, one having been added in Search. 
Search is the second component within Stage 2 (Figure 4). In this component, users can control the formulation of 
search queries, encounter sensitivity-encoded previews of the formulation, and initialize search on the full document 
set. In Search, a list allows users to manage query items, including insertion into the search formulation. After at least 
one query item has been selected, a preview of the current search formulation is activated. This preview is a matrix-
like display describing a cluster analysis of document groupings within the document set. By adding and removing 
query items from the search formulation, users can investigate: 1) how individual query items align with the document 
set, 2) how differing query item combinations change document grouping arrangements, as well as 3) estimate how 
many documents may be found in a full search. If not satisfied, users can refine their formulation using existing query 
items or generate new query items within Query Building. Finally, users can initialize a full search, with the results of 




Figure 7-4 An overview of Search within Stage 2. Users can see that Query Building has generated a set of query 
items, which have been injected into the preview search environment. 
High-Level Triage is the third component within Stage 2 (Figure 5). In this component, users triage the results of ML 
computations at the grouping level. A full document mapping is displayed within Query Result Heatmap, providing 
users with a high-level abstraction of the document set (Demelo, Sedig, & Parsons, 2017). The abstraction is divided 
into horizontal slices representing document groupings. For each document grouping, a set of color cues highlight 
query item presence. Users can inspect each document grouping to assess its size and alignment with the search 
formulation. Listings can be re-ordered to prioritize specific query items. A cursor marks the current position, trailing 
dots mark previously viewed listings, and a green mark for those selected for further triaging. Document groupings 
can be opened within an additional Query Result Heatmap, which provides high-level abstractions of individual 
documents from selected groupings. Users can use this additional collection of documents to individually assess 
alignment with the search formulation, as well as inspect metadata such as titles and document-specific counts. 





Figure 7-5 An overview of High-Level Triage within Stage 2. Users can see that Search has generated a set of 
document groupings reflecting the document set. A subset of those groupings has been selected for deeper investigation, 
producing further listings of documents from the set. These documents have been inspected and have been determined to 
be valuable enough to be added into Low-Level Triage. 
Low-Level Triage is the fourth component within Stage 2 (Figure 6). In this component, users triage the documents 
produced in High-Level Triage. Users are provided a timeline-like visual abstraction of individual documents. In this 
visual abstraction, colored marks are placed along a timeline to reflect the position of words or phrases which align 
with the query items of the search formulation. Documents with strong alignment will produce numerous markings, 
resulting in color-heavy and densely annotated timelines. Utilizing the timelines, users can perform rapid analysis of 
the thematic themes of individual documents. Namely, users can assess the presence of query items used within the 
search formulation, where in the document they are, and the density of their usage. The Document Content viewer is 
activated after selecting a document for deeper inspection. This viewer will present all available document content, 
such as document text, title, authors, file name, URLs, and published date. Users can toggle between a full document 
and a summarized mode. The full document mode displays all available information, annotated to reflect alignment 
with the search formulation. The summarized mode condenses documents to just content in proximity to aligning 
words or phrases. Users may open documents to inspect, compare, and make final relevance decisions on its content. 
Relevant documents can be added to a persistently saved list, allowing users to continue searching and triaging without 




Figure 7-6 An overview of Low-Level Triage within Stage 2. Users can see High-Level Triage has generated a 
subset of the document set for deeper inspection. Each of these documents have been provided a timeline-like summary 
reflecting the presence of query items within its content. If selected, a document-level viewer depicts all available document 
content, either in summarized or full form. 
7.4.2.3 Validation 
We asked users to perform a controlled information search and triage task set using Stage 2 (Table 1), then describe 
their experiences to inform future formulization efforts. 
 
We provide a description of how users completed their task set using Stage 2 (Table 7). 
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Table 7-7 How users completed the tasks using Stage 2. 
 
Formative assessment provided insight into how users approached the use of Stage 2 for their tasks. We itemize a 
summary of assessment findings its confirmatory evidence: 
1. Users expressed initial lack of confidence when using the novel elements within the interface, yet voicing 
appreciation for them after appropriate time to attune (e.g., A, B) 
2. Users felt that they were able to mold their interface to match their personal needs and expectations when 
searching and triaging, in contrast to their typical limiting experiences with traditional interfaces (e.g., C, D) 
3. Users believed that Stage 2 allowed for a heightened level of interaction and transparency with the “search 
engine”, which allowed them to build a more trusting relationship with their tool, in contrast over the more 
“black box” approach commonly used when combining ML with traditional interfaces (e.g., E, F). 
T# Target Stage Task Performance 
T1 Query Building Users could use the provided terms to create potential query items, which would then 
generate counts of that term within the document set. If they required further confirmation, 
users could use those query items to generate a search prediction matrix, or even perform 
a full search. 
T2 Query Building Users could use the term, as well as the important terms within the definitions, to create 
search formulations. From these, they could inspect top documents to infer alignment 
between terms and their definitions. 
T3 Search Users could use the terms to create query items which could be used to generate a search 
prediction matrix. Using this prediction matrix, users could compare and contrast various 




Users could take advantage of the annotated document title, a document-level count 
matrix, and a document timeline. 
T5 High-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of the annotated document title, a document-level count 
matrix, and a document timeline, within the saved document collection. 
T6 Low-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of the document-level count matrix within High-Level Triage 
or the document timeline within Low-Level Triage. They could also open the full 
document content to manually count term occurrences. 
T7 Multi-Staged Users could use the research question and background context to generate potential query 
items. With their available resources, users could then compare and contrast the relevance 
of query items to the document set. Then, they could insert query items into a search 
formulation, supported by prediction matrixes. If satisfied with their search formulation, 
users could direct ML computations on the full document set to generate document 
groupings. Next, users could perform high-level triage on these document groupings, 
extracting from them individual documents for deeper inspection. These documents could 
then be inspected, allowing users to finalize their set of five documents. 
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4. Users indicated they their task performances were promoted by the configuration details of the interface, 
such as the automated term counts, predictive search formulation displays, compartmentation of document 
groupings, and document preview displays (e.g., G, H, I, J, K, L, M). 
5. Users felt that the any opportunity to apply or take advantage of domain expertise would be helpful, yet they 
did not believe the interface provided enough to promote its use, nor help bridge between vocabularies (e.g., 
N, O). 
 
(A) “When starting the initial questions, I felt like I wasn't totally confident with my usage of the tool, especially during question 
two when I was facing so much difficulty. I was trying to really understand, I guess what the tool was allowing me to do and the 
how to interface with it. But by the time I got to task seven I was pretty confident that I understood how to use the tool.” 
 
(B) “Once I understood what it was showing me, it helped me. Usually with new tools I tend to read through the documentation or 
watch videos. And then it still takes me like a while to pick up on them. Like, just running through them and using them a few times. 
Once you get the hang of it, usually you find success in whatever it's providing you.” 
 
(C) “I think it in a strange way though, that (Stage 2), what I was using, actually feels like it would be more helpful (than traditional 
interfaces). It would slow things down. You know, I might not always get the answer I'm going to want, but I think in some ways 
it's going to be faster than you having to tab through the pages, previewing the articles and asking: is that is that relevant or not?” 
 
(D) “One thing that I always do when I'm searching for different things, even using you know regular search engines like Google 
or whatever, is that I try to be as comprehensive as possible. I'm striving to avoid failure as much as possible. I tried to be as 
comprehensive as possible in both doing Task 7 and other tasks.” 
 
(E) “A lot of other tools you use, they kind of do predictive searches for you. They build a filter. So, for example, like Google doing 
a predictive search. It's predicting based on top results from previous searches, so with that, it can be finagled with. Where you 
know you could have a bot farm or whatever finagling those search results and making them be what they want them to be. Whereas 
with (Stage 2) you get to parse those results and make your own educated decisions versus (the search engine) doing it for you. So, 
I feel more control in the experience then you would typically. I feel more certain in the end goal.” 
 
(F) “I think (Stage 2) is a benefit. In my previous experiences with searching queries, if you just type it in and it blurts out the 
answer it prioritizes in whatever way that it wanted. I like this because it is a little bit more specific, and you are able to choose 
more of the options that you want to use. I think you have more control of how to exactly to find the answer and what exactly you 
are looking for, instead of starting from just a general basis of all the answers that are possible. So, I think it's better to be able to 
narrow down exactly what you're looking for and find more appropriate answer towards your question.” 
 
(G) “Being able to see (in Stage 2) how many hits there were for each word grouped together… like seeing like the four words 
together and seeing that there was like two or three hits for a document and being able to sort that way -- it was pretty helpful.” 
 





(I) “In my (Stage 2), I was able to type in cancer I saw a number in the seven hundreds, and when I typed in leukemia it was a 
number in the four hundreds. So, I was able to see a clear numerically different value between the two, whereas in Tool A there is 
no such value indicated.” 
 
(J) “First, I did a query based on some keyword, and based on the query I found I went through and I removed some keywords that 
I found misleading for the query. Then I'll (went) to the search, (and found) the query result and the prediction. So, I found (it and 
thought): OK, there is a good possibility of these terms together.” 
 
(K) “It was also helpful that you could see all those document (groupings) at the same time … colored so that it would help you 
instead of having to manually count.” 
 
(L) “I did find it very helpful to be able to go through and see the boxes. Whenever there's a dark one -- that that seems interesting. 
And then the ones that have all of them, … you can see that it's already a fairly small cluster, so that that made sense.” 
 
(M) “It really helped… that you were able to compartmentalize the different document clusters. Not have to deal with all of them 
at the same time… I think that was the part that really helps. To focus on the diagram, the clusters that contain all of the words 
together.” 
 
(N) “For something like this where this was more involved towards the knowledge of medicine, I had no idea between the different 
options of my answers for the question. So, I was looking for some kind of relevance to be there in in the 1st place without diving 
further into the subjects within the documents. I was trying to look for a combination of the two searches between one of the options 
of answers and the original question to see if there's actual relevance in any kind of way between the terms. I believe I was just 
lucky at with this question is specific because when I typed in the possible answers that were given only one of them had any 
connection options. The other one did not come up with being related to one another in a further search. So, in essence I was being 
guided by the document set.” 
 
(O) “If the tool could provide me with a translator or with a dictionary of some sort, I could look up these words that I don't know, 
if they're related to the query or not, and by looking those up and you know, getting the information for the meaning of those, I 
could manually check to see if these can relate. I would have searched for the query or one of the terms and then go all the way to 
the end. Then I would see the actual documents and read some of the summaries, titles, and any portion of the text to see if the if 
the two concepts or if the term and the query are related to each other, or not. Though, given that I have to go through the clusters, 
and I have to you know review all of them and all of these -- it would be laborious task.” 
 
7.4.3 Stage 3 
7.4.3.1 Formulization 
Continuing investigations concentrated on addressing the remaining challenges highlighted by prior formative 
assessment, and in particular, how existing design criteria (Table 2 DC5, Table 5: DC2, DC3) could be better promoted 
by ontology-supported VAT interfaces. Namely, we explored challenges of misaligned vocabularies during search 
tasks, both between the common vocabularies of users and the domain vocabularies of tasks, as well as ways to take 
advantage of domain expertise when searching and triaging. 
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Therefore, we performed an in-depth topic analysis (Demelo & Sedig, 2021) to establish greater 
understanding on the user-facing activation of ontologies for searching and triaging large document sets, and their 
benefit to helping address design requirements within the multi-staged information-seeking process. When 
communicating across vocabularies, users may struggle to describe the requirements of their search task in a way that 
is understandable by their VATs [6,7]. To deal with this challenge, ontologies can be a valuable mediating resource 
in the design of user-facing interfaces [8]. That is, ontologies can bridge the vocabularies of users with the vocabulary 
of their task and its tools. For this, query expansion strategies were explored, both for computational- and user-facing 
activation. Query expansion interface strategies provide users mediation opportunities which bridge their vocabulary 
to the vocabulary of the document set [54]. These mediation opportunities come during query building and search 
within the information-seeking process, where users can be presented mediating opportunities which suggest to users 
how their common vocabulary could align with the vocabulary of the domain. Query expansion interface strategies 
benefit users by allowing them to continue to use common vocabulary during the process of query building. This gives 
users higher confidence about what the interface is asking of them, and what they are telling the interface to do. 
Furthermore, by integrating the use of mediating resources like ontologies, designers can demonstrate to users the 
quality of their query building and how their vocabulary decisions affect the performance of their search tasks [58]. 
For the query expansion interface strategy to be successful, designers must clearly communicate to users how exactly 
their query building has affected their search. If this communication is not provided, it can leave users confused 
regarding how their decisions have affected their search and can make it challenging for them to assess task 
performance. 
7.4.3.2 Realization 
We describe how the configuration of Stage 2 adjusted into that of Stage 3, and its alignment to unsatisfied criterion 
(Table 2 DC5, Table 5: DC2, DC3) of prior formulization efforts (Table 8). 
 
Table 7-8 The configuration of Stage 3, and its alignment to unsatisfied criterion of prior formulization efforts. 
Table DC# Stage 3 
2 DC5 Stage 3 expands on Stage 2 by allowing the uploading of user-provided ontology files which 
are processed and used to provide mediation opportunities within Query Building that assist 
users in communicating and bridge their information-seeking objectives into the vocabulary of 
the document set. 
5 DC2 Stage 3 expands on Stage 2 by not just generating query items from all combinations of the 
inputted words, but also attaching mediation opportunities to each query item aligning to the 
content of user-provided ontologies files. This allows users to attune to the characteristics and 
domain of the document set before beginning search formulation, both from their own 
vocabulary as well as from guidance from expert-defined ontologies. This allows users to 
encounter terms from their input and from the ontology to help them appraise how their 
information-seeking objectives may or may not align with the document set.  
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5 DC3 Stage 3 expands on Stage 2 by not only allowing users to describe their information-seeking 
objectives using their vocabulary, but also through the activation of a provided vocabulary 
described within their ontology files. 
 
We now provide a functional description of points of adjustment from Stage 2 within the configuration of Stage 3. 
Functionality remains in line with Stage 2 where no description is provided. 
 
Query Building is the first component within Stage 3 (Figure 7). In this component, three functions are performed: 
uploading user-provided document sets, uploading user-provided ontology files, and query building. Upon clicking 
the upload button, users can select a document set or ontology file, which are then inserted into a file management 
listing, accompanied by file name, type, and any available descriptions. Users can then begin query building by 
inputting text into a search bar, using the same design considerations as Stage 2. 
If an ontology file has been uploaded, then new mediation opportunities become available. Stage 3 analyzes 
the alignment of query items with the entities, relations, and descriptions of user-provided ontology files. If a feature 
of the ontology is found to align with a query item, it is placed within a drop-down menu attached to the listing (DC3). 
In this menu, users are presented with ontology terms which are conceptually similar to that query item. Encountering 
these terms, users can learn more about the domain vocabulary, appraise how their research problem may or may not 
align with their document set, and adjust their query item selections (DC2). 
Query items both from user input as well as from ontology mediation can be saved and are assigned unique 




Figure 7-7 An overview of Query Building within Stage 3. Users can see that an ontology and document set has 
been uploaded, that a set of query items have been generated for inspection, and a subset of those have been added in 
Search. 
Search is the second component within Stage 3, sharing the same design considerations as Stage 2. Within Stage 3, 
ontology terms generated by mediation in Query Building will be displayed alongside user-defined query items in 
Search. Similarly, they can be selected for use within search formulation, and used within a final formulation for a 
full search of the document set. In addition, Stage 3 also adds ontology-provided query expansion opportunities 
alongside those provided by WordNet when making ML computation requests to “back-end” components. 
High-Level Triage is the third component within Stage 3, sharing the same design considerations as Stage 2. 
Within Stage 3, ontology terms can be used as query items in the search formulation, and thus can in turn be used 
within document grouping computations and visualizations. Furthermore, functions which support term counts within 
document groups and individual documents use ontologies to expand their tabulations, just as the “back end” 
components used ontologies in query expansion. 
Low-Level Triage is the fourth component within Stage 3, also sharing the same design considerations as 
Stage 2. Similar to High-Level Triage, ontology files are used to expand the tabulations of term counts for individual 
documents, including those that produce timeline-like visual abstractions of documents. Furthermore, this expansion 
is also used within the summation and annotation services of the Document Content viewer. When users toggle a 
summation of a document, words and phrases associated with ontology content are also reflected, helping users rapidly 
assess the relevance of a document to their information-seeking objectives. 
7.4.3.3 Validation 





We provide a description of how users completed their task set using Stage 3 (Table 9). 
 
Table 7-9 How users completed the tasks using Stage 3. 
 
Formative assessments provided insight into how users approached the use of Stage 3 for their tasks. We itemize a 
summary of assessment findings its confirmatory evidence: 
T# Target Stage Task Performance 
T1 Query Building Users could use the provided terms to create potential query items, which would then 
generate counts of that term within the document set. If they required further 
confirmation, users could use those query items to generate a search prediction matrix, 
or even perform a full search. If desired, users could take advantage of ontology 
mediation to bridge their vocabulary with that of the task space. 
T2 Query Building Users could use the term, as well as the important terms within the definitions, to create 
search formulations. From these, they could inspect top documents to infer alignment 
between terms and their definitions. If desired, users could take advantage of ontology 
mediation to bridge their vocabulary with that of the task space. 
T3 Search Users could use the terms to create query items which could be used to generate a search 
prediction matrix. Using this prediction matrix, users could compare and contrast various 
term combinations, or they could perform a full search which could allow them to inspect 
document groupings. If desired, users could take advantage of ontology mediation to 
bridge their vocabulary with that of the task space. 
T4 High-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of the annotated document title, a document-level count 
matrix, and a document timeline. 
T5 High-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of the annotated document title, a document-level count 
matrix, and a document timeline, within the saved document collection. 
T6 Low-Level 
Triage 
Users could take advantage of the document-level count matrix within High-Level 
Triage or the document timeline within Low-Level Triage. They could also open the full 
document content to manually count term occurrences. 
T7 Multi-Staged Users could use the research question and background context to generate potential query 
items. Additionally, ontology mediation was available to users. With their available 
resources, users could then compare and contrast the relevance of query items to the 
document set. Then, they could insert query items into a search formulation, supported 
by prediction matrixes. If satisfied with their search formulation, users could direct ML 
computations on the full document set to generate document groupings. Next, users 
could perform high-level triage on these document groupings, extracting from them 
individual documents for deeper inspection. These documents could then be inspected, 
allowing users to finalize their set of five documents. 
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1. Users continued to express initial lack of confidence when using the novel elements within the interface, yet 
voicing appreciation for them after appropriate time to attune (e.g., A, B, C) 
2. Users continued to feel that they were able to mold their interface to match their personal needs and 
expectations when searching and triaging, in contrast to their typical limiting experiences with traditional 
interfaces (e.g., D, E, F, G) 
3. Users are capable of utilizing ontology files to align their vocabulary with the vocabulary of the domain, even 
if they are not initially familiar with the ontology’s domain or its structure and content (e.g., H, I, J). 
4. Users conveyed that the use of ontologies and the mediation opportunities they provided help provide 
guidance during their information-seeking process, making tasks manageable and easier, and not having them 
would negatively affect their task performance (e.g., K, L, M, N, O). 
 
(A) “It's a tool that I'm not used to and I'm kind of going back and forth and for me when there's kind of a lot of little moving parts. 
I mean it, it feels that way right now because I'm not familiar with the tool and I'm kind of taking in this information and figure out 
how the way different pieces of information needs to go together.”  
 
(B) “(A traditional tool) would be an easier to jump in with, but potentially could be more complicated to actually arrive at the 
end of the task with the correct understanding. Yeah, so if I just did these tasks (with a traditional tool) I can immediately it matches 
my mental models of how I use search interfaces. I type things in, I click run, I go through pages of results. But I get less control 
for all the important things that I was using during completing the tasks like selecting phrases of words and whatnot. It's a mixture. 
For simplicity sake you get things quicker, so (a traditional tool) is good because I can just go ahead and use it. But I'm not going 
to be able to get as much from it than (Stage 3); the one that I used.” 
 
(C) “I think at first I was a little stressed because I wasn't sure about the background that I have in this field so I thought maybe I 
can find the documents that are relevant to the question. But as I went through (Stage 3) and worked with the searching bar and I 
chose (the query) and I saw that there are only few clusters that contain the words. Then, I was confident that I can choose some 
clusters that contain the word(s), and then as I went through the task, it was much easier for me and I felt more confident. I can 
find the answer. I can choose a set of relevant documents.” 
 
(D) “I think how (a traditional tool is designed), this would have definitely taken longer… I would look at the first page and that's 
what I'm going to use to determine my results. The other way that (Stage 3 has) it, with the clustering and the progressive triaging, 
it killed the first page bias. So, I think that's a real advantage.” 
 
(E) “I found that Task 6 was (easy enough) … (but) I think if I (had) taken the time to add families into the query and gotten the 
exact document back, that would have made that task much easier… I was going through and counting by hand and the highlight 
helps. Definitely once you have it in the query, it's very much easier to kind of get a sense of the proportion. So … I was counting 
‘families’ by hand, but … really, had I added family to the query, I think that (any remaining challenge) would have been 
mitigated.” 
 
(F) “If I was using (Stage 3) against other search engines, I would just use this constantly. Being able to really filter down exactly 
what I need… like that's really on point. Especially with like the different colorings of the words. It's like telling you like what each 
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document (cluster) is like. It gives me the ability to better align with the documents and gives me more confidence when I'm creating 
my queries. I'm making the correct query decision even before even running the search.” 
 
(G) “I still really liked the being able to see where words were being used in the document. I think that was an important part and 
I think as somebody who actually does … (search) for documents in databases all the time. That's something that is (valued). 
Sometimes (I use) control F, searching the document for phrases to see if it's relevant to me or not, and this was giving me that 
really quickly and effectively. So I think … for the type of deep exploration of a data set like this, I think the effort you have to put 
in to figure out what you're doing and what it's telling you is useful in the end, because you're sifting through it a lot easier.”  
 
(H) “I knew that when I searched the term ‘nevus’, the option that we can look for the terms and their definitions here was something 
that helped me for finding the term. I could easily search a term and look for the for its definition here. In the process I found that 
very helpful for something like this, where you did to find information fast because I don't have any background knowledge on this 
science. I think it's really necessary for someone who doesn't know about one term to have this information. It was really beneficial 
for me.” 
 
(I) “For Task 2, since these terms were not so much familiar to me, I started off using the synonyms of the query that I was given. 
So, I was given an abnormality of the liver. Obviously, I wouldn't search for “an abnormality of the liver”. I started searching for 
the term “liver abnormality” and then I came across in the results different terms. I couldn't find the terms that were provided in 
the answers, so I started … to see if there is any entry with one of these options in the ontology, and if so, (if) I could understand 
the meaning of this term and then see if it is related to the abnormality of the liver or not.” 
 
(J) “First I did a query based on some keyword. And based on the query I found I went through (the) ontology and I removed some 
keywords that I found misleading, for the query and then I'll go to the search, found the query result and (used) the prediction… 
(where I thought), OK, there is a good possibility of these terms together. And then I went to triage level and based on two to two 
or three cluster I was able to find the document that that I was looking for.” 
 
(K) “I think (the ontology) was really helpful … because I didn't know what a lot of those terms even meant, so I was like pretty 
‘fresh’. So, when I was looking at these then I clicked in and saw the ontologies. It was really useful because … it gave me a sense 
of what we were talking about, right? This is of course useful to have those extra terms.”  
 
(L) “Oh, oh, that one task with the birthmark, I would not have gotten anywhere. I probably would’ve put “I can't answer” as my 
answers came from the ontology, expanding ‘nevus’. So that's one thing right there that that task was difficult but doable with 
domain knowledge. If I didn't have the ontology, I would have said I can't do this. I probably would have tried to pull up the 
document at the end and had to review them to see what is the actual what documents have this in the context and then (find): what 
is nevus? So, if you had documents, eventually could review them to answer. But… I would've spent longer doing it without the 
ontology, for sure.” 
 
(M) “If I didn’t have the ontology, I think I would look for the documents that have the most occurrence of that term and then I 
think I could do is was to going through the documents and read the abstracts and see what I learn about I mean what other words 
that I see in the other documents. Then, I could come back to this query building query generator and then add those terms to my 
query and then see if there are more documents that contain both those words. Then I could go again and see it look for more terms 




(N) “When approaching Task 7, my thoughts went: What's my domain knowledge, what word we're in the query and then yeah, if 
I can't remember a word like let's see if it shows up in the suggested ones and see if I can jog my memory.” 
 
(O) “I was thinking towards (the end) where (the ontology) would have been helpful. So … it would have possibly brought up some 
of those other terms just from searching a few words and they would be able to make some connections between the text that was 
provided and some of my search terms (to see) … how relevant they were. So, if I was shooting in the dark and hoping for the best, 
which is what I was kind of doing (without the ontology), at the very least, it would have given you confidence of your actions. 
Yeah, I think so. A little bit more confidence.”  
 
7.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
In this section, we provide discussion of user responses to the evolutionary design. We begin with Section 5.1., which 
provides a summation of the overall findings. This is followed by Section 5.2., where we present a discussion of the 
separate stages of information search and triage, and the benefits of interfaces which distribute their individual needs 
within a progressively disclosed transitional structure. In Section 5.3., we discuss ontology integration, and how users 
can find benefit from ontology mediation when working in unfamiliar task domains. We finish with Sections 5.4. and 
5.5. where we describe the limitations of this research, as well as present considerations for future interfaces and 
objectives that this research can inspire. 
 
7.5.1 Overall 
• Overall, users found benefit from the use of the novel characteristics of the evolved interfaces. They described 
improved overall easiness, highlighted how they benefited from interacting with their tools, and recounted 
where their mindsets were as they were tasked to search and triage (e.g., A, B, C, D). 
• Users noted that searching and triaging experiences can vary depending on factors like their familiarity with 
the document set, how the size of the document set impacts the type of interface they would most value, and 
how the there is a benefit to interfaces which can dynamically adjust based on your personal needs when 
searching and triaging (e.g., E, F, G). 
 
(A) “I was … using (Stage 2) to try to give myself the best chance -- using probability and searching for the terms, finding what 
got the most hits and giving it a read over and seeing if it looked like it contains something that could match up with the correct 
answer… using the tool to try to give myself the best chance. So, I'd search for the terms and then find ones that had a match for 
all of them. And then go through the document and make sure that the highlighted ones look like they all kind of work together and 
made sense as far as I could understand.” 
 
(B) “I do really like how (Stage 3) gives you the ability to find different vocabulary or other words that may not have been the first 




(C) “I would say that …  I used (the) high-level triage section mostly. To find the documents I used all of the parts, but the main 
focus of my task I think was on the high-level triage… I chose the relevant words and then I had to go through the documents that 
have those words, and I think that's important.” 
 
(D) “… I'm coming at this from a perspective of, let's say, using Google to do most of my searches. I don't know the machinery that 
Google uses. I just know as a user, if I were to type in: Damage to the optic nerve? … I'm pretty sure it's going to give me the 
answer I'm looking for… I just do something that's fairly intuitive and most of the time I get the answer I'm looking for. So, when 
I'm thinking about (an) interface, I'm just thinking: what it is doing based on the intuitive input I'm giving it?” 
 
(E) “I would find more success from a smaller document set in a more traditional tool. But if there were more documents, probably 
it seems like (Stage 2) would do better with lots of them.” 
 
(F) “(With Stage 3), going through low-level triage and seeing and reading the abstract and the actual documents… I wanted to 
check and have a comparison between the documents that I chose… (because) usually my style of choosing (is that) I usually choose 
more than what I have to choose and then I remove that and the extra ones.”  
 
(G) “At first I just copy and pasted the entire keywords like the chromosomal instability drive tumor progression, and my first 
thought I wasn't really seeing the results of the all the keywords mixed in together the same way. So, (with Stage 2) I was able to 
go back and see if the words individually not together had brought in any difference in the search.” 
 
7.5.2 Progressive Disclosure and the Stages of Information Search and Triage 
• Users quickly understood and articulated how well their needs as information seekers were supported by their 
interface while performing their tasks. Users connected strongly with the progressively-disclosed design of 
the evolved interfaces. This allowed them to concentrate on their current stage of information search and 
triage, instead of having to manage the features for all stages at once, as would be the case in traditional 
interfaces. Furthermore, users found great benefit in features like the search formulation “sandbox” in Stage 
2/3‘s Query Building, the search prediction matrix, and High-Level Triaging’s timeline-like document 
abstractions. Together, these considerations allowed users to be much more effective and confident in the 
quality of their performances as they transitioned between their tasks (e.g., A, B, C). 
• Users of Stage 1 found that they were routinely weakened by the characteristics of its traditionally designed 
interface. Three common observation emerged: First, they found that elements of traditional design — like 
basic search bars and long results lists displaying minor amounts of information — occluded information 
which could have assisted them in completing their tasks. Second, the traditionally-paged system made it 
challenging to navigate and perform their tasks in preferred manners, particularly when comparing between 
documents during triage. Finally, they felt a lack of trust of the traditional interface, resulting from a ‘black 
box’ style relationship to ML computation components. These interface elements, such as undefined 
relevance metrics, non-interactive document sorting, and static summarization strategies, do not align with 
the objectives of keeping the ‘human-in-the-loop’. As a result, users felt a severe reduction in transparency 




(A) “I value a tool that allows you to jump between different parts of the process and being able to adjust on the fly without having 
to like add a term and then search again.” 
 
(B) “Then when I opened a document, like a summary of what's in it -- I really appreciate that because sometimes I can … click it 
and be like: oh this … has what I need, but it's not exactly what I need. So, having the summary that I can just open and shut really 
kind of helps. (It allows me to) be like -- OK, this is exactly what I need, or this is close to what I need, or this isn't what I need. I 
like it on request when it's appropriate.” 
 
(C) “Once I was triaging my final documents, the line chart is definitely interesting to get a going because there's a chance for 
feedback, which I really liked. You can go in and see it's like OK, ‘there's a lot of colors’, and from there it's … and you kind of 
compare them. I this is where I went back to the research question and I was going OK. ‘What is it exactly that I wanted?’ And I 
used that to drive it. So, I … used the low-level (triage) part of this to try and distinguish between genetic instability or problems 
in gene regulation over chromosome, and that's where having the summary I think was helpful because it let me kind of dig into 
questions like: Is this about chromosome instability? … Is it even cancer related?” 
 
(D) “For me, (with Stage 1), it's actually more distracting having all of the information (of the full document) all at once, because 
I could be like, oh, this is actually like this in my mind is connected to the next thing, even though it isn't.” 
 
(E) “Articles quality (in Stage 1) doesn't really necessarily mean its higher quality because of how many keywords are present. I 
would say that I have seeing the full … document is better than just seeing the number. Uh, like just I was just like looking up what 
the focus was for articles and … I just don't want to overthink the articles selected… But having things like counts and relevance 
ratings it made it a lot quicker. (I) didn't … know if the articles I selected were higher quality or … more beneficial to someone 
researching that topic, but it does make it makes the search faster and it allows you to sift through (and) give you some confidence.” 
 
(F) “Well, (Stage 1 is) sorted by relevance, so starting at the top indicated that most of these entries had to do with the concept of 
chromosomal instability. And just skimming through the first 20, it's clear, at least on this first page that it's really the first half or 
so that are relevant. So I think I might have poked ahead to the next page or two just to kind of get a sense of whether something 
had slipped through, but it really did seem like the first ten of these were the most relevant… So, I just started looking at looking 
at those one at a time. Just doing a quick skim of the abstracts or summaries.” 
 
(G) “Yeah, (with Stage 1), that was something that I really wanted to just … open another window and start another search because 
there was times where I wanted to compare certain documents with certain search terms… to really see what kind of impact are 
these words really having on each other. The only thing I could really do (in Stage 1) was save the documents and then go up to 
another search. Yeah, which is not a very efficient way of going about it.” 
 
7.5.3 Ontology Integration 
• Users found the ontology integration within Stage 3 to be incredibly valuable during the performance of 
many tasks. Users was able to effectively apply available ontology mediation into the performance of tasks 
which benefited from additional domain knowledge, such as Task 2, Task 6, and Task 7. Users described 
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their experience of searching and triaging a document set from a domain that they did not have immediate 
familiarity, and how domain context can be a significant difference maker in their successes (e.g., A, B). 
• While none of the users were domain experts, some were able to take advantage of prior experience from 
searching and triaging large document sets, as well as applying limited domain knowledge into their task 
performances. In tasks where domain context was beneficial, these users found that that access to the 
ontology allowed them to translate their existing expertise into new task contexts and was critical to the 
successes of their performances. One user described how they used their domain experience to align with 
ontology mediation during the final task (e.g., C). 
 
(A) “But … you can get loss in the information too, right? So, if you have like so much so many things related in that ontology, it's 
like, well, it can be useful. But it could also be a distraction for something that you know. There's this flip side, but I think that's on 
the searcher to know what they're using and why they're using it. So … for me to complete these tasks, if I hadn't had the ontologies 
listed, then I would have had a much more difficult time. It essentially provided guidance … and a structure to something I was 
unfamiliar with in this case.” 
 
(B) “I wasn't necessarily intimidated, but I was just like -- I don't know what this is. But the background in information for the 
context helped a little bit. A lot of big words, but they did help me when I was looking at the documents that I had to search for to 
find out which ones I felt best. So even though I did not have full understanding of the words, having them there in that background 
provided me a kind of help towards finding myself in the space of the question.” 
 
(C) “... we know what we want: Cancer. that's part of the research question. Chromosome, that’s a key one… Damage comes with 
instability: That's (me using) domain knowledge -- instability leads to genetic damage in some way… (For) cell division -- I mean, 
all cancers involve abnormalities in cell division. If they don't have that they're not a cancer. They are just dead cells. An 
abnormality of chromosome stability: that seemed really relevant when it showed up when … browsing the ontology list. And that's 
kind of how the query came together. It’s what terms kind of capture the same ideas.” 
 
7.5.4 Limitations 
The primary limitation for the efforts described in this evolutionary design were the restrictions placed upon research 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, these restrictions limited our ability to facilitate formal user studies with 
in-person quantitative evaluations using an expanded set of users. To combat the issues presented by this limitation, 
we propose two solutions: First, we simply must wait until a return to normalcy. Second, the use of low-latency, high-
resolution remote access technologies to distribute a centralized study environment and maintained strict minimum 
technology requirements in the participant approval criteria. With either of these solutions, we would be able to 
facilitate an expanded, formal user study to the standards we envisioned. 
A secondary effect of this limitation of this study is the reduced availability level of domain expertise for 
participants, which restricted the types of tasks we could ask of users. These restrictions limited the investigation of 
deeper, domain-dependent aspects of information search and triage. That is, the investigations of this paper target 
information search and triage tasks in a general sense. If in the future we are able to gain access to users with 





In this paper, we presented a three-staged evolutionary design, producing a VAT interface for searching and triage 
large document sets. We began with background on information search and triage within machine learning (ML) -
supported VATs, where we examined challenges facing users and potential solutions. We outlined the evolutionary 
design process and specify a task-driven formative assessment. We then described the results of our evolutionary 
design, spanning the formulization, realization, and validation of three interfaces: Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3. We 
provided a general discussion of user responses to the evolutionary design, the value of ontology-supported interfaces 
for information search, and the promotion of progressive disclosure in interfaces for multi-staged information search 
and triage on large document sets. Confirmatory evidence from formative assessment described: Users were able to 
understand and benefit from novel interface designs. Users connected strongly with the progressively disclosed design 
of the evolved interfaces, found great benefit in novel configurations of evolved interfaces, and were more effective 
and confident in their task performances. Furthermore, users found the use of ontologies to be incredibly valuable 
during their performances, which they were able to effectively into tasks which benefited from additional domain 
context. We ended with limitations and conclusions. 
Based on these results, we assess several potential research directions. First, further research can be done to 
investigate how more specific, lower-level design considerations can impact users as they perform challenging 
information search and triaging tasks on large document sets. Second, this research provided an initial exploration of 
ontology mediation for information seekers. However, in the interfaces described in this evolutionary design, some 
stages of information search and triage were not provided opportunities user-facing ontology mediation. Therefore, 
future research may find insight in exploring additional points of ontology integration; particularly for the high and 
low-level triage stages of the information-seeking process. Third, information-seeking tasks can require users to 
possess extremely refined levels of domain knowledge. Thus, future research could investigate how domain-specific 
task requirements may affect the performance of information search and triage, and how users can benefit from 
designs which adjust to variable levels of domain expertise. Fourth and finally, as new visualization technologies 
like AR, VR, and non-traditional interaction technologies like touch and voice become commonplace, there will be 
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Chapter 8     Summary, Contributions, and Future Research 
 
In this chapter, we provide summaries of the five integrated article chapters, the general contributions of this 
dissertation, and thoughts of future research beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
 
8.1 Chapter Summaries 
 
The following provides high-level summary of the five integrated article chapters. 
 
In Chapter 3, we explored the design of generalized visual interfaces for information search and triage, and the 
activation of ontologies during query building. Included in this chapter was a presentation of OVERT-MED, an 
ontology-driven visual interface for searching and triaging MEDLINE. OVERT-MED examined the process of 
designing visual interfaces for information search and triage. A particular concentration in its design was the use of 
ontologies as mediating resources during query building, and progressive disclosure in interface design. The 
research of this chapter was used as an exploratory piece which inspired future research in later chapters. 
 
In Chapter 4, we investigated how humans understand ontologies through cognitive map formation, and how 
visual interfaces can support users to encounter, form knowledge of, and explore complex ontological space. 
Included in this chapter was a presentation of PRONTOVISE, a progressively disclosed and scaffolded generalized 
visualization environment for exploring the ontological space of user-provided ontology files. This research was 
important to the overall research direction of this dissertation, as it helped establish if users can reasonably learn the 
complex ontological space described by ontology files. From its findings, we were able to perform further 
investigations of their activation within visual interfaces for information search and triaging tasks. 
 
In Chapter 5, we framed the high-level requirements for generalized search interfaces. Included in this chapter was 
a topic analysis which explored existing materials on data sources, information characteristics, types of search 
tasks, and considerations for generalized interfaces in the health domain. From this analysis, we distilled a set of 
high-level requirements, which we then used to structure the design of ONTSI, a demonstrative generalized search 
interface which integrates ontologies for mediating between common and domain vocabularies. ONTSI was 
inspired by the first stage of the evolutionary design described in a later chapter. 
 
In Chapter 6, we investigated the multi-staged information-seeking process and its design requirements. These 
investigations explored novel techniques which reduce the need for tedious search and triage. Specifically, it 
established how users struggle within traditional design strategies, align configurations with the requirements of 
each stage of the information-seeking process, and learned of strategies to promote the activation of domain 
expertise when searching and triaging. Furthermore, the use of ontologies to support these requirements was 
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examined. Included in this chapter was a presentation of VisualQUEST, a novel visual interface which generalizes 
the support of information search and triage using the progressive disclosure and ontology mediation over user 
provided ontology and document datasets. VisualQUEST was built from the evolutionary design described in a 
later chapter. 
 
In Chapter 7, we described a three-staged evolutionary design of a Visual Analytics Tool (VAT) interface for 
searching and triaging large document sets. Specifically, the chapter outlined the formulization, realization, and 
validation of three stages of an interface generated with guidance from in-depth topic analysis, design criteria, and 
formative assessment. Confirmatory evidence from formative assessment described: Users were able to understand 
and benefit from novel interface designs. Users connected strongly with the progressively disclosed design of the 
evolved interfaces, found great benefit in novel configurations of evolved interfaces, and were more effective and 
confident in their task performances. Furthermore, users found the use of ontologies to be incredibly valuable during 
their performances, which they were able to effectively into tasks which benefited from additional domain context. 
 
8.2 General Contributions 
Each chapter describes contributions to the research objective. The following is a high-level summary of the general 
contributions of this dissertation. The discussion is divided into two categories of contribution: research and practical. 
 
8.2.1 Research Contributions 
The overarching research objective of this dissertation is to improve our understanding of how the interface designs 
of information search and triage tools can impact users as they search and triage large document sets. Over the 
course of the five materials included within this integrated article, we have made efforts to pursue this research 
objective: (1) We investigated existing designs of information search and triage interfaces to establish an initial 
assessment of high-level design requirements and proposed exploratory proof-of-concepts for the activation of 
ontologies during query building visual interfaces; (2) We explored how knowledge of complex ontological space 
is formed and established novel designs for supporting users to encounter, form knowledge of, and explore 
complex ontological space; (3) We performed in-depth topic analysis to explore existing materials on data sources, 
information characteristics, types of search tasks, and considerations for interfaces in the health domain. From that 
analysis, we distilled criteria to guide the design of generalized search interfaces; (4) We provided in-depth topic 
analysis on the multi-staged information-seeking process and its design requirements, where we sought to explore 
novel techniques which reduce the need for tedious search and triage, establish a stronger awareness of how users 
struggle within traditional design strategies, align configurations with the requirements of each stage of the 
information-seeking process, and learn of ways to promote the use of domain expertise; (5) We described a three-
staged evolutionary design of a Visual Analytics Tool (VAT) interface for searching and triaging large document 
sets. Specifically, the formulization, realization, and validation of three stages of an interface generated with 
guidance from in-depth topic analysis, design criteria, and formative assessment. Confirmatory evidence from 
formative assessment described: Users were able to understand and benefit from novel interface designs. Users 
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connected strongly with the progressively disclosed design of the evolved interfaces, found great benefit in novel 
configurations of evolved interfaces, and were more effective and confident in their task performances. 
Furthermore, users found the use of ontologies to be incredibly valuable during their performances, which they 
were able to effectively into tasks which benefited from additional domain context. We hope that designers will 
find inspiration and guidance from these research contributions within future investigations of information search 
and triage. 
 
8.2.2 Practical Contributions 
Within this dissertation, practical contributions were produced which help users pursue information search and 
triage on large document sets. When investigating the potential for novel designs which support users in their 
information-seeking process, we generated OVERT-MED, an ontology-driven visual interface for searching and 
triaging MEDLINE. We facilitated an initial exploration into the design process of an information search and triage 
interface. In doing so, we identified functional requirements for integrating and activating the OWL ontology file 
format and the MEDLINE document structure within visual interfaces. With those efforts, we gathered 
understanding which could assist our ability to provide plug-and-play capabilities of user-provided ontology files 
and document sets within future practical contributions. Next, our investigations of cognitive map formation of 
complex ontological space allowed us to generate PRONTOVISE, a progressively disclosed and scaffolded 
generalized visualization tool for learning the complex ontological space of user-provided ontology files. We 
demonstrated the use of dynamic and deeply layered visual representation and interaction techniques such as 
progressive disclosure and scaffolding to support users in the performance of complex learning using visual 
interfaces. Based on these efforts, we were able to initialize an evolutionary design which navigated the 
formulization, realization, and validation of three stages of an interface generated with guidance from in-depth 
topic analysis, design criteria, and formative assessment. Through this design process, we formalized three distinct 
interface designs which were then realized as working prototypes. These prototypes were applied within task-
driven formative assessment, generating confirmatory evidence to support future formulization and realization 
efforts. The product of this evolutionary design resulted in the progressively disclosed, ontology-supported 
VisualQUEST, which allows for the activation of user-supplied ontology files and document sets within a 
generalized search and triage VAT interface. Additional prototypes diverging from the first stage of the overall 
evolutionary design were also made to explore the integration of ontology-support within generalized search 
interfaces, in the form of the traditionally designed, yet ontology-supported ONTSI. We hope that designers will 
find inspiration and guidance from these practical contributions when creating the information search and triage 
interfaces of the future. 
 
8.3 Future Research 
The following is an exploration of future research inspired by the content of this dissertation. The discussion is 
divided into three categories: Future research involving expanded empirical studies on existing topics, micro-level 
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frameworks for guiding interface design, and added investigations of novel modes of representation and interaction 
in interfaces for information search and triage. 
 
8.3.1 Formal User Studies and Expanded Investigations 
Chapter 7 described a three-staged evolutionary design of a VAT interface for searching and triaging large document 
sets. Following evolutionary design practices, repeated formulization, realization, and validation efforts were 
performed with guidance from in-depth topic analysis, design criteria, and formative assessment. These assessments 
produced confirmatory evidence on a variety of topics, as described in their original published materials and 
summarizing material. Yet, there were limitations placed upon our efforts. Namely, the onset and active continuation 
of the COVID-19 pandemic dramatically impacted our ability to pursue research objectives in its originally 
envisioned form. Before the pandemic, we had planned to generate qualitative and quantitative metrics within formal 
user studies which could fortify our understanding of the information-seeking process and the role visual interface 
design can play when searching and triaging large document sets. Study procedures were described (Appendix A). 
Test environments were prepared (Appendices B, D, E). Recording equipment and software was developed which 
could facilitate the collection of qualitative and quantitative metrics (Appendix C, F). However, as the severity of the 
situation became clear to all, faculties began to close, ethics review boards were halted, and physical distancing 
restrictions were activated. This eliminated all possibility to progress under the same direction. Therefore, we 
adjusted research directions in a manner which respected the limitations placed upon us. Specifically, we reorganized 
our efforts under the perspective of an evolutionary design, performed in-depth topic analyses of relevant published 
research and their formal user studies, integrating findings with available informal accounts generated from formative 
assessment periods. We believe that under limiting circumstances, we have put forth the greatest effort possible to 
maximize research value in the spirit of our original research objectives. 
Still, the results of our adjusted direction brought to light additional investigation opportunities not originally 
conceptualized prior to our research efforts. Expanded investigations could explore questions such as: Are there 
aspects of information search and triage that are domain-specific? If so, how can the characteristics of the document 
set and its information be presented during information search and triage to match the domain-specific requirements? 
What effects do alternate mediation sources have on the performance of an information search and triage task? How 
significantly are users affected by their existing level of domain expertise within the information-seeking process? 
How would visual interface design help or hinder users of different domain expertise, and if so, can those 
requirements and their solutions be described in a generalized, prescriptive form to assist designers? 
We believe the research of this dissertation is merely a first step into a larger effort to understanding 
information search and triage, and we hope these materials can be useful for researchers and designers as they explore 
novel applications in visual interface design for searching and triaging large document sets. 
 
8.3.2 Prescriptive Frameworks 
Alongside investigations of the high-level requirements for user-centered information search and triage visual 
interfaces, deeper investigation could be made into how specific, micro-level design elements impact the performance 
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of information search and triage tasks. Within the confirmatory evidence produced during formative assessment, as 
described in Chapter 7, we were able to learn of some benefits provided by micro-level design considerations. For 
instance, users benefited from and in turn expressed their appreciation for encounters with novel interactive visual 
representations like the ontology listing in Query Building, the predictive search matrix in the Search, the Query 
Result Heatmap in High-Level Triage, and the various document summations strategies in Low-Level Triage. 
Designers can benefit from prescriptive resources like frameworks when assessing the characteristics of their tasks, 
users, and data sources. Frameworks can guide the design process and help organize relevant concepts in the design 
space, supporting a generative role in design thinking, aiding in reflection, helping interpret requirements, and expand 
upon existing designs. These resources can give direction to how the requirements of those characteristics translate 
into concrete design decisions. For instance, researchers have previously performed studies on document summation 
techniques, where specific parts of documents have been studies to determine which parts of document content should 
be kept or removed when summarizing. If similar investigations were to be made across the stages of the information-
seeking process, levels of domain expertise, vocabularies, information characteristics, and datasets, then overarching 
frameworks can be formulated which could provide guidance during the design process. 
 
8.3.3 Novel Modes of Representation and Interaction for Search and Triage Interfaces 
The research of this dissertation concentrated on investigations of information search and triage interfaces for 
computer systems maintaining a computer monitor, mouse, keyboard, network connectivity, and other standard items 
of the typical peripheral suite. However, it would be unwise to assume that the computer as we currently know it, 
will remain the computer of the future. Already, we are beginning to see paradigm shifts to novel displays, new types 
of interaction, and new modes of interconnectivity. Like all major technological innovations of their time, these novel 
modes of representation and interaction will certainly be leveraged within tools in whatever form best satisfied 
stakeholder requirements. Thus, further research must be conducted to examine how novel modes of representation, 
such as small displays, large displays, virtual reality, and augmented reality, and modes of interaction such as touch, 
voice command, and cognitive implants could be used to interface users with their computational technologies which 
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Dr. Kamran Sedig, Professor, Computer Science, Faculty of Information and Media Studies 
Western University 
 
1. Sponsor/Funder Information 
 
1.1. The study is self-funded. 
 
2. Conflict of Interest 
 
2.1. There are no conflicts of interest for any of the investigators, study staff, or member(s) of their immediate family. 
 
3. Invitation to Participate 
 
3.1 You are being invited to participate in this research study about the design of visual analytics tool interfaces for 
searching and triaging large document sets. 
 
4. Why is this study being done? 
 
4.1 There is a growing desire for novel visual analytics tools (VATs) which help us to complete our increasingly 
challenging information search and triage tasks. Yet, as the document sets of our tasks grow ever larger and the 
computational processes of our VATs rise in complexity, there is a need to examine how novel designs of human-
facing visual interfaces impact the performances of information search and triage. 
 
This study is being conducted to examine and compare the effectiveness of a set of three interfaces. We are looking 
to explore the use of these unique interfaces, which possess varying design considerations either based on “current 
best practices” or novel techniques which we believe can help users perform their tasks. We hope that we may gather 
insight towards their potential use in establishing new paradigms for the design of interfaces which support 
information search and triage. We hope that your participation in our study will help us achieve these objectives. 
 
5. How long will you be in this study? 
 
5.1. It is expected that you will be in the study for a single day, there will be 1 study visit during your participation 
in this study, and the visit will take approximately 1 hour. If you are randomly selected for a post-performance 
interview, the visit duration may increase in time approximately 15 minutes, for a total of approximately 75-85 
minutes. 
 




6.1. If you decide to participate then you will be “randomized” into one of three groups, as described in Section 7. 
Randomization means that you are put into a group by chance (like flipping a coin). There is no way to predict which 
group you will be assigned to. You will have a 33%, or 1/3 chance of being placed in either/any group. Neither you 
nor the researchers can choose what group you will be in. During the study, the investigator(s) will know which 
group you are in. 
 
6.2. Members of the development team for the study tool are excluded from participating in the study. 
 
6.3. We anticipate the study to include 12-45 participants. 
 
7. What are the study procedures? 
 
7.1. If you agree to participate you will be asked to: Attend one study session of approximately 1 hour for the 
randomly determined non-interview variant, or 75-85 minutes for a post-study interview variant. Potential 
participants will be provided the required study disclosure materials, asked to review those materials, and 
acknowledge their willingness to participate in the study session in the form of their written signature. Once a 
signature is provided, the investigator will randomly assign the participant to one of three interface variants, each of 
which possesses a unique interface for performing the task set. At this time, the investigator will also randomly 
generate if the participant will be asked to perform a post-study interview; and knowledge of this assignment will not 
be known to the participant until after the completion of their assigned tasks. The participant will then be asked to 
fill out a pre-study questionnaire which will collect basic personal information from the participant, as well as 
information regarding the participants experience with the technologies and domains covered in the study. The 
participant will then be provided a general overview description of the study and will be allowed a short period of 
time to explore their assigned interface. The participant will then be provided the specifics of their task set. The 
participant will then be asked to begin their tasks. The task portion of the session will end when a student has 
completed their objectives. If the participant was randomly determined to not require a post-study interview, then the 
participant will be told that they will not require a post-study interview, and their session will conclude. If the 
participant was randomly assigned to a post-study interview, they will be informed of this assignment at this time. 
The participant may choose not to do the post-study audio recorded interview and will be presented that option. If 
they accept the request for the post-study interview, the investigator will prepare and perform that interview, which 
will require the participant to provide their perspective on their study experience. This recording will be in the form 
of an audio recording. The session will conclude after the completion of the interview. 
 
7.2. If you are selected to participate in a post-study interview, the question-driven discussion will be recorded in 
audio form, to later be transcribed as text. 
 
7.3. The study takes place in a computer lab environment. This may include accessing computer hardware, audio 
recording hardware, written content, physical documentation materials, etc. The participant will not be required to 
bring any equipment into the study. 
 
7.4.  Other than basic personal information (name, age, education, prior experience with involved technologies, etc.), 
no sensitive information will be required from participants. 
  
8. What are the risks and harms of participating in this study? 
 
8.1. Feelings and emotions which may arise from a) encountering and/or performing within a test-like environment 
pertaining to information which you might consider unfamiliar (akin to the feeling of taking a test without prior 
study) and/or b) interacting with a software tool interface for the first time. Otherwise, there are no known or 
anticipated risk or discomfort associated with participating in this study. If discomfort associated with your 
participation in this study does arise, support resources can be found for Western students at Western Health and 
Wellness (https://www.uwo.ca/health/index.html). 
 




9.1. You may not directly benefit from participating in this study, but insight gathered may provide benefits towards 
the design of visual analytics tools for challenging information-based search and triage tasks on large document sets. 
 
10. Can participants choose to leave the study? 
 
10.1. If you decide to withdraw from the study, the information that was collected prior to you leaving the study will 
still be used as the researchers will be unable to identify an individual participant’s responses. No new information 
will be collected without your permission. 
 
11. How will participants’ information be kept confidential? 
 
11.1. Representatives of Western University’s Non-Medical Research Ethics Board may require access to your study-
related records to monitor the conduct of the research. Otherwise, no people/groups/organizations outside the study 
team will have access to information collection. Your basic, non-identifiable information (e.g., age, department of 
study, quotes, etc.) will be collected during your participation of the study, alongside the observation, questioned, 
and/or analytic results produced by your actions while you participate. 
 
11.2. a)  Basic, non-identifiable information (e.g., age, department of study, quotes, etc.) will be collected during 
your participation of the study. b) The study dissemination will combine the collected non-identifiable information 
alongside any observation, questioned, and/or analytic results produced by your participation. c) Consent will be 
acquired to disclose non-identifiable information for the dissemination of the study in an anonymous and collective 
fashion. 
 
11.3. No identifiable information will be shared with others outside the study team. 
 
11.4. Identifiable information (e.g., name, email address) will be kept for the length of the overall study, to facilitate 
the requirements of running the study (e.g., ensure no duplicate study performances, pursue follow-up email inquiries 
if required, etc.). 
 
11.5. If the results of the study are published, your name will not be used. 
 
11.6. Participation in this study will be performed individually. 
 
11.7. Data collection in this study will be performed internally by the study team. 
 
11.8. If randomly selected for a follow-up interview, quotes may be included within the dissemination in an 
anonymous fashion. 
 
11.9. All data will be collected anonymously and neither the researchers nor anyone else will be able to identify you 
as a research participant. The data will be stored on a secure server at Western University and will be retained for a 
minimum of 7 years. Your data may be retained indefinitely and could be used for future research purposes (e.g., to 
answer a new research question). By consenting to participate in this study, you are agreeing that your data can be 
used beyond the purposes of this present study by either the current or other researchers. The study team will retain 
the anonymous, non-identifiable information collected during your participation for future use. 
 
11.10. All identifiable information will be deleted from the dataset collected so that individual participant's anonymity 
will be protected. The de-identified data will be accessible by the study investigators as well as the broader scientific 
community. More specifically, the data available to other researchers upon publication so that data may be inspected 
and analyzed by other researchers. The data that will be shared will not contain any information that can identify 
you. 
 
12. Are participants compensated to be in this study? 
 




13. What are the Rights of Participants? 
 
13.1. Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide not to be in this study. Even if you consent to 
participate you have the right to withdraw from the study at any time. If you choose not to participate or to leave 
the study at any time it will have no effect on your employment status and/or academic standing. 
 




14.1. There is no immediate claim for commercialization from the results of this study. 
 
15. Whom do participants contact for questions? 
 
15.1. If you have questions about this research study, please contact: 
 
Principal Investigator 
Dr. Kamran Sedig, Professor, Computer Science, Faculty of Information and Media Studies 
Western University 
 
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant or the conduct of this study, you may contact 
The Office of Human Research Ethics (519) 661-3036, 1-844-720-9816, email: ethics@uwo.ca. This office oversees 
the ethical conduct of research studies and is not part of the study team. Everything that you discuss will be kept 
confidential. 
 








1. Project Title 
 
Investigating Visual Analytics Tool Interface Design for Searching and Triaging Large Document Sets 
 
2. Document Title 
 
Letter of Information and Consent 
 
3. Principal Investigator  
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Appendix B Task Questions 
Q1 Task 1.1 Using the tool for assistance, which term between "cancer" and "leukemia" has the highest rate of 
document occurrence within the document set?  
Cancer. 
Leukemia. 
I cannot answer. 
Q2 Task 1.2 Using the tool for assistance, which term between "cancer" and "treatment" has the highest rate of 
document occurrence within the document set? 
Cancer. 
Treatment. 
I cannot answer. 
Q3 Task 1.3 Using the tool for assistance, which term between "leukemia" and "treatment" has the highest rate of 
document occurrence within the document set? 
Leukemia. 
Treatment. 
I cannot answer. 
Q5 Task 2.1 Using the tool for assistance, which of the following definitions best aligns with the term “nevus”? 
A mole or birthmark on the body. 
Abnormal umbilical morphology. 
The position of nerve damage in a cerebral cortex. 
I cannot answer. 
Q6 Task 2.2 Using the tool for assistance, which of the following terms best a ligns with the definition “damage to 




I cannot answer. 




I cannot answer. 
Q10 Task 3.1 After performing a search using the terms "leukemia", "fever", and "symptoms" (but with the 
limitation that you cannot open any individual document to view its content), approximately what is the percentage 
of documents from the 10000 documents aligns with "one or more" of the three provided terms? 
0% - 0.01% (0-1 documents) 
0.02% - 1% (2-100 documents) 
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1.01% - 10% (101-1000 documents) 
10.01% - 25% (1001-2500 documents) 
25.01% - 40% (2501-4000 documents) 
40.01% - 70% (4001-7000 documents) 
70.01% - 100% (7001-10000 documents) 
I cannot answer. 
Q11 Task 3.2 After performing a search using the terms "leukemia", "fever", and "symptoms" (but with the 
limitation that you cannot open any individual document to view its content), approximately what is the percentage 
of documents from the 10000 documents aligns with the term "leukemia"? 
0% - 0.01% (0-1 documents) 
0.02% - 1% (2-100 documents) 
1.01% - 10% (101-1000 documents) 
10.01% - 25% (1001-2500 documents) 
25.01% - 40% (2501-4000 documents) 
40.01% - 70% (4001-7000 documents) 
70.01% - 100% (7001-10000 documents) 
I cannot answer. 
Q12 Task 3.3 After performing a search using the terms "leukemia", "fever", and "symptoms" (but with the 
limitation that you cannot open any individual document to view its content), approximately what is the percentage 
of documents from the 10000 documents aligns with "the combination of all three" of the provided terms? 
0% - 0.01% (0-1 documents) 
0.02% - 1% (2-100 documents) 
1.01% - 10% (101-1000 documents) 
10.01% - 25% (1001-2500 documents) 
25.01% - 40% (2501-4000 documents) 
40.01% - 70% (4001-7000 documents) 
70.01% - 100% (7001-10000 documents) 
I cannot answer. 
Q14 Task 4.1 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", and then 
locating, but not opening, the document titled “Overweight children reduce their activity levels earlie r in life than 
healthy weight children.” select from the following the combination of terms which you predict will align with the 




Overweight, Children, Prevention. 
None of these term combinations. 
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I cannot answer. 
Q15 Task 4.2 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", and then 
locating, but not opening, the document titled “First lessons from the Kiel Obesity Prevention Study (KOPS).” 





Overweight, Children, Prevention. 
None of these term combinations. 
I cannot answer. 
Q16 Task 4.3 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", and then 
locating, but not opening, the document titled “Food behaviors and other strategies to prevent and treat pediatric 
overweight.” select from the following the combination of terms which you predict aligns most with the contents 




Overweight, Children, Prevention. 
None of these term combinations. 
I cannot answer. 
Q18 Task 5.1 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", and then 
locating, but not opening, the document titled “Overweight children reduce their activity levels earlier in life than  
healthy weight children.” (referred in short as D1) and the document titled “First lessons from the Kiel Obesity 
Prevention Study (KOPS).” (referred in short as D2), predict the rate of occurrence for the term "Overweight" 
between the two documents. 
D1 will have a higher rate of occurrence of the term Overweight then D2.  
D2 will have a higher rate of occurrence of the term Overweight then D1.  
Both D1 and D2 will have no occurrences of the term Overweight. 
Both D1 and D2 will have some level of occurrence to the term Overweight, and it appears to be 
approximately equal. 
I cannot answer. 
Q19 Task 5.2 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", and then 
locating, but not opening, the document titled “First lessons from  the Kiel Obesity Prevention Study (KOPS).” 
(referred in short as D1) and the document titled “Food behaviors and other strategies to prevent and treat pediatric 




D1 will have a higher rate of occurrence of the term Children then D2.  
D2 will have a higher rate of occurrence of the term Children then D1. 
Both D1 and D2 will have no occurrences of the term Children. 
Both D1 and D2 will have some level of occurrence to the term Children, and it appears to be approximately 
equal. 
I cannot answer. 
Q21 Task 6.1 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", locate and 
open the document titled “Food behaviors and other strategies to prevent and treat pediatric overweight.”, which 
of the following correctly orders the rate of occurrence of each term within the document content (not including 
the title), where the order is highest rate of occurrence as the first and leftmost term, down to the lowest rate of 
occurrence as the last and rightmost term. 
Children, Overweight, Prevention. 
Overweight, Children, Prevention. 
Prevention, Children, Overweight. 
Overweight, Prevention, Children. 
None of these are the correct order. 
I cannot answer. 
Q22 Task 6.2 After performing a search using the terms "Overweight", "Children", and "Prevention", locate and 
open the document titled “First lessons from the Kiel Obesity Prevention Study (KOPS).” which of the following 
correctly orders the rate of occurrence of each term plus a new term – "family"/"families" (consider both to be in 
the same count) within the document content (not including the title), where the order is highest rate of occurrence 
as the first and leftmost term, down to the lowest rate of occurrence as the last and rightmost term. 
Children, Overweight, Prevention, Family/Families. 
Overweight, Family/Families, Children, Prevention. 
Prevention, Children, Family/Families, Overweight. 
Prevention, Children, Overweight, Family/Families. 
None of these are the correct order. 
I cannot answer. 
Task 7 We ask that you use the full tool to rapidly produce a set of 5 documents which you deemed most 
relevant to the research question. There is a 20-minute time limit, yet we do not intend for you to spend a 
significant duration of time performing this task. 
Research Question: How does chromosomal instability drive tumor progression?  
Background: “Chromosomal instability (CIN), defined by an elevated rate of chromo some mis-segregation and 
breakage, results in diverse chromosomal aberrations in tumor cell populations. Accumulating cytogenetic 
analyses of over 60,000 cases of human cancer have indicated that most solid tumors contain chromosomal 
aberrations, with each tumor displaying a distinct abnormal karyotype. In typical human cancers, one -quarter 
of the genome is affected by arm-level copy number aberrations. Cancer genome sequencing has revealed 
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dynamic chromosomal content changes during clonal evolution of the tumor cell population. However, how 
chromosomal loss or gain drives tumor progression to metastasis remains unknown. It is technically difficult 
to determine the biological function of a specific chromosomal content change, which may influence the 
expression of hundreds to thousands of genes. Recently, advanced genome-editing techniques have been used 
to delete large chromosomal region, even whole chromosomal arm. With the application of new methodology, 
the findings on chromosomal content changes in continuingly isolated phenotypic variants of tumor cells might 
shed some light on the role of CIN in driving tumor metastatic phenotypic switching. These studies have proved 
the concept that CIN is playing an important role in cancer progression. Since CIN is one of the most common 
features of cancer cells, it is believed that CIN could be a potential therapeutic target.”  
Q24 Task 7.1 What was the file name of your 1st document? 
Q25 Task 7.2 What was the file name of your 2nd document? 
Q26 Task 7.3 What was the file name of your 3rd document? 
Q27 Task 7.4 What was the file name of your 4th document? 





Appendix C Post-Task Questions 








Q8 Post-Task 2.4 Did you use the tool to assist your selections in Tasks 2.1 through 2.3? 
Yes, and it significantly helped me. 
Yes, and it somewhat helped me. 
Yes, although it did not help me. 
No, I knew it would not help me based on prior use of the tool interface. 
No, for other reasons I elected to not use the assistance of the tool interface at all. 

















































































Appendix D List of Documents for Task 7 
• Determinants and clinical implications of chromosomal instability in cancer (Sansregret, Vanhaesebroeck, & 
Swanton, 2018) 
• Chromosomal instability: A common feature and a therapeutic target of cancer (Tanaka & Hirota, 2016) 
• The role of chromosomal instability in tumor initiation (Nowak et al., 2002) 
• Chromosomal instability (CIN): what it is and why it is crucial to cancer evolution (Heng et al., 2013) 
• Cancer morphology, carcinogenesis and genetic instability: a background (Bignold, Coghlan, & Jersmann, 2006) 
• Chromosomal instability and transcriptome dynamics in cancer (Stevens, Horne, Abdallah, Ye, & Heng, 2013) 
• Autophagy suppresses tumor progression by limiting chromosomal instability (Mathew et al., 2007) 
• A double-edged sword: how oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes can contribute to chromosomal instability 
(Orr & Compton, 2013) 
• Defining 'chromosomal instability' (Geigl, Obenauf, Schwarzbraun, & Speicher, 2008) 
• Role of chromosomal instability in cancer progression (McClelland, 2017) 
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Appendix E Interview Questions 
[Depending on where the discussion heads, seek out interesting points of contrast between tasks.] 
1. Can you describe to me your initial thoughts as you received <Task #>, and perhaps walk me through how you 
thought about and enacted your plan to complete this task using your provided tool. 
2. Were there any parts of this task that you felt were challenging because of how the tool did or did not support you? 
3. Were there any parts of this task that you felt were easy because of how the tool did or did not support you. 
4. What task did you feel was the hardest to perform? Easiest? 
 
[Introduce one interface which is alternate to their session interface.] 
1. What are your initial thoughts on this new interface? 
2. How do you think this interface is compares to the interface you were given for the tasks? 
3. Are there any tasks that you’ve done today that this new interface would’ve improved your performance over when 
you used your original?  
4. How about worse? 
 
[Adjust discussions to match any interesting points of contrast generated in initial interview questions, but now relate 
to alternate interface. If deemed valuable, continue by showing second alternate interface, repeating the question set. 
Continue once discussion has completed for alternate interfaces.] 
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